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The

current debate about

women

and gender

in

Adams
development, sustainable

development, and the impact of western development systems on Third World countries,
has provided the primary impetus for this study. The ongoing debate

is

between two

opposing view points, profit-oriented and people-oriented.

This study focuses primarily on the newly independent Eastern Caribbean

former British colonies referred

(OECS). The Caribbean
and these nation
intrinsic

states

to as the Organization of Eastern

as a region has largely been

political systems.

vi

Caribbean States

lumped together with Latin America,

have not attracted many scholars

development and

States,

to

examine or investigate

their

My

intent

is

not to present a definite or fixed model, but to suggest an alternative

development paradigm

for the Eastern Caribbean.

The

specific contours of the

transformation process would vary from one nation or area to another, depending on
particular individualized circumstances.

The broad based

principles of the transformation

process would nevertheless be applicable to the larger Caribbean region, as well as other

Less Industrialized Countries.

I

drew on grounded theory and

qualitative research to describe and analyze the

practices and factors that characterize a development project in

Grenadines. This approach

dimensional

is

It

site,

is

and the

multi-

Using multiple qualitative data sources and

involvement of the investigator as

this study.

which

particularly appropriate for a topic

in its investigation.

environment of the chosen

St. Vincent

a researcher

and participant observer

the

to the social

allowed for the greatest possible depth and richness

in

included opportunities for observations of the formal and informal processes

of the project implementation.

The proposed

alternative

paradigm includes factors such

redefines growth; development in which

development which

empowers

the

women

development

that

play a central, active and guiding role;

revitalizes indigenous culture

poor majority and builds a basis

as

and

identity;

for genuine

development

that

democracy; development

that

experiments.
permits a spectrum of political and economic options and

The

practical

outcome

is

that Eastern

Caribbean Nations and Less Industrialized

to guide their development
Countries no longer have to adhere rigidly to one paradigm

path.
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INTRODUCTION
National economic development

era.

It

is

one of the most compelling concepts of our

raises painful questions about values, techniques,

and choices.

It

brings to the

surface the query about the nature of the “good society” as well as the problem of

to decide

it

is

on society’s content and course. Because these problems

are large

and

who

is

difficult,

very easy to generalize them using the term “development” as a euphemism for

change, growth or modernization. Economic policies are largely based on the assumption

that

development and a

same

thing, with the

satisfactory

growth

main constraint

to

its

rate of per capita

achievement being externally induced and

imbalances such as unemployment and domestic

internal

significance.

However, development

is

product are one and the

inflation,

much more complex

holding far less

than any of these words

suggest.

The

alternative conception of

context of their existence, that

is

development

is

about people, about the concrete

largely influenced by the social conditions they inherit

and the movements and rhythms underlying them. And
about people, then

it

is

they

who

if

development and change

should ultimately choose what path they wish

to pursue.

Individuals and groups can offer ideas, suggestions and leadership, but the ultimate
their efficacy lies in the willingness of the people to adopt

existence.

What

is

offered, therefore,

is

them

socially

and

test

of

as part of their daily

a tentative starting point for a pathway to be

carved out by the willing actions of the people themselves, working as much

is

are

politically possible at a given time.

1

in

concert as

My

concept of development

is

of “being” and “doing”; of designing and

administering projects and programs to bring about visible and significant change
people’s circumstances. Development should

mean

in

increasing the capacity of people to

self-determine and influence their future.

The term “Nation Building” should be synonymous with
development.

It

means educating

the people.

The

the

meaning of

citizens of a country are

its

richest

resource, and the objectives of the education program should be to improve the quality of

the

its

resources for the benefit of the nation. Development means increasing and

maintaining the

vitality

of the people; providing infrastructure and amenities that will

economic growth and expansion;

facilitate

use of the potential of

all

striving towards self-sufficiency and

making

resources.

Development involves

striving for individual independence. Individual

independence, meaning not individualism or selfishness, but that sense of individual

creativity

and self-reliance

of the matter

is

that is necessary for the

that although

development of the person. The

government has a responsibility

to create the

environment for individual enterprise, individual enterprise must

itself

truth

most favorable

be creative,

and unity of
independent, and self-sustaining. There must be a sense of cooperation
purpose.

The

towards the national
quality of creativity and self-reliance must be directed

good.

This definition of development,
majority of the absolute poor,

and

tears.

who

is

fraught with difficulties. Prosperity for the

are mostly rural people, will not

There are issues of power and choice.

2

Who

is

come without sweat

to decide the direction

and nature

of change? These issues are also rooted

in

deeper concerns over

why

people behave as

they do and what are appropriate and feasible goals toward which change might be
directed.

What do we hold on

own nationhood

to,

and what do we

we view development

if

let

go of?

It

can be very easy to

sell

only as “Modernization”. The question

our

is,

modernization by whose standards and measurements?

We

are

all

familiar with the

economic

labels used to distinguish

one

of

set

countries from another can vary. However, one must be careful with the terms used to

describe the development process

capita

itself.

Economic growth

income and product. Economic and

social

refers to a rise in national per

development implies much more.

It

includes placing on the agenda more issue areas like poverty, rural development,

entrepreneurship, health care, urbanization, technological change, that bring various

disciplines together to explore the problematique as well as to grapple with the solutions.

While our theory and

method of analysis

historical understandings of our

that is faulty.

We

development with unidisciplinary
major participants

in the

problems are adequate,

are approaching the multidisciplinary

tools of analysis.

The people of

it

our

problems of

a country

must be

process of development that brings about changes in structure.

Participation in the process of development implies sharing in the enjoyment of the
benefits of development as well as the production of those benefits. If growth only

benefits a tiny, wealthy minority, whether domestic or foreign,

Given the colonial

history of the Caribbean, as well as

it is

not development.

many

other Less

development must be
Industrialized Countries in Latin America, Africa, Asia,
coterminous with decolonization.

It

should be a process aimed

3

at

transforming the

capabilities of former colonial societies

sufficiency.

These capabilities

from

a state of

dependency

are varied. In the first place, there

is

to

one of

self-

the question of

technology, the relevance of which could provide the basis of enhancing the material

well-being of any system. Relevant technology can provide the alteration of capital

structures, innovations in

economic organization, more

increased productivity. Secondly, there

them so
increase

maximize

as to

its

is

effective

the question of skills.

communications and

The urgency

is

to update

society’s output. In the final analysis, a society’s capacity to

skill-quotient increases also the factors of production

which can create new

products. Third, relevant technology and increased skills are both related to the

management of human

resources and the environment. In other words,

it

is

the effectiveness of a person’s capabilities to use innovative techniques and

a

measure of

knowledge

to

influence the development of the society.

Any

contribution to the transformation the Caribbean states and other Less

Industrialized Countries, must begin with the transformation of the individual which in

turn raises another capability

technology and

— psychological development. Even with adequate

skills, a society

may remain

colonized

if

the values and attitudes of the

the colonial mentality.
individual in that society are trapped in colonialism, reinforcing

Then

too,

how

is

development

plan into action? These are

is.

some of

Administrative Capacity. There

to be

implemented? What

is

to

happen

to

move

the

that
the questions of another aspect of development,

is little

purpose

in

making plans without regard

without action
capacity to put them into operation. Policy

is

pointless.

There

is

for the

no natural

requires a range of resources as well as
law which links ideas to actions. That linkage

4

conscious and conscientious

effort.

Development administration

is

a

key function

accomplishing development change, since the implementation process
straight line, but rather a

complex of

adjustment process. Implementation

is

have

to create the

is

a process

which involves

utmost competence

the constructive

to facilitate the

development imperatives through multi-disciplinary approaches.
agenda more issues

not a simple

several loops, each feeding back data to inform the

execution of a certain series of actions intended to produce a particular

We

in

like poverty, rural

result.

achievement of

We

need

to place

on the

development, entrepreneurship, health care,

urbanization, technological change, and gender roles that bring various disciplines

We

together to explore the problematique as well as to grapple with the solutions.

that leaving

development visions

in the

hands of a single discipline

is

not working. While

our theory and historical understandings of our problems are adequate,
analysis that has been faulty.

We

know

it

is

our method of

have approached the multidisciplinary problems of

development with unidisciplinary tools of

analysis.

adherence to one
Practices of development have been predominantly fashioned by
of change.
or other of the prevalent socio-economic and political models

exceptions, these have been generated outside of real

most part neglected the philosophical and
There

is

a sense in

which

cultural

the indigenous culture

must harness elements of folkways whether

in

life

experiences.

With very few

They have

dimensions of the people

s

must be recreated. Any plan

for the

being.

tor

change

prose, poetry, in song or in dance. These

feelings that represent critical factions and
are significant in so far as they express

tendencies

in

our societies.

5

Development

rhetoric

is

also changing.

No

longer

be concerned about women's opportunities and rights
provides examples of

to

how women

in a

at

is

it

“culturally imperialistic” to

policy levels. This case study

small Eastern Caribbean state have

develop more advantageous ways of participating

in the

come

together

community development and

contributing to the market economy. Four major points stand out: the importance of

economic benefits

activities or to introduce

economic
is

viability;

the question of whether to build on traditional

new, nontraditional ones; the issue of project

and the

not that this case study

but that

women;

for poor

The

analysis provided

when faced with

similar problems,

role of technical assistance to projects.

“the” model of what to do

is

community organizations can

sustainability or

learn to anticipate these problems and think

creatively about solutions appropriate within their local context and their institutional

abilities.

The
traditional

vision of an alternative model of Caribbean development transcends the

methods and measures of development

expense of the

social, cultural

development must be
that

is

socially sustainable;

development

New ways

to the creation of

holistic. It calls for

development

in

development

which

that are evolving in the

such alternatives. This paradigm of
that re-defines

economically sustainable; development

that rescues

criteria at the

of understanding the roles ot

development and the meaning of democracy

in

Caribbean can contribute

development

economic

and psychological. The process of empowerment cannot be

separated from the problems of debt and poverty.

gender and culture

that stress

women

that is psychologically

and

play a central, active and guiding role;

and revitalizes Caribbean culture and

6

growth;

identity;

development

that

permits a spectrum of political and economic options and experiments; and development
that

empowers

the region’s poor majority and in so doing, builds a basis for

more genuine

democracy.

Small projects can have a significant impact on a community’s economic wellbeing. But they are even

more important

as a

means of education,

people to feel that they belong together and have a

common

as a

means of

getting

purpose. The path to

equitable, sustainable and democratic development, cannot be charted entirely in advance.

New

structures and

methods can be created through

experimentation and constant re-evaluation,

political conditions.

set

of circumstances

a process of practical

in relation to

changing economic and

This process permits a multiplicity of models; what works under one

may

fail in

another. Issues explored

in this

process are, the relation

of local and grassroots organizations to national and regional institutions; the appropriate

balance between individual

initiative

and community and national planning; the means of

addressing immediate needs without endangering longer-term sustainability; and adopting
a learning approach to planning and administration.

The process of development planning and
social learning than on scientific

administration must be based more on

management. The key

to social learning is not analytical

method, but organizational process; and the central methodological concern
effectively engaging the necessary participation of

the collective

knowledge of

the system.

7

community members

in

is

with

contributing to

CHAPTER

1

DEMOGRAPHICS
Socio-Economic Milieu of the Caribbean

1.1

This research focusing on the independent region of the Eastern Caribbean grew
out of

my

interest in the political

and economic development and modernization of

developing and underdeveloped countries.

My

concern for finding an adequate and

relevant qualitative comparative model for examination of the structure and process of a

community development

project,

and the need

participatory process of that project, guided

community

in the island

of

St. Vincent

The Caribbean sea embraces

to present a

me

to

deeper analysis of the

undertake this study of a small rural

and the Grenadines

in the

the world’s largest concentration of small and mini-

states established through a pattern of penetration., conquest

major European empires increased the region's natural
therefore

more varied than

Protestant) or South

imposed

its

own

in either

and settlement. Rule by four

diversity. Island cultures

were

North America (primarily northern European and

America (mainly Hispanic and Roman

Catholic).

Each empire

language, religion, habits, and prejudices on the governed. Their

differing political systems also left a lasting imprint.

allowed the whites on each island

their

Eastern Caribbean.

to

make

their

own

empire from Europe. These distinctions were

because Spain was far away and often

left

British (at least before 1810)

laws.

The Spanish

tried to

govern

less sharp in practice than in theory

island elites alone to govern themselves. But

the colonial centuries did leave different traditions

parliamentary politics

The

in the other.

8

— of one-man

rule in

one case, of

Each of

the islands has

its

own

cultures and traditions. But they also share certain

experiences that differ from those of the mainland. Since they supplied the same
agricultural

commodities

wide economic

to a

With

trends.

world market,

all

rare exceptions,

all

have been affected by the same world-

were once slave

societies, to an extent

never seen before or since.

The Caribbean region
this

fragmentation

in the

the French, Spanish and

is

very fragmented.

Thomas

(1988), gives an example of

use of the term “English-speaking Caribbean,” as distinct from

Dutch Caribbean,

to include three

broad based categories made

of:

1

.

The

thirteen

CARICOM

territories with an

2.

3.

Trinidad-Tobago and Montserrat).

The United Kingdom dependencies of
Islands,

The United

Market)

Belize, Dominica. Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, St.Kitts-

St. Lucia, St. Vincent,

Cayman

Common

approximate population of five million (Antigua-Barbuda,

Bahamas, Barbados,
Nevis,

(Caribbean Community and

Anguilla, British Virgin Islands,

Turks and Caicos Islands, and Bermuda.

States Virgin Islands.

This linguistic grouping also includes Guyana and Belize which are not islands but

mainland

A

territories of

South and central America.

second example of fragmentation occurs when an attempt

is

made

to

determine

the area of study geographically. This approach defines the Caribbean as the islands of the

Caribbean Sea and, as such, includes

Dominican Republic,

all

the islands listed

Haiti, Puerto Rico, the

above

as well as

Cuba, the

French overseas departments of Martinique
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and Guadeloupe and the Dutch

Antilles. This definition ignores the different

political organization in the region,

which includes

socialist

forms of

Cuba, non-socialist

independent states as well as some surviving European and United States colonies.

A
and

third issue

is

and

that of size

size of national market,

all

scale. In

terms of population, geographical area

Caribbean countries are small, but within the

CARICOM

sub-group there are considerable variations. For example, Guyana covers an area of

214,970 square kilometers, whereas Montserrat has mere 104. The variation
size,

per capita income, population and geographical area

matter which definition of the Caribbean

is

as

all

is

it

the countries already mentioned, plus the

sought to give

and investment

this

dramatically revealed no

that of the

“Caribbean Basin", which

whole of Central America,

Colombia and Venezuela. The US government created

where

is

as well

the Caribbean Basin Initiative

concept an economic content through

relations. Size

market

employed.

At present the most widely used concept
includes

is

in

it’s

external aid, trade

a key characteristic distinguishing the Eastern Caribbean

work
nations from other developing countries. The peculiar customs and systems
relatively well in the region precisely because the states are small.

Despite

its

many weaknesses CARICOM’ s

closest to providing a

framework

attempt

account

in

regional integration

comes

for this shared regional consciousness within the

Caribbean. All the major classes, groups, and strata

their social

at

in these territories

have molded

into

take into
consciousness a particular view of the Caribbean, which they
their
pursuing their interests and which directly influences

10

political behavior.

The English-speaking Eastern Caribbean
developmental stages involved
indeed some inherent factors

in

we could

in the historical

most independent small

The

development of

on

the territory that render

It is

its

which

is

representative of

hemisphere.

relevance to democracy has been a subject of political

theory throughout history. The Greek philosophers, in particular Aristotle and Plato,

strongly that a democracy had to be small

autonomous

city-state that

it

precisely because of these differences

that specific geographical area

states in that

issue of size and

are

within one of the established developmental models,

it

parts of Central or Latin America.

that this study concentrates

have experienced most of the

modernizing the traditional system. Yet there

unique, and prevent us from fitting

as

states

emerged

in

in early

order to be functional.

Greece appeared

hypothesis. Rousseau dealt with the same issues

in his

to

The concept of

have influenced

felt

the

this

writings including those on “social

contract.” His thoughts on the subject are scattered throughout his works and represent

probably the most in-depth analysis of the subject. The Eastern Caribbean’s small

may

not meet the ideals of Rousseau’s thoughts on democracy, but

it

size

does provide for

active citizen participation in government.

The small Caribbean

states in the

post-independence era function

like a city-state.

where most of the population
All governmental activities are processed in the capitals,
concentrated.

The smallness

also has

its

downside. The states are also unable

large industries because of a small labor force,

which

results in a negative

is

to attract

economic

have built-in components that neutralize
impact. Overall, however, this system appears to

extreme behavior both on the part of government

officials

and

citizens.

The model

is

small and unique, but politically stable.

Caribbean shares a

common

Social Structure

By

is

their inter-connections)

The region's working

mineral-extractive sector,

enterprises, in the

in the large

class

is

the

sum

concentrated

in

is

total

of classes,

four major areas

—

in the

and small-scale plantation type agricultural
in the

service sector.

forms of w'age labor which emerged

20th centuries. The third, which

for local,

is,

had acquired certain distinctive

emerging import-substitution sector and

utilize traditional colonial

consumer goods

although the Eastern

and Class

and groups and

characteristics.

that,

unique.

the 1970’s the Caribbean’s social structure (that

social strata

two

should be recognized

history of colonization, both the people and leaders of the

region believe that each state

1.1.1

It

The

in the late 19th

first

and

oriented to the manufacture and/or assembly of

high-income urban markets, consists mainly of enterprises

that

are either branch plants of, or operate under joint agreements with Trans-National

Corporations. The fourth, the service sector, employs a large proportion of the labor

force, although

government and tourism

effectively organized.

Some jobs

are the only

in this sector,

components within

it

such as street vendoring and domestic

service, really constitute an informal subsector within this category, while

enterprises offering

employment

concentrated

urban area (Thomas, 1988,

in the

The working

class

and small, foreign and
communities.

A

is

in the service sector are

concentrated

other

small and frequently

among
in

enterprises that are both large

urban settlements and

significant proportion of the female labor force
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many

p. 188).

typically distributed

local, highly

that are

is

in isolated

concentrated

in

domestic work

in individual

households and

in the

more

recently established export

processing zones, where firms show an overwhelming preference for female employees.

The

fact that

employment

is

spread

among

a large

number of small establishments

has hindered not only the unionization of the work force, but also the development of a
sense of class identity and solidarity, both of which are necessary for class action. In

addition,

it

should be noted that substantial sections of the working class

have some access to private property

in the

form of self-operated

in the

region

taxis, small

landholdings or small stores from which they supplement their incomes.

Some

also

exploit their skills in various forms on a part-time, spare-time basis. These links to small

property inevitably complicate working-class perceptions and behavior. Another

complication

infuses the

is

the seasonality of

work

employment

especially in agriculture and tourism. This

force with a sense of insecurity, for seasonal

been treated as temporary employment, thus making

work seasonably

all

his

working

The rapid expansion of

life

it

employment has

possible for a sugar-cane worker to

and end up being a temporary employee.

the lower-level salariat paid by the state

—

clerical

workers, teachers, nurses, messengers, drivers and other such service workers

added a significant new dimension

development of

state

generally

to the class structure of the region.

productive enterprises

in

With

the

manufacturing, export agriculture and

with workers
mining, this section of the work force has developed close links
complexities exist
directly productive sectors of these economies. Similar
propertied classes of the Eastern Caribbean.
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— has

in the

among

more

the

Close family

ties

within the manufacturing bourgeoisie have enabled 21

families in Jamaica (usually with residency or citizenship rights in North

America

or Europe) to dominate the locally controlled sections of

manufacturing, construction and distribution developed since the Second

World War (Thomas, 1988,

It is

also customary in the region for the traditional landed oligarchy and the

emergent manufacturing class
overlap

in

Capitalist

p. 190).

one person or

in

,

to

have no clear

line of

demarcation. They sometimes

one family, thus creating a complex intertwining of Semi-

and Capitalist property

relations.

The landed oligarchy developed

out of foreign

penetration and settlement and as such had no indigenous roots in the pre-conquest class

structure.

The concept of middle

class

is

especially vague, in that

it

usually comprises an

array of lower ranks of the landholders, professionals, teachers, middle-level

in state

and private enterprises and

in

small scale commercial operations, and

shopkeepers, artisans and traders working on their

vagueness

is

compounded by

into other groupings.

management

own

or with family labor. This

the fact that certain elements of the middle class can

fall

For example, the lower ranks of the landowners can also be

classified with richer peasants, while certain professionals can be included as part of the

bourgeoisie.

The term “intermediate

strata”

is

commonly used

in the

Caribbean context

to

peasantry and
describe the middle ground or gap between the relatively clearly-defined

working class and the large propertied

The

classes.

structure of peasantry as a landholding class

includes a wide variety of landless, small and

medium

14

is

also complex.

peasant holdings,

The category

many

of

whom

may

earn a substantial proportion of their income as wage laborers on state
projects,

private plantations, or in a

number of

artisan

and

craft type activities.

For the whole of the region’s recorded history, the peasantry have comprised the
majority of the population.

The poor have taken many

different forms over the past five centuries: the

indigenous inhabitants of the area, the early waves of European immigrant
settlers,

African slaves, indentured workers, peasants, urban and rural

workers, as well as the unemployed of the post-slavery period. The powerless
are

all

those who, under prevailing social and institutional arrangements, are

or have been unable to exercise any control over the workings of the state, the

machinery of production and

all

the other established institutions of social

authority. In other words, they are the ones

dominant or ruling

political

who

are

excluded from the

groups or classes. With rare exceptions, the

dominant classes have always, throughout

history,

comprised a small fraction

of the population and the powerless the vast majority (Thomas, 1988, pp. 23).

There

is

far

more

interaction

between class-based and non-property-based

structures in the region than in most capitalist countries.

The

greater interaction of class

with ethnic, sex, color, religious, rural, urban and even language divisions

makes

the social structure even

more

traditional capitalist classes (workers

difficult to analyze. “In a region

and

capitalists) are

(Thomas, 1988,

p. 194).
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region

where both

underdeveloped and where both

these classes are numerically small and qualitatively weak, there

ruling class”

in the

is

no clear hegemonic

Women

1.1.2

in

Caribbean Society

The image of

the strong, independent and

familiar one. But what

her this

way and

the

less well

is

ways

known

society used

dominant Caribbean

woman

a

is

or understood are the factors that have

them

made

to discriminate against her in both overt

and

subtle ways.

From

early in Caribbean history, the control of

been a crucial element
raided

Arawak

agriculturists.

in

strict

groups has

maintaining the power of the oppressor groups. Carib Indians

settlements and captured the

The

women by dominant

women

to

make

use of their skills as

sexual division of labor in Carib settlements was reinforced by

language differences between

men and women. Men spoke one language and women

another.

During slavery the use of women

as

concubines by white

women

men helped

to create

worked alongside men

social divisions

based on color. African

There was

sexual division of labor. After the abolition of the slave-trade, and

little

slaves

in the field.

ultimately of slavery. Western European forms of household organization began to be

adopted.

It

was

also after the abolition of the slave-trade that the ideology of Western

marriage was actively encouraged and a greater sexual division of labor encouraged.

began

to

be paid more than

women

in spite

of the experience during slavery of

Men

women

performing better under hard conditions. Fewer jobs were available for women. They then

combined work with household production and
plots of land

women

the raising of their children.

On

small

developed networks of skill-sharing, farming, child caring and
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sharing.

It is

not quite clear whether these traditions reinforced

women’s subordination

or

acted as institutions of resistance.

Like most people

in

poor and developing countries,

Caribbean are struggling towards self-sufficiency. Living
financial resources, they face the

women

and men

in societies

in the

with few natural or

problems of poverty and unemployment, of dependency

on industrialized countries and of being part of an International Economic Order
the

in

which

odds are heavily stacked against them.

Several factors have contributed to the present position of Caribbean
historical heritage of

economic and

political

women:

the

dependence on England during the periods of

slavery and colonialism; increasing North American influence

in the

post-independence

decades (1960s-80s) and the unique Creole culture of Caribbean society.

Although
Caribbean

the lives of

women

are not a

women

in different parts

homogenous group.

and economic status and place of residence

of the region do not differ greatly,

Distinctions of race, color, class, social

affect their lives

and are responsible

for

significant differences in their perceptions of themselves, their role and their

contributions to the development of their countries.

Many

Caribbean

women

perceive themselves and their status more

in

terms

of education and work opportunities and the effects of adverse social

economic conditions than

The majority of

the

women

in

terms of inequality

(Ellis,

1988,

are black, either of African descent or of

p. 1).

mixed

race. In every

island there are descendants of various European colonials, and other expatriates. Small
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ethnic groups of Chinese, Syrians and Portuguese also exist, as do very small pockets of
native Amerindians in

Dominica and

St. Vincent.

The progress of Caribbean women,

Women’s broad-based
beyond

young women,

strategies for the survival of themselves

possibilities offered

overwhelming majority of
controlling or

especially

by wage

and

is

quite remarkable.

their families goes far

labor. In the English-speaking Caribbean, an

the female population

managing those resources

is in

charge of producing, providing,

With

essential to meeting daily needs.

access to education, they are proving themselves as entrepreneurs and business

administration and

in

government. In her study on the

lives of

greater

women,

in

Caribbean women, Olive

Senior says.

That the majority of these

women

are

young, well educated and largely from

the middle-class or have adopted middle-class

subjective profile of

women who

the access route and also
scale, the lives of

of Caribbean

women

These

women

1991,

p. 187).

In recent years,

women

among

in the

it” in

system both points

the

remain

in

subordinate positions within their societies.

and despair (Senior,

and especially since International Women's Year

the wider population in

women

to

have not changed substantially. The vast majority

are trapped in an endless cycle of poverty

has focused mainly on black

are at the

“making

This admittedly

a wider reality, that, at the lowest end of the

masks

has been a tremendous increase and interest
planners and

are

life styles.

in rural

among women
all

aspects of

themselves,

women

s

in

1975, there

among

lives

national

and most of

communities. The majority of these

this

women

opportunities than others
bottom of the socio-economic ladder and have fewer

middle and upper classes.
18

1.1.3

Education, Mobility and Status

The

territories of the

legacy from their colonizers

English speaking Caribbean have
in the

inherited a

all

common

form of an education system which has had and

still

continues to have, far reaching repercussions on the lives of Caribbean people.

Ellis (1986, p. 91) places the education of

Caribbean

women

and the effects

that

education has had on them within the wider historical framework and socio-economic
context of the development of the region since the days of slavery. She believes that their
place

emerged from and been determined by

social relationships

which existed

the

modes of economic production and

in the plantation

system introduced by the British

colonizers. This cultural domination by the colonial rulers

the legal, political, religious and educational institutions

colonial societies of the region.

was enforced and reinforced by

which they transplanted

The education system introduced

based on that of nineteenth-century Victorian England and bore
situation,

the

into the

into the colonies

little

was

relevance to the

needs or problems of the local population. Naturally, the sexism and sex

stereotypes which were part of the British system were transmitted to the Caribbean.

As organized education expanded, boys and
educated

in the

to

activities.

While

the boys

be domestic servants, and

for children of this class.

classes

of the lower classes were

same school; although stereotypes were firmly entrenched

pursued separate

were trained

girls

were trained

this

as the sexes

to be skilled artisans, the girls

primary education was seen as sufficient

Secondary education for boys and

— white, colored, mixed, mulatto — was provided

girls

of the upper and middle

in single

sexed grammar

schools and reinforced by the curriculum. Upper class white boys were trained for the
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professions and for senior posts

in the colonial administration;

education which prepared them for commercial

upper class

girls

were trained

educated husbands.

It is

to be

life

middle class boys received

and for the public service, middle and

good mothers, wives, and companions worthy of

important to

know

that although

upper and middle class

girls

had

access to higher education, both the content and the purpose of their education was
similar to those of the lower class (Ellis, 1986).

The twentieth century saw

More

a rapid expansion of the colonial education system.

children from the lower classes gained access to primary as well as secondary

education. Consequently education became an avenue for social mobility and for

achieving higher economic and social status within the society.

whom

professional middle class began to emerge, a large majority of

and peasant background.

Among

higher university education

this

in Britain.

This

in the

dependence on colonial values and led

century

it

initiated the

in the

consciousness prompted the desire to

Caribbean national identity and

move towards

move from

independent nation

that education

self-

1960s and 1970s.

to the realization of the

to build

was being widely accepted

were from lower

Eventually, they began to display a growing

1950s and national independence

shift in

educated

group of males a significant number had received

awareness and a “Caribbean Consciousness” and

government

A black

need

states.

was not only

a situation of total

to

By

develop a sense of
the middle of the

the key to social

mobility but also to national development. The concept of equal opportunity and access to

education for children of

all

races and classes

became
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a regional ideology.

The school

curriculum was made more relevant and appropriate to local needs and

to ensure that

it

reflected the social reality, cultural values and ideas of the Caribbean people.

Both

women

conform

and

to the

men

of the

norms and

to

new

professional middle class were expected to

emulate the culture of the upper

class.

The

test

of their education was often the degree to which they disassociated

themselves from their peasant class culture. Educated

women

caught

in this

contradiction aspired and strove to acquire the values of the upper class, but
at

the

same time continued

from which they had come

Women

contributed

in

education.

as role

(Ellis,

no small way

giving of their services and skills

They served

to play important roles in the rural

-

teachers,

They continued

to

secretaries in

community
to

leaders and organizers, nurses.

improve

their situation

in

the

members of

life

and

their

affairs of

communities. Even today,

many communities

are lawyers, journalists, engineers, managers, doctors,

government

through

be the main economic support for their families and were

they continue to be leading figures

Women

p. 95).

development of these communities by

to the

models and encouraged others

generally held in high regard and esteem by

region.

1986,

communities

ministries,

and directors.

Women

are also

in the

permanent

now employed

as

mechanics, welders, agronomists, bus drivers, ministers of government and ministers of

religion.

But because the education system continues
sexism

is

an integral part,

image of a

woman

many educated middle

as wife and

official ideal stereotype

to reflect

class

an ideology of which

women

have internalized the

mother dependent on a male. The distance between

and the actual behavior of these
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women

is

ideal

this

manifested by the

double standards of Caribbean society, where married
their

at

husbands

the

same time

society sees

women from

which

is in

them

as inferior to

in fact

and

to

More

and dependent on

image and

have made a breakthrough

previously been dominated by men.

And

and

in the

into occupational areas

although they are

1.1.4

at all levels

which had

a minority in the highest

still

numbers

step towards ensuring that the female part of the Caribbean population

spheres and

coping

their

public and private sector.

levels of decision-making in politics, this steady increase in their

in all

this.

able to attain high levels of achievement

hold positions of influence and responsibility both

women

worth are affected by

self

that as a result of education

many Caribbean women have been

represented

husbands. Their

guaranteed them real independence. At another

conflict with their reality. Their

recently

their

the lower and peasant class operate outside of the official stereotype,

There can be no doubt however
strategies

expect and are expected by

to contribute substantially to the financial support of their families, while

economic independence has not
level,

women

is

is

an important

adequately

of Caribbean society.

Women in Development (WID)
When

the term

“women

in

development" was coined

rapidly adopted by the United States

The underlying

was

rationale

economic contribution

to

that

states that

Development produced

women

development.

Development, has been one of

Moser (1993)

Agency

the

USAID

in the 1970s,

for International

with

its

was very

Development (USAID).

are an untapped resource

USAID,

it

Office of

most determined advocates of

who

can provide an

Women

the

WID

in

approach.

together with the Harvard Institute of International

a case-study based

methodology
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to identify

how women have

been

left

out of development on the grounds that

system, yet their neglect

in

contribution” (Overholt et

The
efficiency,

WID
is

“women

development plans has

al,

1984,

approach, despite

left

its

change

in

based on the underlying rationale

women were

that

development and gender equity

one

in

activists,

are global, sought

and scholars

all

in the

Young (1993)

First,

theorizes

everywhere yet

have things to learn from

South and vice-versa; and

that the lessons of

example, health or agriculture or popular education or

field, for

micro-enterprises, can help those working for development and

fields.

Young (1993)

of one another; that people working in the North have

from people working

experience built up

untapped a potentially large

fully incorporated into them.

achieved nowhere; that policy people,

to learn

economic

development processes would

that the struggles for

much

in the

focus from one of equity to one of

if

know-how and experience

key actors

p. 3).

proceed much better

the

are

empowerment

in

other

shares the following themes:

methods of increasing

the popular production of

goods and services

that

— whether through employment, micro-enterprises, home-based
— linked
transformation of
household subsistence goods and

meet basic human needs
work, or

services

the gendered daily roles and relationships of

women

are

to the

and men.

Second, women’s recent development experience has put them

at the cutting

edge

change; grassroots organizing,
of every path and every method of developmental social
organizations (NGOs),
popular education, local and national non-governmental

building by

means of

training and

managed change

corporate organizations.
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in existing

institution

governmental and

Third, in the most important

environment, democratization and
of

women

in

topics of development

work

— AIDS,
—

and nationalist conflict

civil society,

the

the activities

both their individual daily lives and their collective social movements are

the central element. In these

lead,

new

new

areas,

women's

organizations have already taken the

and any successful development thinking, development

projects will have

women’s

policies,

and development

activities as their central focus.

Although development

itself

involves social change,

Young (1993)

surveys the

experimental lessons of a range of women’s social change strategies and methodologies.

The focus
specific

is

on a method of

social

development issues such

change

that could be broadly applied across a range of

as building grassroots

NGOs, conducting

popular

education, or instituting gender training to develop any kind of institution. Successful

grassroots

NGO organizers reflect on

their experience; a

popular educator

distills

and

applies principles of successful popular education, expert practitioners review their

experience with gender training for institutional development. In new topics of

development work, the
collective social

activities of

movements

women

in

both their individual daily lives and their

are the central element.

Rani Parker and Michele Friedman (Young, 1993) review different approaches

and experiences with training

government agencies

to

to

promote gender awareness

in existing institutions

community groups. They question how

gender-awareness training has worked

—

in

other words, what

aware organization. Rather than a one-time gender awareness

to

it

to

be a gender-

they advocate the long

continued gender
haul approach of changing the organizational culture to support
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from

determine whether the

means

fix,

to

awareness growth on the part of

women

at

its

members. The general idea

to

is

the center of analysis brings into view the centrality of

show how

women’s

development. The development agenda can then be broadly responsive

human needs and

the Third

World, particularly

wide range of

in the past fifteen years, there

programs and projects designed

proliferation of policies,

However, there has been

little

to assist

has been a

low-income women.

systematic classification or categorization of these various

policy initiatives, other than the informative

who

activities for

sharply focused on successful strategies.

Throughout

1993)

to a

putting

sees the concern for low-income

with a recognition of their important role

in

work of Buvinic

women’s needs

in

1983 and 1986 (Moser,

as coinciding, historically

development. Since the 1950s many different

interventions have been formulated. These reflect changes in macro-level economic and

social policy approaches to Third

women. Thus

World development,

the shift in policy approaches towards

to “anti-poverty” to “efficiency”

general trends in Third

and

finally to

World development

as well as in state policy towards

women, from “welfare”

to “equity”

“empowerment” has successively mirrored

policies,

from modernization policies of

accelerated growth, through basic needs strategies associated with redistribution, to the

more recent compensatory measures associated with

structural adjustment policies

(Moser, 1993).

Wide-scale confusion
different policy approaches.

still

Many

exists concerning both the definition

institutions at both national

government and

international agency level are unclear about their policy approach to

“women

in

development" approach has mystified rather than
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and use of

women. Often

clarified conceptual

the

categories. This has served to legitimize a range of approaches to

women which

incorporate different underlying assumptions in relation to their practical and strategic

gender needs.

It is

precisely because of confusions such as these that

develop simple but sufficiently rigorous tools

it

and limitations

Moser (1993)
for the

in assisting

important to

enable policy-makers and planners to

to

understand with greater clarity the implications of their interventions

their potential

is

in

terms of both

Third World women.

identifies five different policy approaches

which provide

the basis

development of further principles of development planning which bring gender

into the

development process. While

institutions, policy

different policies appeal to different types of

makers often favor combined policy approaches

in

order to

simultaneously meet the needs of different constituencies with the awareness that
policy approach

may occur

not only during the formulation stage, but also during the

implementation process. These five approaches

1.

The Welfare Approach. Introduced
earliest policy

purpose

is

shifts in

are:

in the

approach concerned with

to bring

women

into

1950s and 1960s, welfare

women

development as

in

is

the

developing countries.

better mothers.

Women

seen as passive beneficiaries of development. The reproductive role of
is

recognized and policy seeks to meet practical gender needs through

by top-down handouts of food

2.

It is

Equity

the original

within the 1976-85

women

in the

development.

Women

in

UN Women’s Decade,

recognizes

productive, and the

women
that role

still

widely popular.

Development (WID) approach. Introduced

development process.
It

are

measures against malnutrition and family

non-challenging and therefore

planning.

is

aid,

Its

its

Women

women’s

purpose

is

to gain equity for

are seen as active participants in

triple role, the reproductive, the

community managing work, and seeks
26

to

meet

strategic

gender needs through direct

autonomy

women

s

women, and reducing

to

their inequality with

is

The Anti-Poverty Approach

poor

the second

is

WID

challenges

approach. The “toned

women

increase their productivity.

productive role of

women, and

its

Women’s

problem of underdevelopment, not of subordination.

income

It

is

unpopular with governments.

version of equity, introduced from the 1970s onwards,
that

men.

and economic

subordinate position, has been criticized as Western Feminism,

considered threatening and

3.

state intervention, giving political

purpose

poverty

is

is

down”

to ensure

seen as a

recognizes the

It

seeks to meet practical gender needs to earn an

particularly through small scale income-generating projects.

most

It is

popular with non-governmental organizations.

4.

The Efficiency Approach

is

the third and

Particularly since the 1980s debt crisis,

more

development

is

contribution.

Women’s

efficient

its

and an

elastic

approach.

purpose has been to ensure that

and effective through women's economic

participation

is

equated with equity for women.

seeks to meet practical gender needs while relying on
roles

WID

now predominant

concept of women’s time.

all

Women

of

women’s

It

three

are seen primarily in

terms of their capacity to compensate for declining social services by

extending their working day.

5.

The Empowerment Approach
aims

at

very popular as an approach.

It is

is

the

most recent of the

empowering women through

subordination

is

and workers, and seeks

It

to

recognizes

meet

bottom-up mobilization around
challenging, although

feminism.

It is

supporters.

It

greater self-reliance.

seen not only as a problem of

neo-colonial oppression.

it

five approaches

men

women’s

strategic

Women’s

but also of colonial and

triple role, as

mothers, wives

gender needs indirectly through

practical gender needs.

It is

potentially

avoids the criticism of being Western-inspired

unpopular except with Third World women’s

does have

and

common

NGOs

and

elements with the equity approach.
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their

It is

Women
that

not

want

enough

to find

comes with

communities.

it.

for

ways

They

A new

the bridge to power.

women

it

as vital to the transformation they

planning tradition beckons as

They

knocking loudly

to

come

in.

be on the inside, sharing the power and the responsibility

to

see

to be outside the door,

women from

carry the honor of trailblazing

new

want

in their

around the world walk

territory

and the

responsibility of daring to succeed.

1.1.5

Women

and Development Unit (WAND)

The concept of

Women

Women’s Year

International

in

in

Development (WID) which emerged out of

1975 helped to focus the Caribbean governments’

attention on the important roles that

make

to the

development of

their societies.

worked through voluntary groups
them explore and adopt coping
networks

—

women

to

play and the valuable contributions that they

Caribbean women, however, have for years,

improve the welfare of other

women

strategies for survival. Kinship, family

especially in rural communities

— provide

and

and neighborhood

assistance with farming, child

care and food preservation. This sharing and inter-dependence not only helps

cope with family
strain as well as

to help

women

responsibilities, but acts as a buffer in times of emotional stress and

economic

crises.

A

large

number of prominent women

got together in

umbrella agency
1970 and formed the Caribbean Women’s Association (CARIWA), an

for

women

Jamaica

in

in the region.

This Caribbean

1977 to discuss

Women’s

Association organized a seminar

their concerns. Representatives of

in

governments, of national

agencies participated. This
and regional women’s organization and of international

Caribbean
meeting produced a regional plan of action for
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women which became

part of

the regional plan of action for Caribbean

regional plan of the United Nations

Caribbean. The

women

whose function was
that

Its

would

to

Economic Commission

1977 meeting agreed

at this

known

later incorporated into the

for Latin

America and

to establish, within

one year, a

the

unit

implement the plan by developing concrete programs and projects

facilitate the greater participation of

focus was to be on

also

women which was

women

in rural

communities

Developed Countries

as the Lesser

women

development of the region.

in the

in the

Windward and Leeward

— LDCs. The nation

islands

states of the Eastern

Caribbean are part of the Lesser Developed Countries.

The
seminar

arm

Women

and Development Unit

(Ellis, 1986), set

— of

up

its

is

a direct

outcome of

1978 within the Extra Mural Department

in

West

the University of the

Barbados. During

(WAND)

existence,

Indies.

It is

based

at the

Cave

Hill

this

1977

— an outreach

Campus

in

WAND has developed and implemented an extensive and

impressive program and a method of working that has had tremendous impact not only

through the region but internationally. The three major aspects of
raising of awareness about

women's groups and

to

women's

governments

implementation of experimental

integrating

the

issues, the provision of technical assistance to

in the region,

pilot projects as

women’s concerns with development

In 1988,

work has been

its

and the development and

models of

the

“what

plans, programs,

WAND held a consultation to reflect on

its

and the “how

of

and projects.

decade of work. The

needs:
consultation led the unit to the confirmation of several area

1

Change

WAND’s

one which seeks

goal from one of “integrating

to

“empower women
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women

into

for social change.’

development"

to

2.

Reflect this change in program strategies, focus and methodologies, and
especially in the selection of program participants and partners or

3.

Place greater emphasis on advocacy and reconceptualize
that

reflects a recognition of the integral link

it

WAND’s

dialogue about development and women’s role

which

program so

between “communications”

and “field work,” both part of a single program which seeks

alternative approaches

allies.

reflect the reality

promote a

to

and

in the process,

and creativity of

to

advocate

women

at the

base of society.

WAND will give priority to co-operating with those organizations which
work from an

analysis which recognizes the need to change the systems

which oppress and exploit
class

and

the majority of our populations

racial oppression,

along with

WAND’s central

by challenging

concern with gender.

means

In the context of the present policy throughout the region, this

WAND will
and

NGOs

seek to work more closely with those

which seek solutions

social, cultural,

to the

women’s

that

organizations

continuing crises (with

its

devastating

environmental and political consequences) by exploring

alternatives to the current economistic, foreign-exchange-oriented approaches
to

1.2

development

(WAND,

1988).

The Project Area
Almost every Third World nation has experienced

importance of
theories of

World

rural

a vigorous debate over the

development. The debate has been heavily influenced by Western

development

that

argued for a strategy based on industrialization.

Ghandi
leaders disagree with these Western prescriptions.

and emphasized the value of small scale projects

combine change with

traditional values.

that

Even among
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was outspokenly

might enable

his

own

Many

rural

Third

critical

people to

political following there

were many who disagreed with

Ghandi led one of

this

concept of “village-industry

the world’s largest experiments with rural and

development. Other Third World countries have had
debate.

Mao’s

insistence

greatest differences with the Russian

upon

own

their

Nevertheless,

community

versions of this complex

Communists came from

the role of the peasants in the revolution. This

stands out as one of the largest single experiment

first".

in rural

commitment

his

in

China

development and food

self-

sufficiency.

The post-independence

era in the Caribbean region over the last two decades has

influenced greatly the increased commitment to rural and community development.

became

essential to place

identify the essential

choices could be

agenda more issue areas

process

in

which

the

development of

in the

lines of production,

mass of deprived people

like poverty, rural

political process

The

task

was

to

region so that deliberate

The primary aim became an urgent need

in general, the

and a participatory

visions of development.

rhythms of underdevelopment

made about

social organization.

of the society

some parameters on

It

consumption and

to increase the quality of life

in particular,

and

to place

on the

development. Redistribution, social equality

should be the cornerstone of any development

the concerns of the poor and powerless are central rather than incidental

items on an agenda of social and economic change. Entrepreneurship, health care,
the
urbanization, technological change that bring various disciplines together to explore

problems as well

as to grapple with the solutions.
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To maximize
there

is

a definite

the efficacy of a project, the

need and a

realistic

program area must be chosen where

opportunity for improvement. There must be a

willingness and ability of the community to co-operate and work together.

1.2.1

St.Vincent and The Grenadines

Within the

CARICOM

also referred to as Lesser

these islands,

It is

— Area of Concentration

group, there

is

a sub-group of Eastern Caribbean Islands

Developed Countries (LDCs).

closest to St. Lucia to the North,

the West. St. Vincent

is

the

Vincent

Grenada

is

part of the chain of

to the South,

mainland and the Grenadines include about

islands and cays (pronounced “keys”).

French names due

St.

While

a

number of towns and

to their history, the language of the land

is

and Barbados

to

thirty smaller

villages feature

An

solidly English.

island

“patois” with roots in both English and French can sometimes be heard in the

countryside.

As

in

most Caribbean

two hundred years

welcomed

they had

were the

Indians from South America. They resisted and fought the Europeans

Arawak and Carib
for almost

islands, the first people to discover St.Vincent

large

after

Columbus

numbers of escaped

sailed through the islands.

During

that time,

slaves from the neighboring island of

Barbados. The French constructed a settlement

in

1719, and from then on

till

1797, both

of the island. In 1797,
the French and British, at different intervals, claimed possession

the British

islands.

1871,

it

became

There are

St.

became

the colonial

still

power and forced

some descendants of

the remaining Caribs off to other

the Carib Indians in St. Vincent today. In

Islands. In 1969,
Vincent became a part of the British Colony of the Windward
for full internal autonomy, while
a British Associated State which allowed
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foreign affairs and defense were handled by Britain. In 1979,

Grenadines became a

Like

many

fully

And

like the other

problems are the same. Most of

mountainous

eastern coast.

St. Vincent

tip,

has a larger female

Caribbean nations the economic,

the island’s

388 square kilometers

terrain with approximately 33.5 agricultural land.

on the south-western

Vincent and the

Commonwealth.

state within the British

other island nations in the region,

population than male.

cultural

independent

St.

is

live in rural villages.

is

and

of

Kingstown, the

while Georgetown (the second largest town)

The majority of the population

social,

capital, is

on the north-

The economy

relies

heavily on agriculture with the main revenue coming from the production and export of

A

bananas.

scale

significant

number of farmers

are small land holders

and part-time agriculture. The tourism industry

source of income.

Many

is

fast

and engage

in

small

becoming another major

of the small islands and cays are being developed into popular

tourism resorts.

1.2.2

Profile of the

Rose Hall

is

Caribbean Island of

Rose Hall Community

a small rural village situated on the Leeward, northwestern side of the

St. Vincent,

Kingstown, and linked

1

approximately twenty-three miles north of the main town,

to the capital

by a winding and precipitous road. The village

,232 feet above sea level, and nestles

volcano

— La

among

the

mountains

at the

is

foot of an active

Soufriere.

Rose Hall used

to

be an estate inhabited by approximately forty to

fifty

people

estate
after a devastating hurricane in 1898, the
living in about twelve houses. Shortly
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was cut up

into lots

and sold

to people in the neighboring villages.

grew and included residents from

St. Kitts,

The population then

Antigua, and Grenada. Livelihood came from

farming and rearing of animals both for local consumption and marketing. However, due
to the steep hills

The
Hall

is

and inaccessibility

religious groups

to the capital, transportation

is

a

major problem.

most prominent were Shaker, Methodist and Anglican. Rose

probably one of the few villages

Catholicism

was

in the

Caribbean, where even today,

not the dominant religion. Given the poverty that existed, the lack of basic

needs and resources, the people of Rose Hall learned and shared survival

became

Roman

strong, stalwart, proud people with a sense of

They struggled together

Rose Hall has

to survive

and overcome

what we now

call

skills.

They

“community”.

their problems.

a total population of “approximately 1,500 persons and about half

of these are under thirty years of age”

(St. Vincent

Government

Statistics, 1980).

Most

families are of the nuclear, single person or extended types with the majority having

females as head of the family. There are some cases of three generation families
consist of grandmother, mother and children living in the

that

same households. Mothers and

grandmothers are usually responsible for the care of children.

The majority of people

live in

houses made of concrete blocks or of wood on

have access to
concrete bases. Houses usually have an average of four rooms and families
stand-pipes.
clean water either pipe— born to their houses or from the public

houses have electricity and most families

used for cooking

is

charcoal and/or

bottled gas, they sometimes

own

wood and

combine

this

a radio and television set.

although most families

with
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wood

Many

The main

of the

now

fuel

use domestic

or charcoal to cut costs.

The

village

divided into different sections.

is

One

section

families are squeezed into small one or two

is

regarded as below the poverty

room houses and with

Large

line.

their limited

income,

they sometimes lack hope of ever improving their situations.

In

Rose Hall

Clinic, Post Office

there

is

a

Government Primary School,

and small day nursery run by the

however, cannot adequately meet the needs of
the

Red

Cross. This nursery,

the children under

all

two yeas of age

in

community.

The majority of

the population have had

the primary level, but within the last ten years,

nearby communities, one to the north and one

the

local

a Police Station, Health

younger people

in the village

some type of formal education, mainly

two secondary schools were
to the south of

Rose

persons

in this

community,

there are a

scale trading. There are also

Hall, and a

have received secondary education

Although agriculture provides the main source of income

some

few people involved

carpenters,

built in

at

at

two

number of

these schools.

for the majority of

in skilled labor

masons and plumbers

(

all

and small-

male),

shopkeepers, vendors and speculators. In addition, some families receive remittances

from

relatives

who have

migrated to countries such as England, the United States of

America, and Canada. Unemployment
opportunities for non-agricultural

other parts of the region,

small scale agriculture and

high

among

employment

young people

wait for something else or as a

is

in

last resort.

are virtually non-existent,

Rose Hall only go

Most of

women make up

of the other farming communities in

the youth in the village as

and as

in

many

into agriculture while they

the population in

Rose Hall engage

in

the larger percentage of farmers. Unlike most

St. Vincent,
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these farmers do produce vegetables

instead of bananas, and they are the main producers of carrots both for export
and for

domestic use. In addition, they produce a wide variety of root crops
quantities. Like their counterparts in other poor rural

communities

in fairly large

in the region, these

farmers experience problems with marketing their produce and suffer significant loss of

income because of

number of
vary

surplus, spoilage and wastage of fruit and vegetables. Although a fair

the farmers

in size,

own

in

own

land, rented land share—cropping

and are situated along the steep

farms situated on the steep
farmers

their

hill sides,

Rose Hall do not

cultivate

is

hillside slopes surrounding the village.

and poor transportation and roads

banana

common. Farms

for marketing.

What

With

to the capital,

little is

grown

is

used

for local consumption.

A

number

of

women

have small kitchen gardens adjoining

use the produce from these mainly for household purposes.

their

houses and they

Some women farm

their

own

land and control the income from the produce; others farm on the lands of their husbands

or spouses, and

these

women
who

farmers

their

may

or

may

not have control of the income derived. In the latter case,

are not usually paid for their labor. Other

will

employ them, and

male counterparts. Crops

and farmers send or take

their

in these

hire out their labor to

cases they usually receive lower wages than

are transported

produce

women

from the farms

to the capital

to the village

by trucks and vans.

of people also keep domestic animals mainly for their

own

A

by donkeys
large majority

use and to supplement their

income.

There

is

an agricultural station about two miles away from Rose Hall which

Because
provides the farmers access to the services of an agricultural extension officer.
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the officer has a large geographical area to cover and does not live in the village, his

services and technical advice are not always available to farmers as often as they need

them.

1.3

Conclusion

As

will be

demonstrated throughout

for such a pilot project in

for the intervention

by

regional problems.

A

the importance of

Rose Hall has been an

community development. The people

WAND.

The problems of Rose

“community” already existed

working

survival strategies. At the

in

groups

initial

economic conditions of

—

Hall

ideal area

of Rose Hall were ready

combined

since historically

social, cultural

consultations with

Rose Hall was recommended by
the

this study,

local, national

all

the people

and religious. These are

Government and other

the Agricultural Extension officer

and

knew

their

organizations.

who was

familiar with

the people and their togetherness.

Rose Hall was also ready

for such an intervention because of the level of

organization within the community. There were already existing organized groups

community. Such groups can form

a

sound organizational base on which

to build.

in the

By

using such existing groups to introduce or implement a community project, the project

could operate within an organizational framework from the beginning and the
organizational base could be strengthened, refined and expanded.

It is

with
important to identify the different existing social groups, their relations

actually do or the objectives they
each other and their social functions, and things they
the concept of “community” and the
pursue. This sort of analysis call into the question
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social

“environment”

be studied. The very word “community” refers to a relatively

to

homogeneous group of

individuals. This definition, however,

masks

internal social

differences, the positions of various groups, and even the conflicts which

may

exist.

The

analysis of the social situation of the “community”, the “population”, and the

“environment” studied

and problems arising

extremely important

is

pp. 178-179) advises, that,

the study of the interrelations
is

between the various needs

in different social situations.

Le Boterf (1993,

located

to distinguish

between the village and the region

equally important, as

the degree of

autonomy

it

in

which

it

is

enables hypotheses to be formulated as to

or external penetration (trading relations, cultural

flows, monetary flows, etc.) which

it

features.

Both the direction and

the

educational strategies to be implemented depend upon the formulation of

such hypotheses.

A

which has retained a high degree of autonomy

village

coming from

strongly resist innovations

solid social structure to base

In using

Rose Hall

will

outside, but will offer a relatively

development and education

projects.

as the site of this investigation, the assumption

is

that multiple

data collection methodologies will address, to greater or lesser degrees, the practical

outcome

that Eastern

Caribbean nation

states

no longer have

to adhere rigidly to

externally imposed development paradigms to guide their development path. Rather, the

alternative

makers

paradigm of the process of

in these nation states to

the

Rose Hall experience could allow policy

move from one paradigm

to

another and to hold multiple

theoretical positions in order to search for the best guidance for their country’s particular

practical problem.
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CHAPTER

2

OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction

2.1

This chapter reviews the

The assumption of

literature

on the administration of development

this literature is that those

involved

in the

process of planning and

implementing development confront organizational problems and dilemmas
special attention.

development

It

draws upon and

as an alternative

illustrates the issues

projects.

and possibilities of

development paradigm and the

that warrant

rural

role of administrators in

bringing about development. Rural development will not happen without
thoughtful program and project design. Crucial recurring themes

skillful

and

in the literature illustrate

the importance of participatory learning, the importance of listening to specific needs of

the beneficiaries of the

development project within

their

own

diverse and culturally

specific situations, and the process of implementation.

Michael Todaro indicates several qualities of development when he concludes

it

that

is

a multidimensional process involving major changes in social structures,

popular attitudes and national institutions as well as the acceleration of

economic growth,

the reduction of inequality and the eradication of absolute

poverty (Todaro, 1977,

p. 62).

play a
Within communities, countries, and the international forum, administrators

of influential and important roles.

As

a result,

it is

central to consider the

management

responsive administration.
processes and methods for more responsible and
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variety

This literature review
project

is

is

appropriate for this investigation because the Rose Hall

a Pilot Project for the integration of

Women

Rural Development with two

in

main objectives:

1

.

To

create a

model of development which would influence

official

policy in planning and designing national programs to ensure the
participation of

2.

To engage
would

rural

women
women

examine

(a)

their

at all levels in

in a

government
full

the process of national development.

process of development through which they

economic and

social contributions to the

development

of their community; (b) develop their ability and desire to take leadership and

decision-making roles
of their

A

skillful

implementation.

own

and

lives

in the

community; and

that of their

(c)

generally improve the quality

community.

and relatively simple project design can ease the path for

Too

implement them and

often the people

who

this little attention

Chambers reminds us

that, “the

is

design projects are not the same people

who

paid to implementation strategies. Robert

most effective projects

are those that are designed around

simple and direct procedures, ones that are easily comprehended” (Chambers, 1974,

14).

Managing development should be an

p.

innovative, creative, responsive process where

learning and adaption will always be occurring.

2.1.1

The Process
It is

of Project Design and Implementation

important to focus on the problems and processes involved

implementing, and managing programs and projects aimed

underdevelopment
the 1970s there

in

was

at

in

organizing,

relieving poverty and

Third World developing and less industrialized countries. During

a shift in

development assistance programs toward a greater concern
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and the basic needs of the poor. The

for equity

intent of this literature review

emphasize the task of administering development programs

that seek to

is

to

accomplish these

goals.

Development should be approached from

a practical viewpoint, to give specific

guidelines for project design, for evaluating the impact of services, and
for organizing
rural

and community projects. This approach attempts

to survey

some of

and topics with which development project managers are concerned.

must

be examined more intensively as

still

management, but we can

ways

the

endeavor

adventuresome
that has

is

at least

we

seek to build our

the major issues

Many

skills in

of these topics

development

begin to understand what the field encompasses. In some

as ambitious as the boundaries of the field are ambiguous.

in that this

concept of development administration

been labeled as such

In addition, there are

is

different

It is

also

from much

in the past.

numerous instances

in the

Third World and industrialized

West

alike

Most

writers on development in the past decades have overlooked such instances and

where innovative individuals and groups have been

have focused instead on the

is

thus important to look

difficulties involved

more

closely at those

creative and effective.

and the complexities of the problems.

who have

initiated

It

change, to analyze their

contributions and the reasons for their success.

2.1.2

Changing Approaches
In

much

to

of this discussion,

Development Administration
I

will

review analytic tools of Development

Administration specific to project design as a development alternative. The development
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administrator needs special

problems

that

may be

skills,

approaches, and knowledge to confront some of

encountered. Rural development programs, literacy programs,

effective extension services, health clinics, schools, and even land reform,

creative, flexible,

and innovative administration.

Programs

are collections of projects, and

worse

to design a project, in isolation

it

is

to

view projects as

require

a mistake to consider a project, or

from the program of which

and Fran Korten, (1980), underscore the importance of

more appropriate

all

it

a part.

this perspective,

local expressions of

David Korten,

arguing that

it

is

broad national programs than as

discrete activities. Projects can be designed partly to provide crucial information to

program planners, can then build on other
activities.

as an

The Kortens point

projects,

to the National Irrigation Administration in the Philippines

example of such an approach. Small-scale

irrigate local

communities but primarily

about the best

way

to design

and can be designed as sequential

local projects

to provide the

were designed

agency with crucial information

and implement further local

irrigation projects.

way, project design becomes the design of a process rather than an end

There are four aspects
parts of the

in

partly to

Used

this

in itself.

conceptualizing projects and programs as interacting

development process. Coralie Bryant and Louise White (1982)

illustrate these

four areas:

First, projects

must be selected

in the light

of the program needs.

designed to enhance program learning and they must be evaluated,

They must be

in part, for their

to local initiatives.
effectiveness in enhancing the capacity of organizations to respond
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Second, both project and program organizations must be learning organizations

open

to

feedback from the environment, processing

their approaches.

Designing a project

to

fit its

that information

and steadily revising

environmental context involves assessing

resources, possibilities, and political, social, and economic constraints.

The
project.

third aspect concerns the structure of incentives for behaviors within a

Are the behaviors

that those incentives induce, congruent with the project’s goals

and purposes? Will those incentives motivate project leaders and

most conducive

staff to

do

that

which

is

to fulfilling project goals? Is the project organization structured to

acquire and process information to maximize learning from both errors and successes?

Fourth,

it

is

important to consider and evaluate the internal equity and efficiency

of the project, the rate of return for the investment, and the impact and distribution of the

proposed project benefits. Development administrators have

who

gets

what? Postmortem evaluation of

of the stream of project benefits.

Good

to ask at regular intervals,

the project will address

who

got what portion

design of the project lays the foundation for

effective evaluation later.

2.1.3

Processes and Goals

The design of any

project must deal with

all

of the following issues:

organizational structure, economic and social analysis, feedback of learning systems, and
blueprint
balancing efficiency with equity. Project design does not, however, flow from a

nor can a prescribed set of steps be followed. Rather

a

means of

it

is

a process, one that has

at its

evaluating
learning from the environment, exploring opportunities, and
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core

different kinds of interventions. Mickelwait, Sweet, and

Morss (1979)

lists

the process

nature of project design as having the following components:

Improving knowledge of the

social

system and the environment and

establishing a range of possible interventions.

Testing possible interventions.

Using

test results to identify interventions appropriate to the local context.

Applying interventions

in

a

way

that will distribute their benefits within the

project area.

Replicating the project methodology

“Development analysts
that

approach

is

clearly an

comparable target

areas.

are paying increased attention to the process approach, and

improvement over the older blueprint

design” (Korten, 1980, pp. 480-51

It

in

strategies of project

1).

can, however, be easy to get caught up in the process and lose sight of the goals

of the project.

It is

advisable

when designing

to indicate that there has to be flexibility

a process or establishing a learning process,

and redefinition of the goals, but

that

is still

it

important to be concerned with purposes and direction.

The major elements

or steps in project design as identified by Bryant and White

implementation strategy.
(1982), are identification, formulation, feasibility, and

problem

that

is

to

First, the

be addressed must be identified. Following identification, the

must be tested for
appropriate intervention has to be formulated. The intervention

feasibility.

And

finally, there

must be an implementation
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strategy for the project.

its

Each of

these steps, diarised below, can use a process approach in order to improve the quality

and quantity of information

The

step

first

is

that

utilized in the design.

A

identification.

problem. Logically, then, the

problem down

to practical

design process

is

community

is

project

is

an intervention that addresses a

problem, but

step

is

to identify the

dimensions

is

often difficult. Therefore, the

first

to carry out preliminary consultation with

to learn their perceptions, needs,

in reality cutting a

first

members of

and reinforce

identify

engaged

in

How much

With

local efforts already in place. Individual

does address their problem and

The second

step

is

how

of a project

consistent

formulation.

is

it

is

is

own

how

are often

needs.

important to design procedures

It is

As discussed

earlier, crucial

information

in the

is

to address.

well they feel

it

efforts.

the project requires additional

information, consultations, and input from local officials, professionals, and

the public.

in

also able to

designed

related to

with their

The formulation of

is

to

an early stage

communities

a variety of activities related to the problem a project

make

at

team

local participation, the project design

use local beneficiaries will

the local

and preferences. For project design teams

succeed, local beneficiaries or their representatives should be involved

the design deliberations.

step in the

members

of

formulation stage to meet these

not always available to experts, and

and costly mistakes.
early consultation at the formulation stage can avoid unnecessary

The following
by

Uma Lele

description of the Special Rural Development Program

is

(SRDP) of Kenya

illustrative:

In the

Mbere

district

(Kenya) the SRDP’s Cotton Block Scheme called

for the

plan assumed that the digging
construction of an 88 kilometer water pipe. The
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of the pipe trenches could be done by harambee labor. However, because the
pipe installation was a long range plan without immediate benefits,
feared that any

from a well watered area

to a drier one, so

greater at the far end. Consequently, the project

labor.. ..Because of

its

was

started with contract

made

to use the self-help labor originally

planned. Subsequent performance on the trench was poor

were dug over the next two months. Whatever the

initial

— only 560 meters

harambee support

for the project might have been, an attempt to get people to

work without pay

on a job for which they had previously been paid was bound
if

the local people

Uma Lele

is

becomes apparent

One approach

project design

that a basis for

blocking the path to that agreement,

also tackling

some

in

sequencing could have been

effectively (Lele, 1975, p. 148).

quite right.

The

the project process.

it

more

to run into

had been consulted more carefully

during the planning stage, these problems
dealt with

enthusiasm

high cost, however, contract labor was abandoned

shortly hereafter, and efforts were

difficulty. Clearly

was

popular support for the pipe would soon wane. In

initial

addition, the pipe leads

was

it

is

team needs

agreement

it

that

is

meetings be held

at

every stage of

skills in interpersonal relationships. If

exists, despite

some misperceptions

possible to address those misperceptions while

tasks central to the formulation of the project. For example, one aspect

of project design calls for identifying project inputs and outputs. Breaking these into
subsidiary tasks, a meeting can be called of the officials concerned with the project. They

can then be subdivided into smaller task groups, with

lists

of issues to be addressed by

each group.

The next

step, after

Bryant and White (1982),

problem definition and project formulation, according

is

to

determine

how
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feasible a project

is

and how

it

to

compares

with alternatives.

the costs

project.

A common way

Economic

most

do

determine the cost-effectiveness of a single

to

analysis can provide information about the expected efficiency of

But the most economically

Nor

politically, or socially, efficient.

investment to make.
project Y, that fact

use economic analysis either to compare

this is to

and benefits of several projects or

capital invested in a project.

the

to

If a national

program can

must be considered

can also be more important than

is

is

in

it

efficient project

is

not necessarily

always the most effective or reliable

more from

learn

project

X

than from

decision making. Local support for a project

reflected in

economic

analysis.

As one observer

comments,

In purely

economic terms,

sector which

is

not

the hallmarks of a

its

it

may make

highest priority,

good scheme by

be neglected and finally

fail

sense to accept a project
in

rural

in

an area or

preference to a project which has

development

for lack of recipient

criteria,

all

but which will

commitment (Heaver, 1980,

p. 56).

Project design

calculation of

The

would therefore do well
economic

final step is

to include a

management estimate

as well as a

return.

implementation. The importance of management to the success of

a project repeatedly surfaces as an issue and

outcome. Most design teams know

Management encompasses two

this,

is

a

major variable affecting a project's

but are usually unsure what to do about

it.

elements, organizing tasks to accomplish a goal and

motivating people to perform these tasks.

It is

especially easy to overlook the importance

and
of this second motivational factor and to be preoccupied by organizational guidelines

tasks.

Implementation further requires consummate
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skill in

working with and motivating

people as well as patience,
of the work. There

is

flexibility,

and a shared sense of excitement about the nature

a need to be concerned both with efficient organization and with

motivations and feeling. The various aspects of the managerial tasks are summarized by

Bryant and White (1982) as follows:

Identify recruitment and training processes; support for the project in the

environment; and information gaps.

Negotiate staff tasks and relationships; relationship of external supporters to
staff;

and conflict resolution procedures.

Organize getting the project under way; communication processes; and
processes for resolving bottlenecks.

Supervise monitoring procedures, schedules and budgets.

Keep communication channels

open.

Learn from evaluation and feedback.

2.1.4

Establishing Communication Processes
In large part, the success of

development projects depends on the

style

and

leadership capacity of the project manager and the ability to deal with the various

components of

the managerial tasks, one of

Drucker stresses the
reminds us

vital significance

which

is

the process of communication. Peter

of communication within organizations, but also

that,

More and

better information does not solve the

not bridge the communications gap.
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On

communication problem, does

the contrary, the

more information,

the greater

is

the need for functioning and effective

communication (1973,

pp. 481-491).

Downward Communication: According
communication covers

1

.

2.

to

Katz and Kahn, downward

five items (1978, pp. 440-443):

Specific task directives: job instructions.

Information designed to produce understanding of the task and

its

relation to

other organizational tasks: job rationale.

3.

Information about organizational procedures and practices.

4.

Feedback

5.

Information of an ideological character to inculcate a sense of mission:

to the subordinate about his or her

performance.

indoctrination of goals.

The increasing emphasis on

the interpersonal aspects of an organization

special attention should be paid to

to be

reminded of the purpose of

all

their

clients.

that

aspects of the communication process. People need

work and need feed-back about

Upward Communication: “Upward communication
solicited

means

their performance.

includes both information

by the management and information voluntarily supplied by the workers and

The

latter

may

be complaints; they

may

also be innovative ideas. Frequently

information does not flow upward very efficiently” (Downs, 1966,

crucial in eliciting

A

p.

1

12).

Receptivity

is

upward communication.

feeble or small-minded top management, offended by any criticism from

within,

is

obviously unable to foster habits of consultation, however much

service

it

may pay

the abstract principle. Helpful suggestions and
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new

lip

ideas

will not

come

when

forth

they

find eager takers

fail to

(Marx and Reining,

1959, pp. 378-379).

Lateral Communication:

people

at

the

same

level.

It is

A

third

form of information

is

that

which occurs among

increasingly being recognized as important for good

coordination. Individuals can get support from others and

may

find

it

less threatening to

share knowledge and to receive help in this manner. Managers therefore should be aware

of and try to use these horizontal links.

Supervision

2.1.5

Development

project

from two extremes. Some

managers often seem

are

to

approach supervision of the projects

concerned about being too authoritarian and are wary of

carrying out a leadership role. Others practice an authoritarian style and then are surprised

at the

resentment that such leadership provokes. Supervision involves establishing clear

guidelines, while allowing for negotiation and consultation.

Peter Blau and

W.

Richard Scott describe one way of combining these two

approaches. They suggest general performance measures and monitoring procedures.

They describe

a case in

which

the key task

was

to

keep written and public records of

workers’ performance. Records were designed to measure both the quality as well as the
quantity of work. These performance records then enabled supervision to aid rather than

punish

when

evaluating work. For example,

if

a person did poorly the records could be

used by the supervisor to review problem areas.

In the

absence of performance records, the supervisor would have

conference by

first telling the

to start the

interviewee that the performance was
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inadequate.

The existence of public records made

this

opening superfluous

and, consequently, transformed the supervisor’s discussion from a criticism
that

was

likely to be resented to an offer to help the subordinate

improve

the

record (Blau and Scott, 1962, pp. 176-179).

The perennial problem

for supervision involves establishing control while allowing for

consultation.

Conclusion

2.2

Bryant and White (1982) further describes project designs as not being blueprints.
Rather

it

is

a process for gathering information, for formulating plans, specifying tasks,

and for implementing them.

It is

also a process involving a variety of people: managers,

field personnel, public representatives, national-level personnel. In

implementing the

design the manager faces a tension between maintaining some control and being open and

flexible.

The

strategies

mentioned can provide some structure

implementation process, but that also encourage

part, their

and

flexibility

to the

design and

and learning

to occur. In large

successes depend on the style and leadership capacity of the project manager

his or her ability to deal effectively with the various

components of

the managerial

tasks.

2.3

Community
Implicit in a

Participation, Education

community

and Training

participatory approach are the assumptions that

appropriate changes in the social environment will produce changes

that the support of individuals in the

community

is

essential for

in individuals

implementing any

emphasis on education and
changes. The concept of community participation with
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and

training,

and on “people as experts”, share a

differs significantly

empowerment

from more

of learning for

characteristics,

it

traditional

in its

commitment

Along with

process.

its

It

its

to the

other

conceptualization.

It

Undoubtedly, the most meaningful social change

action.

empowered

individuals and communities.

Introduction

Development

means

in the

stresses the educational aspect as central to

sure to stem from

2.3.1

premise with adult education.

methods of education

those engaged

all

combines educational work and
is

common

that

as a process of increasing people’s capacity to determine their future

people need to be included

from the inception throughout

— they need

to participate

the life of the project (Bryant and White, 1982).

empowerment

Participation and

ongoing process

in the

are part of the process and definition of development.

Without a sense of personal efficacy, without any experience

in

expressing their needs,

without an awareness of where to go with their demands, individuals can hardly develop

such a capacity.

Managing

participation, however,

of the design process or

the

meaning and

in

integrity of the entire process.

it is

The techniques and
not ends.

More

development

in

more than including

the public in one stage

evaluation of the project. Rather participation should inform

perceptions and feelings of others;

people’s lives;

is

it

is

It

involves an attitude of openness to the

a concern for

what differences a project makes

an awareness of the contributions that others can bring to an

strategies for eliciting participation that

basically,

I

wish

order to suggest

to explore the various

its

potential

and
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I

will discuss are

activity.

means and

dimensions of participation

possibilities.

in

in

As

some

a starting point, here are

actual

examples of development participation

from various other developing countries:

A

Program

We
we

to train health

have found

it

is

workers

Peace Corps volunteer.

We

encourage each community

his

selects the person

community and

Guatemala:

of vital importance to select trainees with care. At

we recommended

generally accepted those

which

in

the

have since learned

to us

by a local

better.

first

priest or a

Our approach now

is

to

up a community betterment committee

to set

whom we

are to train.

community

is

The man we

responsible for

train represents

him and can

discipline

him, retain him, or recommend his dismissal (Behrost, 1975, pp. 36-37).

A

Development of farming cooperatives

Farmers belonging

Ivory Coast:

block planting groups would

to

would undertake important group

obligations.

all

would agree

undertake mutual assistance

to

own

individual plots, but

The farmers would be mutually

project-related debts incurred by group

responsible for

planting and maintenance (Bryant

A

in the

&

in the

White, 1982,

members, and

implementation of block
p.

206).

squatter settlement in Lusaka:

Several nights a

week

there are

community meetings,

citizens explain, talk and listen to each other. There

is

in

which leaders and

a conviction that

talking together can resolve any misunderstandings and problems which have

occurred.

whole
1982,

The groups on one of

series of
p.

issues—

their

planning weekends will work through a

issues they themselves generate (Bryant

&

White,

206).

These examples suggest the variety of forms

that participation

can take. Each

or activity and out of an
response emerged from the particular needs of the project
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appreciation for the potential contributions of the participants.

implicitly, that people can develop

and grow

in the

And each assumed,

at least

process and therefore that the design

of participatory processes should not be totally constrained by people’s existing capacities

and preferences.

We

should also consider various approaches

to participation

and what

implications these approaches suggest for organizing, designing, and managing

participatory processes and for increasing the effectiveness of such processes.

2.3.2

•

Varieties of Participation

Participation in Political and Administrative Processes

Traditionally, participation has been identified with partisan or political

behavior

—

voting, campaigning, interest group activity, lobbying. These are

termed horizontal forms of participation. People get involved collectively
efforts to influence policy decisions. Joan

Nelson

refers to a

in

second arena of

participation as vertical participation. Vertical participation includes any

occasions

when members

of the public develop particular relations with elites

or officials, relations that are mutually beneficial.
client

networks and

political

Examples include patron-

machines. In both these cases the public

concerned with influencing the government as
particular relationship and receiving benefits

it is

from

is

not as

with developing the
it

(Nelson, 1979, pp. 163-

167).

Participation in administrative processes, a third arena for participation, can

overlap with either of the above.

It

may

take the form of interest group activity to shape

and client; but usually
administrative decisions, or a particular exchange between patron

it is

more

inclusive than either of these forms.
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It

includes decisions by the people whether

to adopt a

in a

new

technology, or join a collective plan to market farm produce,
or take part

family planning education program.

•

Changes

in the

Development
have

all

meaning of

theorists,

participation

donor agencies, Third World leaders, and

debated the different perspectives of participation.

both development and administration have been given
similar and related changes have occurred with the

And just

citizen groups

as the concepts of

new meaning over

meaning of

the years,

participation and

community development.

The dominant concern during

the 1950s

and 1960s was controlling the amount

and type of participation. Participation was feared

Even where

as a disruptive influence.

participation

was encouraged

limited in

scope. This preoccupation with the dangers inherent in participation was

its

in a

community development program,

it

was usually very

consistent with definitions of development as capital intensive and growth oriented and

with administration as a hierarchical top-down structure.

The meaning of community

participation in the development context began to be

redefined by the 1970s. Rather than being identified with political and electoral

processes,

it

became associated with

especially in Popular Education and

and Norman Uphoff,

this

change

the administrative and

Non-Formal Education. According

in attitude

a notable counter insurgency quality about

participation

was valued

development process

was

it”

initially

John Cohen

spurred by politicians, and “had

(AID, 1978,

as an alternative for revolutionary
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to

p. 11).

Community

movements and

the green

uprising.

The reasoning was

that if

people could be mobilized to be part of the

development process, they would be

Those involved

in

less likely to revolt.

development projects picked up

this

about the practical values of involving farmers or peasants

Uma Lele reviewed

place in their communities.

found

that participation

had been a

significant

new emphasis and

in the

talked

development taking

African rural development projects and

and positive component. “Participation

in

planning and implementation of programs can develop the self-reliance necessary among
rural

come

people for accelerated development” (Lele, 1975,

to

mean being

in

politics,

it

has

and implementation. Instead of

a part of the process of project design

being equated with electoral

involving people

p. 11). Participation, therefore,

has taken on the more pragmatic meaning of

those administrative and project implementation actions that directly

affect them.

•

The Community Development Model

The meaning of

participation

Community Development.

Its

was

influence

also informed by the approach termed

was primarily

felt

during the 1950s

when

it

spread to over sixty nations. The ideology of community development was seldom

translated into reality. In spite of

its

participating rhetoric,

implemented by the top-down process. The core of

movement and method

is

to enable

the

community development

people help themselves improve the material and non-

material conditions of their lives because the assumption

lies the

salvation of the

programs were formed and

community” (Schwartz, 1978,
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is

that “there in the long run,

p. 220).

A

more

was

serious indictment

the claim that the

community development

approach had a simplistic view of the development process and ignored
conflicting interests and the need for structural changes in the community.

focusing on the local community,

it

context that frequently subverted

its

Some
model

By

ignored the larger economic and political

impact (Schwartz, 1974, pp. 17-30).

of the benefits of the lessons learned from the

Community Development

are:

1

.

Participation should not be a separate program.

It is

a process and should be

integrated with other activities

2.

Participation has to be based on local organizations

3.

More

equitable distribution

would encourage more

participation instead of

basing development on isolated efforts. Linkages between various levels need
to

be created.

Participation, therefore, as

it

relates to

Community Development, needs

of a broader conceptualization of development, with

much more

to be part

attention to local and

regional organizational structures and linkages.

•

Power versus Co-optation
Participation should be considered in relationship to power.

unless people have

power

to

back up

unlikely to be met. Participation

is

their preferences

then a

way both

The

basic point

is

that

and demands, the demands are

to generate

and

to express

power,

through elections and interest groups or through cooperatives.

Some

participatory strategies are

more compatible with an independent base

authority than others and are less easily co-opted.
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One

listing of strategies is

of

provided by

Mary

Hollnsteiner (1977) on the basis of her work

opportunities for the poor, she

1

.

different

means of

Reflecting on

participation:

Representation by a “solid citizens’’ group.

2.

Appointment of

3.

Allowing the community

4.

Consultation throughout the planning process.

5.

Representing the public on decision-making boards.

6.

Control by the community over funds and expenditures (Hollnsteiner, 1977,
11

Only

lists six

in the Philippines.

local leaders to official positions.

to select

one of several plans.

p.

).

the last three

models Hollnsteiner observes actually constitute

participation; the

others are forms of co-optation in that they allow elites or bureaucrats to dominate the

process.

•

Participation as a value in

Part of

its

own

what empowerment means

especially important for people

right

an enhanced sense of efficacy. Efficacy

is

who have been

colonized

—

it

is

the antidote for the

psychological pain of colonization. “I include optimum participation

development’s strategic principles because unless

development

will interfere with

men’s quest

(Goulet, 1971, p. 148). This emphasis

is in

for

efforts are

made

to

among
widen

contrast to

most of the other

perspectives that emphasize the instrumental nature of participation and
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participation,

esteem and freedom from manipulation”

some

to projects.

is

its

contributions

2.3.3

the

Dilemmas

in

So

dominant perspective

far, the

Development Administration

development process.

I

want

to

is

view participation as a strategy

to also try to incorporate a

and self-development. Some of the specific dilemmas

work with

to

improve

concern for issues of power

that confront administrators as they

participatory projects are the following:

Access:

Which groups

Responsiveness:

or

members of

To whom

should administrators be responsive? to the

organized public or the unorganized and

Professionalism:

preferences

What

when

Effectiveness:

is

community should be included?

the

the best

way

less visible public?

to evaluate or deal with citizen

they contradict professional training and judgment?

What

can an administrator do

dilute a project so that

little is

if

organized publics either veto or

done?

The implication of these questions

is

that the value of participation is not in

presence alone. The value of participation varies depending on

what stage of the administrative process, and what kind of
than valuing participation per

se, the

important issue

is

who

is

its

participating, at

activity they are doing. Rather

what kinds of participation

appropriate to a given environment. Having more participation

is

are

not always better, as the

value depends on what kind of participation, under what circumstances, by and for

whom?
Although the above questions tend
to the people, the

They may be

dilemma

for the people

to

is

assume administrators want

that this

easily manipulated by administrators
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assumption

who

is

to be responsive

not always accurate.

feel primarily

accountable to their

agencies or supervisors. The peoples" problem
to find

some ways

where

political institutions are weakest.

is

to

hold administrators accountable and

to influence them. Accountability

is

particularly important precisely

Administrators and citizens therefore have different perspectives on the
participatory process.

One way

to incorporate

both

is

to

view participation as a learning

process for both parties and as mutual interaction between them. Administrators need to
share their judgment with citizens, at the same time that they need to temper their
professional judgment with an awareness of citizen preferences. This mutual process will

work

best

if

the people have their

on administrators

2.3.4

•

it is

organizational base and are not totally dependent

to listen to them.

Strategies to Mobilize Participation

and Increase

Its

Effectiveness

Benefits and Costs

We
but

own

assume

that

if

participatory processes exist, people will want to get involved,

also true that sometimes people are not interested in participation or

not choose to

make

at least

do

that investment. Individuals pursue their goals against the costs they

expect to pay and the benefits they hope to achieve.

We

circumstances groups and individuals will be motivated

should consider under what

to get involved.

Behavior can be viewed from a sociological or economic perspective. The former

examines the socioeconomic influence on people,
people

make

to

accomplish

their goals.

the latter focuses on the choice that

For many years, development studies emphasized

and peasants, they
sociological factors such as the poverty and isolation of small farmers
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used them primarily

to explain

why

peasants were often reluctant to participate

development. Furthermore, cultural and social characteristics contribute

which people define

•

ask

how

•

ways

in

their goals.

Special Problems of

Women

to the

in

undergo

Women

common

experiences

in the

development process, and so we can

they would think through the calculus of participation.

Designing Projects

One
maximize

Simple and Manageable

to be

cluster of strategies

is

to focus

on the kind of project design

that

could

participation:

Providing Direct Benefit: People will more readily participate when the
benefits accrue directly to them.

Small Size:

When

a project involves a small

contribution will be
projects

expand

top-down and

more apparent and

in size, their

will

community, everyone’s

make more

of a difference.

organizations expand and tend to

As

become more

institutional.

Simple Tasks: The idea here

is

to stress the value of simple organizations that

have a single task and do not require elaborate

skills. In

other words, projects

should preferably be kept small and simple.

Self-Help: If a

community were given

the opportunity and resources to create

or build or maintain a project activity, they might find
projects are one

way

to multiply the resources in

ensure that people have an investment
overlooked.
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in their

it

rational. Self help

any community and also

work. This should never be

to

The point of
life

these

all

is

to include a

concern with motivating people’s involvement

of a project. Their interest, energy, and resources are scarce goods

sense, and projects need to find

rational

ways

in

an economic

make community involvement and

to

in the

contribution

and rewarding.

A

second cluster of strategies emphasizes the importance of organizations

in

mobilizing the community and designing participation.

Indigenous Organizations: In a study of World Bank projects, Robert Saunders
(1978), found almost no instances where projects were designed to work with
traditional

groups

community; they

in a

that the potential benefits of a project

either created

would

I

am

gradually and sensitively.
is

starting afresh

due

to an

trust,

and because

not negating the fact that they also have limitations.

Saunders says, “The lesson

overlooked

assumed

are an important resource

because of their cohesiveness and their reliance on mutual
they already exist.

or

offer a sufficient inducement to

community. Indigenous groups, however,

the

new groups

is

not to ignore such groups, but to integrate them

One

reason the value of such groups has been

emphasis on

institution building,

which often implies

and building formal organizations, rather than drawing from

informal ones” (Saunders, 1978, pp. 166-177).

Here

is

an example that illustrates that the potential of such groups. The Barrio

Magsaysay Project
effort.

It

drew on existing groups

previously

to

in the Philippines

when

begun

in the

in

1966 was a community development

community

that

had emerged several years

residents united to counter eviction threats.

The core of

the

program was

encourage self-help programs by stimulating imaginative, small-scale, immediate

community improvements. One
barrio family.

He surveyed

of the leaders of the project had himself grown up

the existing

community and found evidence of many
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in the

community organizations throughout

the squatter communities. “In almost

communities, associations and organizations were

in

organized and mobilized for very specific purposes

existence, although

all

many have been

(to celebrate the fiesta,

provide

fire

protection, hold a social event)” (Laquian, 1972, p. 65).

Building Organizations: Whether based on indigenous groups or not,
organizations are necessary and critical to project success. Not only do they

broaden the scope of participation, but they also increase the access

to

resources, and promote change.

Use Of Small Groups:

In addition to being efficient, small groups can

encourage participation and innovative behavior. They can contribute

to

satisfying the needs that people have for being part of a group, for status, and

even for self-actualization. Freedom
only occur

when

the group

to

speak out and participate however,

emphasizes openness and

will

trust, flexibility, clarity

of expectations, and a participatory process.

A

third strategy

members of

the

is

to

community

change the capacities of people and strategize ways
to take

an informed and useful role

in

development

to

equip

activities.

This approach raises the possibilities of education or training people to new insights and

new

capacities.

Education for Critical Consciousness: One of the most penetrating arguments
has been put out by Brazilian and non-formal education advocate, Paulo Freire
(1973, pp. 63-84). His

initial

horizons of those people
lives in isolation

people

—

The major

the

who

are locked into poverty and often live out their

and squalor. He advocates altering the consciousness of these

way

point

concern has been with the narrow outlook and

is

they look at themselves, and the
to give

them

there are alternatives. Instead of

way

they view the world.

a sense that things could be different, that

communicating these
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insights directly or

formally, Fnere developed

awareness from people

was

in

some imaginative educational techniques

small group settings. The reason for this
approach

to allow farmers to reflect

do and things they have
they began to see

how

to elicit

to do.

on the difference between things they choose

By

stimulating

them

to

to think about their work,

their labor transformed their surroundings

and began

to

question what else they would prefer to do. Discussions such
as these are
essential to stimulate forms of participation that are not
easily co-opted and
that express the preferences of these particular groups of
people in question.

2.3.5

Education and Development
There

is

— Adult Education

no universal definition of adult education

Defining “education" by

itself is

that

is

acceptable to everyone.

problematic enough without compounding

term “adult" which means so many different things to different people
social

and psychological. Darkenwald and Merriam gives

education

is

a process whereby persons

whose major

—

this definition.

it

with the

biological,

“Adult

social roles are characteristic of

adult status undertake systematic and sustained learning activities for the purpose of

bringing about changes

UNESCO
The term

in

knowledge,

attitudes, values, or skills” (1982, p. 9).

(1977) adopted another definition

adult education denotes the entire

whatever the content,
prolong or replace

level,

initial

at its

General Conference

in

1976.

body of organized educational processes,

and method, whether formal or otherwise, whether they

education

in schools, colleges,

and universities as well

as in

apprenticeship, whereby persons regarded as adult by the society to which they belong

develop their

abilities, enrich their

qualifications, or turn

them

in a

knowledge, improve

new

their technical or professional

direction and bring about changes in their attitudes
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or behavior in the two-fold perspective of

balanced and independent

There

is still

social,

much

personal development and participation

full

in

economic, and cultural development.

debate about the definition of adult education.

Some

schools of

thought argue that education should be distinguished from indoctrination. Others disagree
with the merging of social development and education goals. Before the past decade,

many Third World people saw any
society’s status quo. Since

cannot bring about the

full

it

has

education that was not formal as not being part of

become more apparent

that

economic growth alone

range of changes required for development

traditional sense, education

is

in the

broad

linked with development as a major vehicle for bringing

about the social and psychological changes necessary for the improvement of productive
labor and openness to change.

Eduard Lindeman not only advocated education

to social

change but

felt that adult

education should contribute to social action.

Adult education turns out
activists. If they learn

can continue

to

how

to utilize the

be the most reliable instrument for social

to educate the adherents of their

compelling power of a group and

within the scope of democratic behavior.

When

movement, they
still

remain

they substitute something

other than intelligence and reason, social action emanates as sheer power and

soon degenerates into habits which tend toward an anti-democratic

Every social-action group should
group, and

sooner or

I

go even so

later

become

at

the

direction.

same time be an adult-education

far to believe that successful adult education groups

social-action groups (Lindeman, 1973, p. 154).
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Julius Nyerere encapsulates the total concept of
education and development in his

keynote address to the International Conference on Education
and Development
in.

in

1976

Dar Es Salaam:

Development

is

of Man.

The same

from the

restraints

education
health,

is

is

true of education. Its purpose

for

Man, by Man, and

the liberation of

Man

not something which can deal with just “agriculture,” or

or

will

is

is

and limitations of ignorance and dependency .Adult

literacy,

or

mechanical

of education are related to the

and

Man. ..Development

the liberation of

skill,” etc. All these separate

total life a

man

is

living,

and

to the

become. Adult education encompasses the whole of

life,

branches

man

he

is

and must

build upon what already exists.

The question here

is

not whether one should be optimistic or pessimistic about

education and development, but rather of knowing what kind of education
for

what kind of development. Prescriptions

is

appropriate

are rarely “either-or” or “right-wrong”; they

should be “under what conditions” and “for what purpose” education and development
strategies should be implemented.

Participatory Approach

2.4

Although
of a

new

was never

explicitly stated, participatory research calls for the creation

research-and-action alternative vis-a-vis the classic ones. Vio Grossi (1981)

contends that

made

it

— Concepts. Views and Themes

this

was

partly true

and partly wrong.

to abolish the traditional distance

It

was

true in far as an attempt

was

between research object and subject, between

popular and scientific knowledge. Not only was

accumulated knowledge of the people, but

it

it

was
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put forward for a revaluation of the

stressed also that the process of

knowledge generation could be

a

continuum from popular knowledge

to a scientific

one

and, therefore, the roles of object and subject could be
merged.

Participatory research

scientific holistic system.

and specific

On

is

not,

and was never intended

the contrary,

reality, incorporating the

it

attempts to

to be, a

start the

people’s viewpoint,

in

new

ideological and

research from concrete

order to contribute to a type

of social transformation that eliminates poverty, dependence and
exploitation.

never intended to be a complete

whatever the regional, social or
in

order to transform

What

2.4.1

is

it

set of final

their

was

answers or permanent instructions for action,

political context

may

be.

It is

a

way

of looking

at reality

(Vio Grossi, 1981).

Participatory Research

There has undoubtedly been a growing
in social

It

science research and

paradigms inadequate

much

interest in alternative research

of this impetus stems from researchers

to provide

answers

paradigms

who found

to all the questions they had.

Tandon

(1981), attributes this to the frustrations and continuing failures of development efforts

in

the Third World.

Perhaps the most

common

type of applied social research

is

professional expert model. In this type, the professional researcher

what we

is

call the

called by a client

organization to study a situation and a set of problems to determine what the facts

and

to

recommend

a course of action.

The researcher

research progress except where the client limits
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is

completely

in control

some of the research

are,

of the

options. This type of

research

is

perfectly appropriate where the objectives of both researcher and the decision

makers are simply

Then
rationale

there

to get the facts

is

and examine action implication.

which seeks

to link the practical

the goals of social science.

The idea

doing, to a practical and scientific

However, when we aim
change, there

is

The proponents of

“action research”.

is

concerns of people

to also link theory

mode

action research dictate a

in

problem

situations with

and practice, thinking and

of inquiry.

to initiate

and implement the process of socio-technical

need then for a more “hands-on”

set of relationships

with the social

researcher. There should be a “relation”, an “engagement”, “people participation”.

Morgan (1983) makes

a strong

argument for different approaches

emphasizes the crucial link between

A

view of research

as

the researched

engagement

of methodology, for method

is

“how"

to study a

answers

but part of a wider process that constitutes and
in a distinctive

carries with

“What

way. The selection of

is

it

certain assumptions, or explicit

being studied?” Just as

racquet rather than a golf club to play tennis because

we

in

our research.

An

select a tennis

a prior

in relation to the

select or favor particular kinds of

because we have implicit or explicit conceptions as

do

we

we have

conception as to what the game of tennis involves, so too
process of social research;

not just a question

is

the situation being studied, for any decision on

phenomenon

to the question,

He

and the researcher.

stresses that research

renders a subject amenable to study

method implies some view of

to social analysis.

to

methodology

what we are trying

to

understanding of research as engagement thus

emphasizes the importance of understanding the network of assumptions and
practices that link the researcher to the

(Morgan, 1983,

p. 19).
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phenomenon being

investigated

Susman and Evered
five phases.

These

presents a model of action research as a cyclical
process with

five phases are “diagnosing, action planning, action
taking, evaluating,

and specifying learning

(1978,

p.

588). Linda Smircich sees an organization as a network

of meaning. In her article “Studying Organizations

The approach

in

developing shared interpretations for their

The researcher studying organizations

commitment

says,

stresses the very active role people play in enacting their

organizational reality and

experience.

As Cultures” she

to learning about

how

a

in this

way makes

group makes sense of

its

a

experience,

which, as has been shown, implies methodological practices that require

empathy and involvement and

the use of the self as an instrument of research.

The outcome of such an approach

is

greater information about and

understanding of the dynamics of group activities that lead them to emerge as

organized (Smircich, 1983,

Participatory research

is

p. 160).

related to the school of action research.

defines action research as taking

Whyte (1991)

questions, puzzles and problems from the perceptions

its

of research practitioners within particular, local practice contexts. Participatory research

is

a process of

activity that

research

knowing and

combines

acting.

It is

most commonly described

social investigation, educational

work and

as an integrated

action. Participatory

is

A

form of action research

researchers.

It is

that involves practitioners as both subjects

and

based on the Lewinian proposition that causal inferences

about the behavior of human beings are more likely to be valid and enactable

when

the

Hence

it

human beings
aims

at

in

question participate

in

building and testing them.

creating an environment in which participants give and get

valid information,

make

free

and informed choices (including the choice
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to

and generate internal commitment

participate),

(Whyte, 1991,

to the results of their inquiry

p. 86).

Participatory research has evolved out of three streams of intellectual

development and

action:

methodology

1.

social research

2.

participation in decision

making by lower ranking people

in

organizations and

communities

sociotechnical systems thinking regarding organizational behavior

3.

One stream
and applied science
should aim
involved

at

is

to

source

in the

continuing tension between pure

mainstream view, the social researcher

discovering basic scientific facts or relationships and not get directly

research to action. Although no mainstream behavioral scientist

that research is entirely

assume

that

it is

and

it is

up

relationships,

its

in social research. In the

in linking social

would argue
view

of development has

up

devoid of any practical significance, the prevailing

to the behavioral scientist to discover the basic facts

to others to

somehow make

and

use of what social researchers

discover.

The
book,

of

is

alternative

that

human

it

is

view as espoused by contributors

in

William Whyte's (1991)

important, both for the advancement of science and for the improvement

welfare, to devise strategies in which research and action are closely linked.

They do not claim

that they

have discovered the one best way

to

do applied

social

for different strategies.
research since different problems and different situations call
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They do argue, however,
research

is

a

more powerful

In this

is

call

it

research? Cast

their

life

for

some

in the

to

emerging as a self-conscious way of

toward improving conditions

mold of

and what has

is

research, the

be done

to attain

knowledge

it

is

a crucial element in enabling people to have a say in

world put together.

from what they

are,

situations, participatory

strategy than other types of applied social research.

to take effective action

needed for a better

becomes

some problems and

environment, participatory research

empowering people
But why

that for

It is

know

essential that people

and know how

to achieve that end.

made

how

in their lives.

link

between what

clearer;

knowledge

they would like to see

how' their lives can be different

The research framework makes

it

possible to appropriate research methods for generating needed knowledge, in which

experienced researchers can play a facilitating

role. Participatory

research

is

a

means of

putting research capabilities in the hands of the deprived and disenfranchised people so

that they

can transform their lives for themselves.

In

one of his presentations on participatory research, Peter Parks

In participatory research,

that they

may

transform

social science the use of

knowledge

that

people themselves investigate the reality

it

as active participants.

some of

the

It

in

methods and even the goal of producing

would benefit humanity. Social

science, after

all,

was born

would contribute

improvements. Participatory research, however, distinguishes

from conventional research

order

shares with traditional

the 19 th century as a positive science of society that
social

said.

in the specificity

in

to

itself

of social change objectives

it

pursues, the utilization and modification of the research methods, the kinds of

knowledge

it

Along those

produces, and the

way

it

relates

knowledge

to social action.

lines, participatory research departs radically
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from

traditional

social research in terms of both

methodology and epistemology (Parks, 1989,

P- 1).

2 4.2

Contemporary Contribution
Knowledge

purpose of

all

is

of Participatory Research

the core of the issue in participatory research.

research

is

The overriding

knowledge. Knowledge has become a commodity: some experts

produce knowledge, other experts consume

it.

The production of knowledge has become

a specialized profession. Large institutions of research and training have developed as
factories to

produce knowledge and knowledge-producers. Transfer of knowledge has

entered the international market and provides the greatest economic and political leverage
to those

advanced

in this

business.

The path from knowledge generation
participatory research, since the

same

in the scientific

utilization

is

direct in

knowledge

that the researcher

produces

is

storehouse for the use, supposedly, of policy-makers, corporate

executive, and others. Those

in their

knowledge

actors are involved in both activities. In the

traditional social science research model,

deposited

to

who

use this information

minds and may even succeed

in

may have

the welfare of the people

bestowing some benefits on

their target

populations. But this does not change the fact that the people so treated do not partake

the production of

knowledge concerning

their

own

lives

and are thus

position. Participatory research restructures this relationship

and puts the people

The
lie

only

social

in the

in

and

left in

in

a dependent

between knowing and doing

charge of both the production and the utilization of knowledge.

political significance of participatory research,

however, does not

production of narrowly technical knowledge for the control of the physical
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and social

realities.

empowerment,
dialogue,

Theorists and practitioners of participatory research use
terms like

“critical consciousness," “transformation,”
“conscientization,”

and similar terms,

social action,’

as well as “participation” to characterize

different aspects of participatory research (Fnere, 1972

this

terminology clearly signals social and

political,

& 1973). The discourse

utilizing

and even psychological dimensions

of participatory research that cannot be adequately accounted for within the
context of

producing control-oriented knowledge. Empowerment, for example,
participatory research, but

Empowerment

We
1

.

is

it

is

an avowed goal of

does not result from technical knowledge alone.

realized through the experience of engaging in collective social actions.

can summarize some of the contributions of participatory research as follows:

Valuing People’s Knowledge:

In the face of continuing delegitimizing of

people's knowledge and alternative systems of knowledge production, a major
contribution of participatory research

is

to strengthen the forces of

relegitimizing people’s knowledge. For example, the rediscovery of traditional
health practices as important

2.

ways of sustaining health

in a

community.

Refining Capacities: Another major contribution of participatory research has

been the recapturing and refining of ordinary people’s capacities
their

own

conducting

research. This entails enhancing their self confidence in their

capacities in order for

3.

in

them

to

analyze their situation and to develop solutions.

Appropriate Knowledge: Participatory research has provided assistance
ordinary people

in

to

appropriating the knowledge produced by the dominant

system about various socio-economic phenomena and processes,
about conditions of the poor.
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in particular

4.

People’s Perspective: Participatory research has
contributed

development of knowledge

that

is

to the

relevant to ordinary people in struggle.

It

has uncovered pertinent questions like alienation
from the land and other
natural resources, and the continued struggle to
resist the forces of

domination,

— questions which

are not the focus of inquiry in the

dominant

system of knowledge production.

5.

Liberating The Minds: Participatory research has contributed to
the forces of
liberating the

minds of

the poor and the oppressed by helping

their situation, regain their capacities to analyze
reality,

and

to reject the continued

the ruling classes.

and

critically

them

examine

domination and hegemony of the

By encouraging

critical reflection,

reflect

on

their

elite

and

questioning and the

continuous pursuit of inquiry, participatory research liberates the minds of the

poor and the oppressed, and challenges dominant forces.

2.4.3

Validity

and Ambiguities

The question
and

validity.

It is

Research

often raised about participatory research has to do with objectivity

often asked

since the whole enterprise

the powerless.

in Participatory

Even worse

is

how

the results of participatory research can be objective,

motivated by the

political objectives of helping the

poor and

for objectivity, doesn’t the involvement of the beneficiary of

research in the investigative process seriously compromise the results? Implied in these

questions

is

the presumption that

knowledge

that is not objective is not valid

and

therefore not worthwhile. This presumption, however, stems from the epistemological

prejudice of positivism which narrowly equates valid knowledge with what natural

sciences produce. According to the criteria of these sciences, especially as interpreted
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in

social research, the procedures followed in participatory research
are at odds with the

laws of good methodological practice.

Peter Parks ventures to say that,

In participatory research, the question of validity cannot be raised

answered only

in

terms of instrumental knowledge, as

ignoring the other forms of knowledge. Even
this

if

we

and

often done,

it is

are to restrict ourselves to

one dimension alone for the moment, much of the criticism of

participatory research procedures from the point of view of the traditional
social science

methodology misses

the mark.

The

gist

of the criticism

is

that

not maintaining a proper distance between the researcher and the researched,
as

is

the policy in participatory research, seriously

objectivity of the data, thus destroying

its

validity.

compromises

the

This charge, however,

derives from a misguided emulation of natural science methodology which

has maintained the separation of the subject and the object
experiments. This policy
but

The

it

is

may have worked

not functional as applied to

in natural

human beings

all

fronts.

Regardless of the theory

sciences until recently,

(Parks, 1989, p. 13).

fact that participatory research proceeds as a holistic activity,

deal with validity issues on

in controlled

makes

it

difficult to

utilized, the actual process

of establishing the validity of participatory research must also be participatory, which

takes the form of participatory evaluation.

Rajesh Tandon has identified four categories of ambiguity

research.

They

in participatory

are “objectives of participatory research, the role of the researchers and the

participants, the

methods of research, and

The primary objective of

the results of research" (Tandon, 1988, p. 11).

participatory research

is

the production of

knowledge and

encouraging the poor and oppressed, and those who work with them,
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to generate their

own knowledge,

control their

knowledge and control

knowledge. Awareness as an educational process

is

the

means of production

a byproduct of this process of

participatory research. But awareness as an educational experience

objective. Social

therefore

it

change has never been

a direct

cannot be construed as one of

its

of

is

not the primary

outcome of participatory research and

objective. Participatory research can

small but important contribution to the social change process but

it

make

cannot lead directly

a

to

social transformation.

The question of
It

the relevance of participatory research presents a

has been argued that participatory research

is

new

relevant only in developing countries.

This argument seems to negate the existence of developing work situations

developed countries.

If

we

in the

continue the exploration of participatory research and

contemporary representation of the

alternate

system of knowledge production by the poor

and the oppressed, then wherever such people

(and they do exist

exist,

in the

they do in the South today), such systems of knowledge production exist.

participatory research as a

challenge.

means of strengthening

alternative systems of

As

North as

a result,

knowledge

production can be practiced anywhere, irrespective of the North and the South divide and
irrespective of the socio-political and geographical context of a given country.

2.4.4

Using Participatory Research
Participatory research

new knowledge.

It is

which knowledge
aware of these

is

is

in

Community Development

not just about collecting and analyzing data, or learning

about learning and the use of power and control.
generated and

issues,

and

to better

skills acquired.

understand
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It is

how

It is

the process by

about enabling people to become

they affect their lives. Objectives,

methodology, process and outcomes of participatory research

empowerment

in the

community development

The combination of community

are critical to issues of

process.

participation in decision

making with methods of

social investigation results in the concept of participatory
research.
efforts along several lines to

who

who

refers to the

develop research approaches which involve those persons

are the expected “beneficiaries” of the research.

involvement of those

The term

The term

deliberately focuses on

are traditionally the “researched” in formulation, collection
of

data and interpretation of information.

Some

characteristics of the process of participatory research in

community

development include:

The problem

originates in the

The ultimate goal of
the

improvement of

community

the research

is

itself

fundamental structural transformation and

the lives of those involved.

The

beneficiaries are the

workers or people concerned

Participatory research involves the people in the

community

in the control

the entire process of the research focus on participatory research

is

of

on work

with a wide range of exploited or oppressed groups: immigrants, labor,

indigenous peoples,

women

strengthening the awareness
its

central to participatory research
in

people of their

own

abilities

is its

role in

and resources and

support to mobilizing or organizing

The term “researcher” can

refer to both the

well as those with specialized training
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community persons involved

as

Although those with specialized knowledge or training often
come from
outside the situation, they are committed militancy
rather than detachment.

The Research Process

2.4.5

In

many

respects,

development

is

an empirical issue.

It

involves down-to-earth

questions about nutrition habits, quantity of food produced, and
basic needs met. Answers
to these questions require not only the collection of data,
but also analyzing

and

interpreting the information about people, their situation, and their
environment. This

kind of data gathering can be a liberating process. Asking farmers about
problems or

mothers about health needs can

raise the consciousness of administrators

The process can enable them

be more perceptive and effective.

to

The purpose of collecting and using information
project.

The

central

component

in this

learning process

process that collects, and uses data

in the initial project

and outcomes

and

to provide feedback;

is

is

to gather information

establishing an information

design stage; monitors processes

what has occurred. The form

finally evaluates

Sometimes

there

on the appropriate goals, other times on the best means

achieve these goals. These tasks

less interactive processes.

facilitators.

central to the purposes of any

the process takes will vary with the particular task of each project.

need

and

may

require taking surveys, or they

The procedures emerge out of

may

is

that

a

to

involve more or

the particular nature of each

project.

A

learning approach and a process approach to project design

need constantly

to

inform and reshape the project

attitudes of those people administering

it.

The
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itself,

task

is

mean

that the data

as well as the perceptions and

to ensure that the data are relevant

who

to those

will use

it,

and

that the information

is

integrated into the procedures of the

organization and any sponsoring agencies.

Furthermore, information systems should vary with the
circumstances. Choices
will vary with the nature of the task, the funds
available, the extent to

which

a project

is

controversial or apt to be replicated, and the capacity of those
involved in implementing
it.

2.4.6

Deciding

What Kinds

of Questions to

Examine

Referencing Bryant and White (1982), there are two questions of relevance

development administrators. One concerns information about the community and

to

the

impact of a project on that community; the second concerns information about the
political

and administrative processes. The nature of the process

will influence the impact

of the project. The key words here are output, impact, and outcome These are especially
.

significant

and relevant

participatory

to rural

methodology

documenting the process

in

as

it

community development

implementing

their

projects which engage in a

programs.

It is

also important for

happened, and to communicate these results

to planners

and

policy-makers.

Output refers

to resources

for starting a bakery, or

expended. For example, what equipment was supplied

how many

facilitators

were trained

in

Adult Education

techniques?

Impact analysis asks what immediate

results these outputs have.
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Outcomes and consequences

are a

more long-range estimate of what

differences

were made by the output.

These questions are implicit

in the

business of development because development

includes a concern with equity, and with peoples’ capacity
for increasing their ability to

determine their

own

Key

future.

1

.

questions for collecting any such data should cover the following:

What kind

of data

is

needed, and

how

should

it

fit in

the overall design?

*

2.5

2.

What kind

3.

What

4.

How

should the data be gathered?

5.

Who

will use the data,

6.

What

are the necessary skills for collecting and analyzing the data?

7.

What

is

8.

How

is

of information

is

needed

at the

end of the process?

the best approach?

and

how

will

it

be presented?

the time line?

will the data be reported?

Conclusion
This discussion demonstrates that a transformation of community development

is

possible through a development paradigm that engages in a social learning or a

participatory process that mobilizes the social energy of the people as a critical

development resource. Implications and appropriate processes out of which an
development strategy can emerge

will be

examined
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in the

next chapter.

effective

Development by
resources

in

any given

definition requires that projects be closely tied to the needs
and

area. Therefore collecting data about the area

impact of a project are central

to the entire process of administering

can break us out of stereotypes, put us
errors in the original design.

evaluation

is

in

touch with

new

development. Data

possibilities,

and reveal

to us

Although most actual implementation of data collection and

done by experts,

it

is

crucial for

managers and administrators

the potential of data analysis as well as the problems that can occur.

readily design a system that

and evaluating the

is

They

to understand

will

more

creative and relevant to the needs of the project and the

organization.

The argument centers around

the concept that

development administration must

be reoriented to cope more effectively with the inevitable uncertainty and complexity for
the

development process. One of

relies

the

most promising ways

on planning and administrative procedures

to use an

approach that

that facilitate innovation, responsiveness

and experimentation, and on decision-making processes
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is

that join learning with action.

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1

Introduction

The

participation of

capabilities of

women

at

Women

in

Development

activities

depends

first

on the

every level of society, their ability to use these for the benefit of

themselves and their societies; and secondly, on the willingness of policy-makers
national policies and plans to be influenced by

and recommendations

Women

in

at international

Development”

will

remain

women’s concerns. The many

and national
at the level

at

every level of society and

at the

same

resolutions

level for the “full integration of

of rhetoric unless the methodologies are

found and used which would simultaneously build the self-confidence an d

women

to allow

skills

of

time, help policy-makers to have a

clearer understanding and greater awareness of the reality of

women’s concerns and

priorities.

The process of

participation

women

would provide

rural

needs, to solve

some of

with

their

is

the

key

to the content of

new knowledge and

problems and

to

change

skills

such a project which

required to address their

their existing situations.

Project

which uses

women

could demonstrate an alternative paradigm for development

a participatory methodology, and

could influence project design and implementation
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in

which focuses on

A Pilot

the concerns of

in the

Caribbean and

other Less Industrialized countries.

The

Pilot Project for the Integration of

implemented
study.

in

Rose

Women

Hall, St. Vincent, in 1980,

was

in

Rural Development which was

the investigative site for this case

The primary guiding questions were:

What was

the nature of the interaction

among

participants?

participants’ attitudes toward the project?

What

Coordinator play

What were

the project?

What

are

in

What were

some of

role did the Project

the major activities in

the primary project processes?

the values and motives that account for the level of

volunteerism found

What

directing the project?

What were

among

the

Working Group and

its

leadership?

implications might the findings from this investigation have

Dominant development
Development

or

theories? Current practices in the field of

Gender and Development?

for:

Women

Participatory Research?

in

The

relationship between individual and adult education?

What,

My

if

any,

new understandings emerge from

methodology was guided by

the fact that

I

was

the

Rose Hall experience?

to investigate a single case

study and therefore multiple methods of data collection would illuminate previously

unexamined experiences.

It

would

also reflect

my

desire to be responsive to the people

studied.

In addition, since the project

Program
that

it

(WAND)

and was

was

originated by the

in its inception a

was important and appropriate

Women

and Development

women’s empowerment

to include

project,

I

decided

some feminist research methodology.

researchers
Shulamit Reinharz (1992) discusses how multiple methods enable feminist
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to

and present “data

link past

gathering'’, with action,

frameworks. She puts forth the argument

and individual behavior with

social

that,

There are compensations for the

difficulties of acquiring skills or

making

far-

ranging commitments. One can be confident that a range
of methods allows a
range of individuals or circumstances to be understood

responsive way.

Important issues concerning women’s lives can be understood

in

and thorough fashion. Researchers can then communicate

understanding

to the public in a

more accurate

Hall (1981)

this

complex

convincing manner. Multimethod research creates the

opportunity to put texts or people

Bud

in a

in contexts, thus

providing a richer and far

interpretation (Reinharz, 1992, p. 213).

in his

cogent deliberations on “Participatory Research, Popular

Knowledge and Power makes
’

direct links

between participatory research and feminist

research. Feminist critiques of research have been part of the larger search for a form of

working with people

in a

way

that

empowers

rather than prolongs the status quo. Both

feminist research and participatory research seek to shift the center from which

knowledge

3.2

is

generated.

Overall Approach of the Enquiry
I

used a qualitative methodology for

this

study because qualitative methods are

well suited to produce “depth, detail and meaning

(Patton, 1990, p. 18).

insight,

I

at a

very personal level of experience”

endorse Merriam’s belief that “research focused on discovery,

and understanding from the perspectives of those being studied offers the

promise of making significant contributions
education” (Merriam, 1988,

to the

p. 3).
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knowledge base and

greatest

practice of

In

my

graduate training and prior professional experience

demonstrated the requisite

skills for

doing qualitative research as

Corbin (1990), which involve stepping back

and avoid

bias, to obtain valid

intention to also

knowledge

good

draw upon

to interpret

have developed and

listed

by Strauss and

to critically analyze situations, to recognize

and reliable data, and

my own

I

to think abstractly.

It

was my

past experience in the Caribbean and theoretical

what was seen and

to

combine

astute

powers of observation and

interaction skills.

Rather than superimpose a top-down theory,

I

conducted instead a grounded

theory qualitative research into the practices and variables that characterize an Eastern

Caribbean development project

A

grounded theory

phenomenon

it

in St.

is

one

Vincent and the Grenadines.

that

is

represents. That

inductively derived from the study of the
is, it is

discovered, developed, and

provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data
pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data collection, analysis, and

theory stand

in reciprocal relationship

with a theory, then prove

what

is

it.

relevant to that area

with each other.

One does

not begin

Rather, one begins with an area of study and
is

allowed

to

emerge (Strauss and Corbin, 1990,

p. 23).

Unlike quantitative methods which would
individual, qualitative research views

treat reality as

as also having a subjective quality.

it

Traditional, quantitative research
single, objective reality

know and measure.
multiple realities

—

—

being only external to the

is

based on the assumption that there

that there is a

world out there

In contrast, qualitative research
that the

world

is

assumes

we can

a

observe,

that there are

not an objective thing out there but a

function of personal interaction and perception.
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that

is

It is

a highly subjective

phenomenon
facts

need of interpretation rather than meaning. Beliefs rather than

form the basis of perception (Burrell and Morgan, 1986,

To understand
best to understand

involved

in

the effect of policies, programs, or changes on

them from

in the activities

the point of

which

human

view of the individuals who

are to be studied.

inside rather than the outside, to understand the

My

p. 17).

beings,

it

is

are directly

attempt was to understand from the

meaning of an experience

for

all

the

participants involved.

Qualitative research

is

exploratory, inductive, and emphasizes processes

rather than ends. In this paradigm, there are no pre-determined hypotheses, no

treatments, and no restrictions on the end product.
variables or administer a treatment.

what

is

In addition,

occurring

Merriam

What one does

in a natural setting

One does

observe,

is

(Merriam, 1988,

calls qualitative case study research

not manipulate
intuit,

p. 17).

“an ideal design for

understanding and interpreting observations of educational phenomena.” (1988,
case study, the researcher examines a specific

process, event, person, or institution

explanation.

It is

particularly useful

— with
when

phenomenon of

the

interest

aim of seeking a

the desire

is

sense

—

p. 2). In a

a program,

holistic description

and

to study the process as well as

content of a particular educational innovation or approach.

My

case study represents a reality, a specific situation with actual data collected

over a three week period of onsite observation from the 10th to the 17th of November
1991, and from the 7th through to the 21st of February, 1992.

1

lived in the

community

multiple methods of data
during that period and was therefore able to “build theory” from
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collection, “that

1990,

is

faithful to

and illuminates the area under study” (Strauss and
Corbin.

p. 24).

My

approach

investigation.

It is

theories within

my

is

my

appropriate for a research topic which

hope

is

multi-dimensional

in its

that the theories discovered will eventually be
related to other

discipline and that the implications will be applicable,
useful and

beneficial.

Approaches

3.3

to

Acquiring Data

Often data collected for other purposes can be used.

Two

major

criteria in usine

such data are whether the data are accurate and whether or not they are reasonably
objective.

•

Surveys

Given
feel, is a

the nature of the task, simply asking people

very appropriate

way

to gather information.

what happened or how they

Surveys can be used

to gather

descriptive information about people, to find out attitudes and opinions, and specific

needs on which they most want help. They are also very useful

comparing

living conditions

and

attitudes of different groups,

in

establishing profiles,

and describing the

characteristics of a total population. Surveys can, however, limit possible answers.

•

Interviewing

Making

interviews open-ended can allow people to state their

and feelings and

to put their

answers

in their

own
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own

experiences

words. Interviews are effective also

because they can
the various

•

elicit

information about the problems that people encounter and about

ways people

are involved in trying to deal with them.

Direct Observation

Since attitudes do not always indicate

how

people will actually behave,

preferable to observe them. Results of direct observation can

on the process and outputs of a development

•

make

it

also

a significant impact

project.

Multiple Methods

More

often than not,

it

is

necessary to combine several or

and direct observation may be used

initially to

all

of the approaches,

develop a profile of a community and

several hypotheses about the reasons for any problems that exist there.

survey might be used to determine

deal with

it.

general the problem

is

a broader

and what resources

exist to

Existing documents might be checked to review past activity. Records might

be used to determine

how many

might be used

to

might be used

to look for

•

how

Then

determine

if

farmers, for example, were visited (output); a survey

the visits

any tangible

were effective (impact); and

direct observation

results (outcome).

Sampling

Sampling

the population

is

one commonly used method

to gather information

about a community. The larger and more random the samples, the more accurate they

be.

The

larger the

number of people included

nature of the population.

Random sampling

equal chance of being included.

It

in the

sample, the better

gives every

member

it

will reflect the

of the population an

can also be problematic and hard to achieve.
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will

If

you

select the first twelve people

community

that

you meet, you may be leaving out segments
of the

might be largely

According

to

invisible.

Bryant and White (1982),

The two most commonly used sampling
procedures
sample
such as
is

men and women,

first

A cluster

random

divides the population into groups

or farmers, tenants, and landless.

then taken from each group.

sample

is

A

random sample

based on geographic areas

rather than on groups of individuals.

Once

are selected at

sample of residents within each of these

clusters

•

and a “cluster sample”. The

are a “stratified

is

random, and

finally a

the clusters are specified, several

chosen randomly.

Indicators or Operational Definitions

It is

not always obvious to decide what to measure.

Some

projects cannot be

directly observed.

For example,

to find indicators,

and make the goal of the project or the issue being investigated,

to increase the welfare of a

community, one would need

operational. In other words, define the issue in terms of the
operations that can measure

it.

Indicators need to be valid and reliable. For example, linkages
established with

community groups can be measured by numbers of personnel

involved, by

number of

meetings held, and by impressions of those meetings. The choice of indicators can have
an interesting effect on the implementation of a project. “If lower-level personnel know
that data are

work on

that.

project on

op stores

being collected on a specific output, they have an increased incentive

For example,

in

Thailand, evaluators were trying to measure the impact of a

community development. They

that

were opened

to

in the area.

selected a proxy measure of the

number of co-

This measure subsequently influenced the work of
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the local staff,

who now had

a special incentive to establish co-ops”. (Heaver, 1980, p.

63).

•

Monitoring

It is

important to distinguish monitoring from actual evaluation. Monitoring

involves the collection of information about the project while

emphasis
process

for

is

in

on continuous feedback about the ways

which implementation

changes and adjustments

A

to

is

it

is in

which resources

in

is

are used and the

being conducted. Such continuous feedback allows

be made during the

life

of the project.

significant approach to effective monitoring in rural and

development

The

progress.

“story-telling” or “process documentation”

community

which involves using

the

observation methods to describe the actual process of carrying out a project. People

tell

anecdotes and give personal accounts to describe problems, anxieties and conflicts. This

approach zeroes

in

on problems and helps with documenting success

a rich narrative in such a

equipped

to devise their

away

own

that others

project.

can learn from

Used

in this

it

manner,

stories

and then be more

by providing

fully

to facilitate replication,

process documentation also becomes a form of evaluation. The monitoring process also

is

necessary to examine the management system and specifically the kinds of incentives that

exist for

managers and other project members

encourage them

to carry out their

to facilitate the goals of the project?

work.

Do

the incentives

There must be information about

for
pressures the administrators face and which pressures provide the most incentive

them. The most appropriate approach

44), advises that,

“The need

is

for

is

usually informal interviews. Heaver (1980,

open-ended rather than predisposing questions,
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p.

e.g.,

the

“What do you

see as the chief problem in this area?” rather than

improve extension water management
tend to emerge rather clearly

if

in this

“What have you done

to

area?” Perception, priorities and pressures

the evaluator does not betray his interest in getting a

particular type of response, and does not impose his

own

a priori perceptions of the

project on the interviewee.”

•

Evaluation

Evaluation, on the other hand

determine

and

why

effects,

it

is

an effort to document what happened and to

happened. Ideally a project

will

be designed to determine these causes

and therefore thinking ahead about evaluation

original design.

There should always be a hypotheses

out a desired goal. Implicitly,

it

is

an integral aspect of the

that the

hypothesizes that there

is

program

will actually bring

a relation or a connection

between the project and a certain outcome.

Evaluation not only needs to determine the results of a project, but also

demonstrate noise, bias, and any other variables responsible for the outcome.
look for alternative explanations. Attention to cause and effect questions

important

in rural

development projects

is

It

to

needs to

particularly

that are trying several interventions at the

same

time.

The most frequently used
to

determine

does so

in

how

closely

it

criteria

forjudging a project positively or negatively are

accomplishes the original goals of the project and whether

an efficient manner.

It

it

does make sense to be concerned with efficiency and

whether the resources of a project are

better used in
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one place than

in

another. Efficiency

is

often used as a criterion because of external pressure from political leaders or donors

and because economic measures are often the easiest kind of information
cost-effective use of resources

is

.

The extent

to

which a project develops

organize and maintain the

new

as:

institutions that will be able to

services over time.

effectiveness in reaching specific target groups.

2.

Its

3.

Did behavioral change occur, and

4.

Was

there a learning process

to

what extent?

from the project experience and were there any

adjustments to the decision process to

5.

The

a crucial aspect of any evaluation, but efficiency criteria

needs to be supplemented with other concerns such

1

to acquire.

Did

the project succeed in

expanding

their

with the development task?

empowering and mobilizing

the population and

awareness of their capacities?

Ironically, in spite of

always welcome or

fit

facilitate

all

it

the attention given to evaluation, organizations do not

and

will often

downplay

its

importance or

fail to

use the

information that monitoring and evaluation produce. Evaluation can be seen as
threatening and sometimes politically embarrassing. Then too, good evaluation

in

terms of time and money, and

may

if

is

costly

an evaluation does not serve immediate interests,

it

well be forgotten on a dusty shelf. Evaluation should be seen not as a threat but as an

ongoing learning process and a means

to adopt a different
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approach

to projects.

3.4

Data Collection Methodologies
Participant Observation: According to

model demands
is trivial,

that the research setting be

Bogdan and Bilken,

approached with the assumption

that everything has the potential of being a clue

comprehensive understanding of what

is

the qualitative research

that “nothing

which might unlock

being studied” (1982,

observation allows for the greatest possible depth and richness

a

more

p. 28). Participant

in the study,

and includes

opportunities for observations of formal and informal meetings of both the
community

and the Working Group; as well as firsthand involvement
site studied.

This research was conducted

carrying out

its

own

I

make

same time

at the

that the

Working Group

activities,

Working Group was

and the implementation of these

undertaken by the Working Groups than was evidenced

was

environment of the

internal evaluation. Observations of these evaluation sessions yielded

detailed information about the

activities,

in the social

in the

documents.

able to help with recording the process and outcomes of these sessions;

notes of their deliberations; observe the group process and dynamics; and give

feedback of

as well as

my

observations. There were sessions with

members of

the

Working Group

open community meetings.

Participant observation

was one of

the

many methods used

in collecting data.

Other methods include;

Structured, open-ended interviews and small group discussions with

members

of the Working Group and other community residents.

Here the focus was on the history of

the project, the project impact, their

experiences, elaboration of methodologies and strategies, social costs,

motivation, education and training.
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Semi-structures and open-ended interviews, conversations and
discussions

with a random sample of community residents.

This took place everywhere and anywhere. Since the majority
of the

community

residents

were farmers, they were out from early morning

This necessitated talking with them
couple of farm

sites; visiting the

in the

evenings

at their

till

home; going

dusk.
to a

schools and talking to teachers; and walking

and randomly talking with residents.

The sample consisted of young

adults, elders,

policemen, farmers (male and

female), shop-keepers; residents involved with the project as well as those not
involved.

Analysis of relevant documents, records, existing evaluations:

Documents and Reports Reviewed:

Women
of

West

and Development Unit

documents were available through

(WAND)

Extra Mural Department, University

Indies, St. Michael, Barbados, W.I.

— “Report on
by Jeannette

—

All

St.

Vincent small business management workshop,”

May

1983,

Bell.

“Participatory research:

Paper presented

at

the

A

means towards

collective

“Women’s Movements and

community

Organizations

action.”

in

An

Workshop, The Hague,

Historical Perspective,” Research Methodologies

July

4-15, 1983, by Beryl Carasco.

— “Women and
in a

adult non-formal education:

community based

adult education

The use of participatory methods

program

in

Rose

Hall, St. Vincent.”

Paper prepared for the International Council for Adult Education, Participatory

Research Coordinators Meeting, Mexico,

— “Report on
St. Vincent,”

— “From

12-19, 1982, by Patricia Ellis.

pilot project for the integration of

women

in rural

development,

April 1983, by Patricia Ellis.

— “A case study of
St. Vincent.”

May

the integrated rural development project in

Funded by Ford Foundation, August 1983, by

silent beneficiaries to active participants
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Rose

Hall,

Patricia Ellis.

and contributors

to the

development process, 1983, by
“Planning For

Women

Patricia Ellis.

in rural

development”: Extract by Patricia

Of confrontation and change: Women and men
workshop

report on

St. Vincent,”

“The

role of

men

in the

in

Ellis.

development<“

A

development of Rose Hall,

1983, by Patricia Ellis and Lionel Egbert.

Report on a workshop

empowerment by

the

to

develop a group definition and assessment of

Rose Hall community working group,” 1990, by Jennifer

Harold.

— “Implementation plan
— “Project

for an agro-industrial project,”

for the integration of

women

presented to the Ford Foundation, June

in rural

by Dunstan Holder.

development.” Report

4, 1980.

Interviews with government officials.

These interviews were informal and allowed

The information received was

the project.

for unsolicited information about

helpful in analyzing and

triangulating other evidence found in documents and from onsite data
collection.

There was much consensus on the importance of

Community

activists,

NGOs,

this research to

Funders, Government, and the Caribbean region

as a whole.

Interviews with officials of the Agency which initiated the project
in

— Women

Development Project (WAND).

There were pre-evaluation as well

as onsite interviews.

They were mostly

taped sessions, and note-taking. Major themes of were centered around:
process, experiences, visions, expectations, relationships, motivation,
participation, growth,

macro-micro aspect, empowerment, methodology,

importance of results beyond the community.
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The Research Design and Methodology

3-5

The research was

carried in essentially four phases.

used to collect relevant data on
otficials of

site in

Rose

A

total

of three weeks was

Hall; in Kingstown, the capital, interviewing

government and various non-governmental organizations; and

visits to

WAND in Barbados.
The

who

first

phase was

my

initial

meeting with Peggy Antrobus, the

WAND director

expressed a wish to evaluate and document the process of the implementation
of the

Rose Hall

project.

Knowing my

process in the Caribbean, she

research interest and concern about the development

felt that the

Rose Hall project could considerably inform

work. She contracted with another U.S. female researcher as well as myself
the evaluation. In addition to obtaining

communicated about
interviewed. This

was

to

to carry out

some background information of the

the timing of visits

and discussed a preliminary

be coordinated with the Working Group

in

list

my

project,

we

of people to be

Rose Hall who were

involved from the inception.

The second phase,
to establish the criteria

the pre-evaluation visit

from November 10-17, 1991, was used

(outcomes and impacts) by which the project’s implementation

would be measured. During

that visit, there

were meetings and interviews with the

WAND Director, the Project Director, and other WAND officials who were connected to
the

Rose Hall

Project.

This phase also included visiting Rose Hall to discuss and verify the
research methodology, and to enable the

Working group
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to decide the

criteria, the

most appropriate

The Research Design and Methodology
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Rose Hall project could considerably inform

work. She contracted with another U.S. female researcher as well as myself
the evaluation. In addition to obtaining

communicated about
interviewed. This

some background information of

the timing of visits

was

the

and discussed a preliminary

to be coordinated with the

Working Group

in

list

my

to carry out

the project,

we

of people to be

Rose Hall who were

involved from the inception.

The second phase,
to establish the criteria

the pre-evaluation visit

from November 10-17, 1991, was used

(outcomes and impacts) by which the project’s implementation

would be measured. During

that visit, there

were meetings and interviews with

the

WAND Director, the Project Director, and other WAND officials who were connected to
the

Rose Hall

Project.

This phase also included visiting Rose Hall to discuss and verify the
research methodology, and to enable the

Working group
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to decide the

criteria, the

most appropriate

time for the onsite data-collection.

also afforded the opportunity for

It

me

to collect

and

read existing documents and reports.

The

third phase consisted of

my

qualitative evaluation of the

outcomes and

impacts of the project. This involved onsite data-collection carried out from February 7
21, 1992, using multiple

in

methods already discussed

Kingstown, the capital of

NGO officials

St. Vincent,

who had been

in this chapter.

to

Three days were spent

interviewing and talking with government and

involved with the project or had knowledge of the project.

also provided the opportunity to discuss preliminary findings for

It

“member checking” and

verification.

The research

itself

was

qualitative

and

naturalistic in design.

The primary sources

of data were interviews, small group discussions and participant observation. While the

intent

was

to look specifically for data related to the

taxonomy, there was also a desire

collect information about the project’s history as well as the

methodological interventions used by
gathering in such a

way

that patterns or

themes not previously identified could emerge.

different directions with each individual.

special impact

residents not involved in the

monetary and

WAND and others, and to conduct the data

The interviewing process was open ended and

saw evidence of any

unstructured.

It

took different forms and

However, people were not asked

from the

project.

Working Group were “Do you know about
,

,

work they do? Has

the

community benefited from

Have you personally benefited?

In

what way?
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How

directly

if

they

Sample questions used with

Working Group?” This would then be followed with “What do you
the

to

their

work?

do the men

the

think of them and

If so, in

in the

Rose Hall

what way?

community

feel

about the Working Group?” Conversely, members
of the working group were usually

me

asked. “Tell

about your experience with the Working Group”.
Their response would

then inform the rest of the interview.

The data

A

checking”.

collection also included a process of participant
verification or

verbal report of preliminary conclusions was given to the

and members of the community. They were invited
conducted
of their

the

at

own

same time

that the

to give reactions.

Rose Hall Working Group was

internal evaluations. Free time in that

community

is

“member

Working Group

This research was

also carrying out one

a scarce

so people were spending most of their time with the process that seemed

commodity and

much more

pertinent to their immediate need than did this one. However, observations
of these

evaluation sessions yielded

much more

detailed information about the activities

undertaken by the Working Group than might have otherwise been available since the

Working Group did

The

1

.

2.

not have

much

in

terms of process records or

statistical records.

validity of the conclusions reached about the project are based on

The

two

criteria:

researcher's conscientious and systematic analysis of the data.

The people of Rose

Hall believe that the improvements and changes

in their

lives identified in this research are directly related to the project.

The

fourth phase

involved using colored

In this

way,

I

was

the actual analysis

files to isolate

and triangulation of the

and generate themes

as they

data. This

emerged from

could cross-check data from the multiple and varying sources.

establish broad categories that

would inform

I

the data.

also had to

the following: any significant impacts the

project had on rural development, the roles that
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women

played

in that process,

and the

benefits received

from the process; whether

similar efforts in other communities; what
participants;

what were

the project might provide a process

was

the nature of the interaction

participants’ attitudes toward the project?

Project Coordinator (external) play in directing the
project?
activities in the project 9

interpretation

had

What were

What

What were

the primary project processes?

to reflect the original

taxonomy of

Indicators.

I

The

model

for

among

role did the

the

major

analysis and

also kept a category for

“any other information" which surfaced and which could be
of further use.

In

developing the taxonomy, qualities or

from the

traits

literature, including

WAND reports, and interviews were used. For example: empowerment, status of women
(in

terms of roles and relationships) and quality of

literature.

However,

life

were

all

concepts taken from the

the specific indicators under each of these impacts

primarily, but not exclusively from interviews with

community

emerged

residents and

WAND

staff.

Language used by community

residents to describe certain traits or qualities were

often translated into academic terms and concepts.

A

significant

example of

this

was

the

use of the term “voice” as a translation of the theme of “shyness stories”. Shyness stories

were the

stories

Rose Hall women

and had overcome

told about

how

they had gained pride in themselves

their fear of publicly sharing their feelings, opinions,

stories often started with the phrase “I used to be shy”.

Another example

and

is

ideas.

These

the use of the

terms “solidarity” and “inclusiveness” to replace descriptions by Rose Hall residents such

as “people are

more together” and “every body
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pitches

in;

we

all

help the other one.”

The Rose Hall
improvement

was

project

in the status

of

also finally assessed in terms of

women, and improvement

empowerment,

in the quality

of

life.

The

indicators of these impacts are outlined in figure 3.1 below:

Impact:

Empowerment

Categories: Individual and Collective

Voices

Indicator:

Self-Esteem, Acquisition of

Sense of Pride

in

New

Skills,

Awareness of Competencies

Accomplishments, Community and Culture

Ability to meet challenges and solve problems on a daily basis
Ability to deal with authority, Control Planning and Decision-Making Processes
Participation, Solidarity, Inclusiveness, Creating and using one’s

Awareness of

the future, Ability to think

Knowledge about and access
Impact: Improvement

in the state

own knowledge

and plan for the future

to resources

women

of

Categories: Roles and Relationships
Indicator:

Diversity in the roles

women

play

Recognition and respect
Positive changes in relationships

Impact. Improvement
Indicator:

in the

Community’s Quality of

Improved Nutrition, Education and

Figure 3.1

life

Home

Life,

Income Savings

Criteria for the evaluation of the Rose Hall project

The following discussion

elaborates

how

the research criteria

during the second phase of the research process, and

conducted during phase

three, a

two week period of

how

were established

the actual research

was

onsite data-collection. Criteria for the

evaluation of the Rose Hall Project were established from three sources. These were:

1

.

An

analysis of the goals and intentions of the original funding agency, the

Ford Foundation, and
interventions.” This

WAND, the agency

was done through
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that

implemented

a review of project

the

“development

documents, and

interviews with the

WAND staff and the original Project Coordinator, Patricia

Ellis.

An

2.

analysis of the criteria which the

not exclusively, the Rose Hall

Working Group,

indicators of their success. This

discussions with

A

3.

community of Rose
felt

Hall, especially but

should be used as

was done through interviews and small group

community members.

review of the theoretical

literature that addresses the issue of

development

and project administration.

In establishing the research criteria, the

Rose Hall project was viewed from a

perspective of “alternative development” which

is

a

model of development defined

normative terms of human betterment (including quality of
defined

in

project as

opposed

life), as

to a

in

model

instrumental terms of economic growth and/or modernization. Since this

it

was

originally conceived focused on

income generation, an explanation of

this decision is in order.

In the early 1980's a great deal of

as a

way

them

to integrate

women

inside the household.

into the

The

Development was implemented
Extra-Mural Department

emphasis was put on income generating projects

economy

of their communities, and to

Pilot Project for the integration of

in

Rose Hall by the

(WAND), UWI,

in

Women

Women

empower
in

Rural

and Development Unit,

collaboration with four government

ministries and three non-government organizations in St. Vincent.

WAND hoped to achieve two main objectives:-
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Through

this project

1

.

To

policy

2.

model of development which would influence

create a
in

planning and designing national programs to
ensure the

participation of

women

To engage

women

would

official

rural

examine

(a)

at all levels in the

their

in a

government
full

process of national development.

process of development through which they

economic and

social contributions to the

development

of their community; (b) develop their ability and
desire to take leadership and

decision-making roles
their

own

lives

and

in the

community;

that of their

(c) generally

improve the quality of

community.

WAND felt that income generating activities should be a significant part of their
efforts in the

WAND’s

Rose Hall community. However,

commitment

to participatory

Working Group did not chose

to

show

soon came into conflict with

methodologies and values.

implement income generating

Ford Foundation allowed the Working Group
efforts. Later analysis

this objective

was

that this

When

activities,

to self-determine their

a significant decision,

the

Rose Hall

WAND and the

own development

and one for which both

organizations should be given credit. The significance of this alternative implementation

process paradigm will be discussed

Because of
related to

this,

to

Chapter

five.

discussions of income generation or the listing of objectives

income generating

prominent themes

in

activities,

be found

history from 1980 to 1991

in all

when

appear

in the earliest

documents throughout

this evaluation

project documents.

The most

the ten years of the project

began, were those related to self-esteem,

voice, development of leadership skills, and the creation and use of knowledge generated

from and by the community. Using data on

the

Rose Hall project generated from

multiple sources, three primary impact areas were identified along with a
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list

the

of potential

indicators associated with each impact. These impact areas are

improvement

in the status

of

women, and improvement

empowerment,

in the quality

indicators of these impacts have already been outlined in this chapter.

behind the taxonomy was not that the project had

to

of

life.

The

The

basic idea

meet each and every indicator

order to be successful, but rather that a sufficient number of them be found

in

in sufficient

strength.

3.5.1

•

Summary

of Tasks. Process

Reconstruction of the Project’s History

(i)

Tasks

Document and

describe the intervention(s) initiated by

and methodologies used

Document and
methodologies) that

the

of

and Data Collection Methodologies

to

in

implement those interventions.

describe any interventions (including the process and

may have been

Rose Hall community

women

WAND and the process

used by other outside agencies working directly with

in the areas

of

community development and/or

the integration

development.

Document and analyze

the various projects

Rose Hall Working Group, focusing on

What approaches and

which have been undertaken by

the following:

strategies

were used by the Working Group

plan and implement these projects and activities?

What were

What

the

their successes?

obstacles did they encounter?
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in

order to

What were

What

their

shortcomings or failures?

lessons were learned?

(ii)

Data Collection Methodologies

Structured and open-ended interviews.

Document

analysis.

Participant verification.

•

Assessment of

(i)

the Project’s Benefits and Impacts

Tasks

Collect and analyze data relevant to the following:

Individual growth; Role relationships (men

New

women,

youth, elders).

opportunities (for individuals, for the community).

Empowerment

(of the individual, of the

community).

Income; Health and Nutrition, Housing; Jobs.

(ii)

Data Collection Methodologies

Small group discussion and open-ended interviews with members of the

Working Group and

other

community

residents.

Semi-structured interviews and other survey instruments done with a random

sample of community residents and government

Observation.

Questionnaires.
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officials.

Participant verification.

•

Analysis of the Sustainability of the Project’s Efforts and

Its

Major Strengths and

Vulnerabilities

(i)

Tasks

Collect and analyze data relevant to the following:

What

the nature of the

is

Working Group and

community? What

strategies

commitment from

the

What

and methodologies

relationships to the
are used to assure support

and

community?

the nature of leadership and participation within the

is

within the

What

its

Working Group,

community?

access does the Working Group have to needed resources?

know about where and how
What evidence

is

to access

there that the

new

What do

they

resources?

community can

exercise any meaningful

degree of influence over national or regional systems?

How

do individuals

interpret

Rose Hall?

in the national

How

preachers, teachers, etc.)
activities,

Have

do

who

and regional systems understand and

influential persons within the

are not associated with the

community,

(e.g.

Working Group

understand and interpret their work?

there been unintended “social costs” that resulted from the project’s

activities?

(ii)

Data Collection Methodologies

Small group discussion and open-ended interviews with members of the

Working Group and

other

community
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residents.

or

its

Semi-structured interviews and personal discussions
with a random sample of

community

residents.

Observation.

Interviews with government and agency officials.

Participant verification.

Related applied and theoretical research.

•

An

assessment of the Project’s Replicability through an Analysis of
the

Theoretical and Practical Implications

Tasks

(i)

Data Collection and Analysis through such sample questions:

What

are

some of

the values and motives that account for the level of

participation and involvement found in the

What

are

some of

the values and motives that account for the level of

volunteerism found

What

Rose Hall community?

among

the

Working Group and

this leadership?

implications might the findings from this investigation have for

Major development theories? Current

practices in the field of

Development or Gender and Development?

Women

Participatory Research?

—
in

The

relationship between individual development and adult education?

What

,if

any,

new

understandings, definitions,

from the Rose Hall experience?

(ii)

Data Collection Methodologies
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etc.,

of development emerge

Small group discussion and
open-ended interview with members
of the
Working Group and other community
residents

Participant verification

Related applied and theoretical
research

The assumption
would address,

is

that these multiple tasks

and data collection methodologies

to greater or lesser degrees,
the practical

outcome

that Eastern

Caribbean

nation states no longer have to adhere
rigidly to one paradigm guide
their development

many of them seem

path, as

alternative

states to

paradigm

in

to

have done with disastrous consequences.
Rather, the

Rose Hall experience could allow policy
makers

move from one paradigm

to

in these nation

another and to hold multiple theoretical
positions

in

order to search for the best guidance for
their country’s particular practical
problem.

3 6

Overview of Data Collection and Data Management
The following procedures allowed

meaningful way

to

for

me. Patton writes, “There

managing
is

the data in a

no right way

analyzing and interpreting qualitative data”
(1990,

p. 38).

to

comprehensive and

go about organizing,

The purpose

is

to gather

comprehensive, systematic, and in-depth information about
the case study. The
point

is

making

procedure
such

as:

sure that the information

is to facilitate

What was

is

as complete as possible.

the search for patterns and

the nature of the interactions

participants’ attitudes toward the project?

What
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starting

The purpose of this

themes from the evaluation questions

among

participants?

What were

role did the Project Coordinator

(external) play in directing the project?

What were

What were

the

major

activities in the project?

the primary project processes?

Data Collection:

Handwritten

field notes

were taken during observations; these were retyped

and coded.

A

paginated log was kept on

all

interactions with reference to any recorded

conversations or events including pertinent descriptors

(

date, time, location,

names).

Audio recorded interviews and conversations were transcribed and maintained
on the computer with back up copies.

Data Management:

I

read through the data

many

times (including transcripts of interviews,

my

research journal, and documents).

I

developed coding categories

and series of different colored

emerging themes and

to help classify the data.
file

to

me make

a scissors

sense of different

patterns.

Triangulation of the data allowed

forms of data

folders helped

The use of

my

analysis to integrate

all

the possible

produce a particularly thorough and persuasive study. For

example, examining the

WAND reports enabled me to cross-check with

documentary evidence some of

the assertions

made

in

open-ended interviews

about the positive results of the Adult Education program.
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Data Analysis

3.7

There
(1989,

p.

is

an element of intuition involved

in

data analysis. Marshall and

Rossman

112) describes data analysis as “a messy, ambiguous,
time-consuming, creative,

and fascinating process.” The approach used follows
suggestions from Bogdan and
Bilken (1982), Marshall and Rossman (1989), Patton
(1980) and others
the generating of categories,

data,

in

emphasizing

themes and patterns, testing emerging hypotheses against

the

and searching for alternative explanations.

Specific coding categories and topical codes included
perspectives held by key

personnel

in

both Government and Non-Government Officials of

WAND,

the Projects History, the Project’s Benefits and Impacts,
indicators of

indicators of strengths and vulnerabilities, the role of

adaptability, as well as other

women,

indicators of

Empowerment,

issues of transferability and

emerging themes. All coding categories were

filed in

separate folders.

The processes of observing, analyzing,

refocusing, and observing again

may

be

repeated over and over as the problems and questions for inquiry are explored and
refined.

My

general approach in analyzing the data was to repeat this cycle, using

inductive analysis to develop grounded theory. “Inductive analysis

patterns, themes,

and categories of analysis come from the

means

data; they

that the

emerge out of

the

data rather than being imposed on them prior to data collection and analysis” (Patton,

1980,

p.

306).

Grounded Theory involves categorizing

the data, developing

theory, and testing the theory continually against the data.

disconfirming evidence

is

A

deliberate search for

also essential to the process of analysis.
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emergent

During the data

collection,

comments on emerging themes were kept

way

as a

to

contextualize the information being recorded and to stimulate creative thinking. There

were the following guiding research questions:

What

are

some of

the values and motives that account for the level of

volunteerism found

What

among

the

Working Group and

its

leadership?

implications might the findings from this investigation have for major

development theories? Current practices

of

in the field

Development or Gender and Development?

Women

in

Participatory Research?

The

relationship between individual development and adult education?

What,
the

if

any,

new understandings and

definitions of

Rose Hall experience?

What was

among

the nature of the interaction

participants attitudes toward the project?
(external) play in directing the project?

project?

What were

setting,

and

to

participants?

What

What were

role did the Project coordinator

What were

the

major

activities in the

the primary project processes?

These questions were continually assessed

which needed

development emerge from

to

determine which were relevant and

be reformulated. Notes allowed for reflection on issues raised

in the

their place in relation to larger research questions.

All of the above

was done and completed

prior to interpreting data and generating

a theory.

3.8

Trustworthiness

The trustworthiness of any study depends on

own

biases.

As Guba and Lincoln (1981)

the researcher

s

awareness of her

note, “the best cure for biases”
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is

to

be aware of

"how

they slant and shape what

speaker’s reality, and

how

we

hear,

how

they interface with our reproduction of the

they transfigure truth into falsity” (quoted

in

Merriam, 1988,

p.

39).

If

make

we

false

are explicit about the personal sources of our work,

and misleading generalizations. Oakley notes,

finding out about people through interviewing

is

the interviewer

own

prepared

is

to invest his or her

in

we

will be less likely to

most cases, "the goal of

when

the relationship of

personal identity

in the relationship”

best achieved

(1981, p. 41).

We
to explore

must also acknowledge

it.

“We

need

to link

the personal far

more than we do and

our statements about those

we

ourselves, for in reality neither stands alone” (Krieger 1985,

The question of trustworthiness and

internal validity

new ways

find

study with statements about

p.

321).

was addressed by

the use of

triangulation, checking interpretations with individuals interviewed or observed, staying

on-site over a period of time, peer debriefing, participant verification, and clarifying

researcher biases and assumptions. Triangulation was achieved by the use of multiple

data sources as previously listed

3.8.1

in

Data Collection Methodologies.

Participant Verification

The data

collection included a process of participant verification even before the

actual research began.

Members

of the

Working Group and

WAND officials were

consulted before the criteria for evaluation was decided. They approved both the

and the research design and methodology.

Ill

criteria

There were two

final

meetings prior

to departure

from Rose

Hall.

The

first

was

with the Working Group, where a verbal report
was given outlining the Original

Taxonomy
was not

of Indicators.

We

also discussed

part of the research criteria.

the findings.

recommendations

The Group was then

At the open community meeting,

for the future although this

able to

participants

comment

on, and verify

were given a shorter version of

the preliminary findings, highlighting the major inputs
and outcomes.

A

We

final debriefing

was held with

revisited the criteria, discussed the

with their

own

WAND in Barbados before returning to the U.S.

outcomes of the evaluation and compared them

perceptions and other evaluations.

and weaknesses of the status of the project

recommendations

for

some

sort of

at the

research and

my

how

was

informally discussed the strengths

time of the evaluation, as well as

Organization Development since the project was

moving on towards another phase of income

In addition, there

We

generating.

a detailed description of the

the findings were derived from the data.

examination of the implications of the findings from

methodology used

My

in the

self-knowledge did inform

this study.

I

was always

conscious of the difference between replicability and transferability.

3.9

Role of the Researcher
I

was aware

that

I

entered this field of study with certain assumptions, beliefs, and

hopes. The decision to pursue this study was intricately related to issues relevant to the

survival of

my

nation state and others in the region.
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It

was

also to contribute to the

body

of knowledge on contending and contrasting modes of development

in

Less Industrialized

Countries.

Examining one’s biases and assumptions
researcher

He

s

work.

I

am

is

an important aspect of the qualitative

influenced by Peshkin (1988) on the importance of monitoring.

says,

By monitoring

myself,

statement that attunes

my

thereby exorcise

preclude

it

I

can create an illuminating empowering personal

me

to

where

subjectivity.

want

to

my

am

one of

My

prior experiences

me

that

rather, enable

I

encompass

Government responsible

my

up

my

3.10

I

do not

manage

it

—

p. 20).

my

research

am

an observing and researching subject for

my

NGOs

and

a wide range of factors:

working with

for decisions that affect the life of people especially those both

is

my

volunteer work with

a key element in the

women; my

empowering of women;

my

current research and

basic purpose of

multiple sources

I

study.

real

I

my

feminist

interest in

see this case study as a link and

world experiences

in the

Caribbean.

Conclusion

The

to

progress through

data (Peshkin, 1988,

redefining the “process of development administration”.

my

as

to

personal experiences helped to define

economically and socially disadvantaged;

continuity between

—

myself

I

to gain the trust of others involved in the research. Therefore

sources insofar as

standpoint that “voice”

and subject are intertwined.

from being unwittingly burdensome

acknowledge

questions, and enabled

do

I

collecting, analyzing, and writing

I

self

in a single

my

dissertation

case study in

is

to use qualitative research data

St. Vincent
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and the Grenadines

to

from

propose an

alternative

paradigm

for

development

ground an emerging paradigm”

in the

Eastern Caribbean.

in the rich data that

I

I

use grounded theory “to

collected. This alternative

paradigm

includes factors such as development that
redefines growth; development in which

women

play a central, active and guiding role;
development that

socially sustainable;

development

that rescues

development

basis for

more genuine democracy; development

empowers

psychologically and

and revitalizes Caribbean culture and

identity;

that

is

the region’s poor majority and, in so doing,
builds a

that permits a

spectrum of

political

and

economic options and experiments.

The

significance of this

new

model which may be appropriate
elsewhere

in

research will be considerations for an alternative

for application not only in the Eastern Caribbean
but

Third World Countries or Less Industrialized Countries.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
41

Pilot Proj ect for the Integration of

Women

Rose Hall Project:

in the

Background

project

The

story of

may

land on

Rose Hall
feet

its

on which the Rose Hall

which stands for

a provocative

is

when

Women

“whole community”

the

pilot project

example of how
is

a rural

development

involved. This

was undertaken by an organization

and Development Unit. Although

it is

mural Department of the University of the West Indies, based
operates autonomously to develop programs that

in

may “enhance

the premise

is

called

WAND,

attached to the Extra-

Barbados.

WAND

the status of

women”

in

the Caribbean.

The voices of women
level,

and

their specific

at

the

community

level are

seldom heard

at the national

needs and problems are not usually incorporated into national

development plans.

The

participation of

capabilities of

women

at

Women

in

Development

activities

depends

first

on the

every level of society, their ability to use these for the benefit of

themselves and their societies; and secondly, on the willingness of policy-makers
national policies and plans to be influenced by

and recommendations

Women

in

at international

Development”

will

remain

women’s concerns. The many

and national

at the level

at the

same

resolutions

level for the “full integration of

of rhetoric unless the methodologies are

found and used which simultaneously build the self-confidence and
every level of society and

to allow

skills

of

women

time, help policy-makers to have a clearer

at

understanding and greater awareness of the

reality of

women’s concerns and

This Case Study suggests a process for creating
self-confidence and
incorporating real

The

life

concerns and

in

Rose

skills for

priorities.

Pilot Project for the Integration of

implemented

priorities.

Women

in

Rural Development which was

Hall, St. Vincent, in 1980, presents a case study
of the

implementation of strategies that emerged from the

literature

review

in

Chapter 2 and are

summarized below.

The process of
provides rural
felt

participation

women

needs, to solve

with

some of

the key to the content of such a

is

new knowledge and
their

problems and

skills

to

program which

required to address their

change

their existing

situation.

Learning

which

in adults

takes place

more

effectively

when

it

is

focused on problems

affect their daily lives. Therefore, a non-formal education

which uses participatory methodology can

program

raise their awareness, increase their

capacity to analyze their problems, recognize the potential of their creative
efforts,

unleash their creative energy and engender

in

them, the self-

confidence and self-reliance which will allow them to act and change their
situation.

A

Non-Formal Education Program which emphasizes maximum

participation

offers possibilities for achieving these goals.

Implementation, documentation and evaluation of pilot projects
strategy for influencing policy.

projects implemented at the

The underlying assumption

community

is

women

in

another

that pilot

level can test, demonstrate

authenticate the use of certain approaches and will promote the
participation of rural

is

and

full

every phase of the development process.
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Within such micro projects, factors which prohibit
participation in the

factors include:

women’s

development process can be

women’s low

women’s

and carefully analyzed. These

contribution to the social and economic development
of their communities and

changing roles and relationships between

and men; and, women’s low level of participation

This Case Study approach taken

to

in the

decision-making process.

an implementation process of a project which

uses a participatory methodology and focuses on the
concerns of rural

demonstrates

how

program design

at

(WAND),

in

in the

process of rural development and influence

Framework

September 1980,

implemented

women

national level.

Institutional
In

the Pilot Project for the Integration in Rural

Rose Hall by

the

Women &

of the University of the

West

1

.

Development was

Development Unit, Extra Mural Department

(UWI)

Indies

in

collaboration with four

government ministries and three non-government organizations
this project

women,

the “bottom-up approach” to development can facilitate
a greater

degree of participation by these

4.1.1

full

self-esteem and lack of confidence; lack of
recognition of

societies; lack of an understanding of the

women

identified

rural

in St. Vincent.

Through

WAND hoped to achieve two main objectives:
To develop
official

ensure

a

model of “bottom-up development” which would influence

government policy
full participation

of

in

planning and designing national programs to

women

at all levels in

development.

1

17

the process of national

2.

To engage

women

rural

in a

process of development through which
they

would:

examine
their

their

economic and

social contribution to the

community

develop

their ability

roles in the

and desire

to take leadership

and decision making

community

generally improve the quality of their
their

development of

own

lives

and

that of

community.

This model was based on the belief that rural people
can and should decide on,

and direct

their

own development. The

allowed for a great deal of

implementing agency.
eight

It

months from 1981

flexibility

project proposal

was

therefore kept general and

both from the original funding agency and the

identified areas of activity and defined phases within
the twenty-

to

1984 for which the project was

(Ford Foundation) agreed that

to be funded.

The funders

WAND would examine, document, analyze and

disseminate whatever resulted from this experiment. Throughout the project the
people of

Rose Hall organized themselves,
the sequence in

was necessary

identified their

own needs and

problems, determined

which these should be addressed, and took the action which they decided

to arrive at solutions.

Using

a participatory research

model, they

continuously evaluated the effects that such actions and solutions had on their

and on the community.
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own

lives

412

Organization and

To

Ad ministration

initiate the project, the project

Government Ministries responsible
in St.

for

of the Project

coordinator from

and involved

— National Level
WAND held discussions with

in rural

Vincent. They were the Ministries of Agriculture,

and integrated development

Community Development,

Health, and Education. Also involved in discussions were
four non-governmental
organizations.

The National Council of Women, The Canadian Save

the Children

Organization, The Christian Council of Churches, and The Organization
for Rural

Development. Discussions were centered around
proposed methodology, the

feasibility of

the project idea

and objectives, the

implementing the project

possible outcomes and implications for policy.

It

in St.Vincent,

was during these discussions

and the

that

it

was

suggested by the Chief Agricultural Officer that Rose Hall might be a good community

which

in

to pilot the project.

A

project Advisory

Committee was then formed.

It

comprised one representative

from each of the four government ministries and from each of
agencies, the Resident Tutor of the University of the

West

the four

non-government

Indies Center in St.Vincent,

and two representatives from the community of Rose Hall. This committee was also seen
as a possible

means

to channel resources to the

function as expected but individual

community

did give invaluable support to the

projects and programs.

One member
visited the

members

community. The committee did not

of the committee

community once every two

who was
or three
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appointed as the local liaison officer

weeks during

the earlier years of the

project and provided a vital link between the

coordinator from

4.1.3

community

facilitator

WAND.

Community Level
In

January of 1981 Pat

Ellis, the

WAND staff member who had been hired as

Project Coordinator of the Ford Foundation grant, visited the

She walked through the village and out
contact

and the project

if

she was interested

number of such

into the

in talking to the

visits the idea

of a

Women

farms and inquired

women

in

community of Rose

whom

Hall.

she should

leaders from the village. After a

Development project was proposed

to a

group of twelve women.

They discussed
of the existing groups

1

.

Methodist

it

among themselves and decided

in the

community:

Women’s League

2.

Youth Fellowship

3.

Labor Party

4.

Church of God Ladies’ Auxiliary

5.

Church of God Men’s Fellowship

6.

Netball Club

7.

Football Club

8.

Red Cross

9.

Girl

Guides
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to put the idea to representatives

10.

1

1

.

Boy Scouts
Brownies

12. Quadrille

Group

Figure 4.1 profiles the Rose Hall
political,

economic, social and cultural

Community and

presents a view of

its

physical,

features.

•

PHYSICAL FEATURES
Mountainous & Mountain farms

•

Valleys and rivers

•

Terraced land

•

Donkeys

— chief means of

POLITICAL

transport

POPULATION

•

Labor Party groups

•

Total population: 1500

•

Organized community meetings

•

Registered farmers: 210

•

Children under 15 years: 162

ECONOMIC
•

Farming

•

SOCIAL

— vegetable & animals

community groups

•

12 Organized

Small village shops

•

1

•

Speculators

•

•

Vendors

•

1

primary school

•

Teaching

•

1

nursery school

•

Skilled artisans

•

1

day care center

health clinic

3 churches

CULTURAL
•

Quadrille dancing

•

Story-telling

•

Religious festivals

•

Community

•

Serenading

Figure 4.1

concerts

Rose Hall Community Profile

This was done

Committee

at a

Women

for

meeting and out of

this

meeting was born the Rose Hall

and Development. This committee was given responsibility

for

coordinating project activities in the community. They chose as community
facilitator a

33 year old female farmer

who was

to be responsible for the overall coordination,

planning, implementation and evaluation of

all

project activities (Ellis,

This local coordinator was paid a small stipend, through

committee’s work. The original group soon expanded
thirty,

most of

whom

were women. They represented

to a

all

community

community who wanted
original

name

WAND,

segments of the community:

Some

organizations, the majority were

to contribute to the

to facilitate the

membership of approximately

housewives, farmers, school teachers, and unemployed youth.
representatives of other

August 1983).

development of

their

of them were

members of the

community. The

of the group was changed to the Rose Hall Working Group

(RHWG).

This Working Group planned and organized a number of community meetings
discuss the project proposal.

They shared

their

implemented and what direction they wanted

own views on how

it

to take.

Of

the project should be

significant interest

clear consensus that although they accepted the focus of the project

it

should be

all

inclusive.

They wanted

to

was

to be

was

the

on women,

the project to involve and benefit the entire

community.

However, throughout
were also

in control

how and

for

women

of the project, including the research process. They decided what was

to be researched, they decide

decide

the life of the project to the date of this research, the

what they

what methods they
will use the data
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will use to collect the data,

which they have

and they

collected. In this way,

research, rather than being an end in

Hall use to facilitate their

As

itself,

has

become

own development and

the project progressed, the

a tool

that of the

which the people of Rose

community.

Committee expanded and continues

to

do so

considerably up to the present day. Although there are
mainly women, the group

now

comprises a large cross-section of people with ages ranging
anywhere from twelve
eighty.

They

are teachers, farmers, housewives,

women who

the group are

is

now

called the

skills

and resources.

Rose Hall Community Working Group.

overall responsibility for project activities and

is

is

the Chairperson of the

develops, the

Working Group

elects a coordinating committee,

from the working group and others from
committees, each of which

is

program and reporting back
relation to the

1

.

has

The Community

Working Group. As each community

These committees are usually made up of about

It still

presently seeking to be officially

registered as a nonprofit, non-governmental organization in St.
Vincent.
Facilitator

students. Within

head households, grandmothers, fathers and children who

provide a pool of a wide and rich variety of

The group

unemployed youth and

to

project activity

headed by a coordinator.

five to seven persons with

the larger

community. There

are

two or

now

three

six project

responsible for planning and coordinating one community

to the

Working Group. Figure

Working Group. The committees

The Executive Committee of

include:

the Farmer’s

2.

The Adult Education Committee

3.

The Sewing Committee
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4.2 outlines the committees in

Group

4.

The Pre-School Committee
5.

The Bakery Committee

6.

The Quadrille Committee

Farmers Group

Rose Hall Community
Working Group
Approximately 30 members

Bakery

Committee
Pre-School Committee

Figure 4.2

Organization and management of Rose Hall community projects

and
The

quadrille group

is

made up mainly

quadrille, a traditional folk dance.

art

activities

of families, but

it

flutes

helps keep alive

who meet

The younger people now show

and the older people are teaching them.

music supplied by older men on

of older people

In this dance, couples

and drums. Not only does

some of

to

dance the

interest in learning the

dance to traditional

this

involve generations

the traditions and cultures too easily lost in the

business of so called “development”. The project provided participants with a unique
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opportunity for the young and elderly to work together,
thus addressing a growing gap

between the generations.

Further discussion on the history and role of the above
mentioned committees
elaborated
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in the

is

next section on Project Implementation and Development.

Project Implementation and Development

The underlying assumption here

community
methods

level can test, demonstrate,

for developing and designing

participation of rural

women

in

that Pilot Projects

is

factors include a

at the

and authenticate the use of certain approaches and

programs and projects

that will

promote the

full

every phase of the development process.

Within such micro projects, factors which prohibit
participation in the

implemented

development process can be

identified

rural

women’s

full

and carefully analyzed. These

low self-esteem and lack of confidence by women, a lack of recognition

of their contribution to the social and economic development of their communities and
societies, lack of access to

and knowledge of resources, lack of an understanding of

changing roles and relationships between
by

women

in the

women

the

and men, and low levels of participation

decision-making process.

This project was essentially an integrated community development project within

which
rural

the

emphasis was placed on

development, and

The

in

the role that

which the issues

women

can and do play

that affect their participation

in the

process of

were addressed.

early stages, the process of implementation and development of programs are

essential to sustaining the entire project. This also
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is

useful in an analysis of what

strategies

work and

therefore

may

any ‘development alternative”

be transferable

in

other settings, to other projects.
For

to be applicable or transferable,
planners

must avoid

duplicating strategies that do not work.
The following outline attempts to summarize
three critical phases of the implementation
process of the

4,2,1

Rose Hall

project.

0?ase One (1981-1984): Education. Training. Participation, and Research
WAND believed that in order to facilitate full participation of rural women in

development process,

it

was necessary

and community members with

to provide field workers,

skills to identify their needs,

community programs. Begin of

this, the initial

intervention by

based training workshop, “Participatory Approaches

Program Planning and Evaluation”. This was an

was held

in

March of

Working Group and

1981.

other

A number of NGO

community

women

in the

and evaluate

WAND was a community

intensive three

and government

activities. In

women

their

Community Needs Assessment,
week workshop which
officials, as well as the

The workshop

order to facilitate

development process,

workers, community facilitators and the

facilitators

as role-play, story telling, drawing, small

group discussion and other interactive

participation of rural

to

to plan

residents attended this workshop.

was experiential and used techniques such
large

and

community

the

it

was necessary

themselves with

and

full

to

provide field

skills to identify their

needs, and to plan and evaluate their community program.

Participatory training

when

they are involved

workshop proved
facilitators

to

is

based on the belief

in activities that

that

people learn more effectively

build on their experiences.

The

three

week

be an exciting experience for resource people, community workers,

and community members. Through a
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series of

planned participatory

activities

and techniques, participants acquired
solving, analysis,

skills in facilitating

group discussions, problem

program planning and evaluation.

Figure 4.3 outlines the outcomes of

Figure 4.3

Outcomes of participatory

The workshop was conducted by
community, who played

this participatory training.

a

training

team of experienced

trainers, external to the

a guiding and supporting, rather than a directive, role.

helped participants to see

how

They

they might use structured activities and creative activities

such as role-play, drawings, drama, charts, pictures, poetry, and song,

to explore

such key

concepts as development, change, community, and integration. Participants used these
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methods
skills

to develop a

community

which they had and

deal with

community

profile, to identify

the resources

problems and

whtch existed

in the

how

the

community could be used

to

issues.

Within every community there

a wealth of

is

knowledge and

a creative way, can result in high levels
of participation by the

community. During the workshop participants
well.

to explore

They compared and discussed

every day, and take for granted, are

identified a

these and realized that

in fact “skills”.

the first time that rural people have skills

which

which, used

skills

members of

number of

many

that

things they could do

of the things they do

Moreover many of them

are important

in

realized for

and which they can use

to

develop themselves and their communities. Slowly and
with growing excitement came
the realization that

what had perhaps kept

women from becoming

habitual patterns of stoicism, moderation, supportiveness

leaders now. Until they said these things out loud, the

thought of their ordinary lives
realized

how much

in the light

they had to contribute.

leaders in the past

—

— might make them good

women

of Rose Hall had not

of opportunity or challenge. They had not

They began

to identify

ways

in

which they

could draw on and use the many resources within the community to improve the
quality
of

life

for

all

of

its

members. Throughout

the workshop, activities such as role-play,

drawing, story telling and small and large group discussions were used. The collective

knowledge, experience and
reflecting

The

skills

upon and evaluating

of participants served as the basis for analyzing,

their

own

personal situation and that of their community.

collective knowledge, experience and skills of participants served as the basis for
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analyzing, reflecting upon and
evaluating their

community

(Ellis,

own

personal situation and (hat of their

August 1983).

In addition to issues of

needs assessment, planning and evaluation,
the workshop

also concentrated on personal
development and interpersonal relationships in
which

individuals look critically at themselves;
their strengths and weaknesses; their
roles as

women and men; and how

they relate to others

the family and in the

in

community

(Ellis.

August 1983).

A

second workshop

to discuss the

Role of

1982. This

workshop was organized by

facilitators

because a significant resistance

the

developing on the part of

men who were

The workshop focused on

(a) raising the

development process taking place
the process,

and

five persons (37

(c)

in

Men

to the

“women wanted

awareness of the

men

Hall, (b) helping

July

two external

in

to

be on top of men”.

for the significance of the

them examine and understand

in relation to that

women, 28 men) defined development
its

the help of

in

Working Group’s leadership was

afraid that

Rose

Development was held

Working Group with

helping them see themselves

interlocking links, and identified

in

process.

Rose Hall

About

sixty-

as a chain with

key elements as education, progress, community

cooperation, togetherness and love (Ellis and Egbert, July 1983).

The process of community
workshop continued
identify needs

as the

participation and education

community

facilitator

and problems, analyze them,
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in this

worked with groups and individuals

identify resources,

those needs.

which began

and plan

activities to

to

meet

After the

initial

workshop, the Project Coordinator began

to

make monthly

consultation visits to the community. These visits would last from
a few days to a week,

depending on what was going on

Group needed. As

a result of the

Working Group decided on two

The Sewin g

in the

community and

the kind of help the

workshop and consultation with
initial projects,

Proj ect enabled

members

a Farmer’s

to gain

new

the Coordinator, the

Group and

skill

Working

a

Sewing

Project.

and reduce the expense of

school uniforms for their children. There was concern that some families were unable
to

purchase these uniforms. The group acquired sewing machines, bought material and
trained

two members of

sewing

skills

year

the

community

and every school child

at a price

as seamstresses. Other

in the village

cheaper than the usual

cost.

received a

all

borrowed

was

the

new

learned basic

school uniform that

The Working Group did not earn an income

a result of the project but they were able to pay back

to initiate the project.

women

The Sewing

Project

of the

as

money which was

also able to provide uniforms for

Youth Clubs and Sports Clubs.

Through

the Farmers’

Group some of
,

as inadequate outlets for selling their

solved.

to take

community’s marketing problems, such

produce and storage or use of surplus produce were

However, they had considerable

seemed keen

the

difficulty just getting started.

on the leadership roles necessary for

Working Group analyzed

this

dilemma and decided

this

group

that individuals

Few

individuals

to function.

The

were unwilling

to

participate because they lacked the basic literacy and numeric skills need to carry out the

tasks and responsibilities required of them.

program was needed

in the

They decided,

community.
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then, that an adult education

The Working Group surveyed approximately 900 members

of the

community

to

determine when the Adult Education classes were something
the community could

from and

benefit

what kinds of classes they would

if so,

community meeting

called a

to discuss their results.

agreed that Adult Education classes

home improvement should be
their first

The decision

community

felt the

a

,

to

is

in

Working Group began

depth later

were also

a bakery

in this

Chapter.

initiated during this

undertake each project involved research to determine whether the

project

was needed and

if

they would participate. This was followed

with additional research about cost, feasibility and available resources. With each
project the

activity.

was

it

and numeracy, record keeping, and

discussed

community center and

Next they

At the community meeting

organized. In October 1982, the

Adult Education classes. This

A pre-school
period.

in basic literacy

like to see offered.

Working Group appointed one of

its

members

as the

committee chair

new
for the

That person had primary responsibility for the program, but worked with

committee composed of Working Group members and other interested
out the planning and implementation.

Group would

call a

If

problems arose

community meeting and

in

a

citizens to carry

any committee, the Working

enlist the aid of the entire

community

in

finding effective solutions.

In

summary, during

the first three years of the project, the

Working Group:

received a scholarship from CanSave (Canadian Save the Children) to send a

young woman from

the

community

Education; secured funding from
after

some

opened

in

initial difficulty,

to a six

USAID

to

month course

in

Early Childhood

buy pre-school equipment; and

secured a place for the pre-school which was

February of 1983.
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secured from the government of St.Vincent a promise
of free stones from a

nearby quarry, and skilled labor to work on building a
community center. The
residents of

Rose Hall provided

all

other labor and materials.

attempted to open a bakery but were unable
obstacles so this activity

was shelved

to

overcome a number of

.

organized workshops on small business management, appropriate
technology,

and program planning as well as problem solving, leadership
literacy to adults,

sent a

number of

and the meaning of education

carried out a
caroling,

development.

in early

childhood development; proposal writing,

training.

number of fundraising

community

were used

teaching

individuals, in addition to the first pre-school teacher, to

formal training programs

and social work

in

skills,

fairs,

activities

and popular

such as sponsored walks,

theater.

Money from

these activities

for small projects such as assisting disabled persons in the

community and providing

initiated the first

for poorer families.

number of

internal evaluations in order to assess the

effectiveness of the project’s activities and inform their continuing planning
efforts.

4.2.2

Phase

Two

(1984-1989): Consolidating Activities, Developing Leadership and

Management

Skills

The Ford Foundation funding
Project Coordinator

left

WAND’s

for the project

staff,

ended

in

1984 and the original

although she continued to provide workshops and

consultations from time to time on a volunteer basis. Another staff

worked with

the

community

as a liaison

member from

WAND

between the Working Group and external
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organizations.

group

Most of her

that assisted

St. Vincent.

On

them

efforts

in

were

in

response to specific needs identified by the

making contact with resources and opportunities outside of

occasion she would

facilitate a training

program

as requested

by the

Working Group.

The Working Group continued

to carry out regular internal evaluation of

existing efforts and conduct research, including

development
efforts,

projects.

The

community surveys about other

its

potential

RHWG continued to operate, primarily through volunteer

both the Pre-School Program and the Adult Education classes. In addition, they

established a Chemical Shop, which provided

supplies to farmers; and a

and training

Food Preservation

fertilizer, plants

Project which provided equipment, supplies

to enable residents to preserve their fruit harvest

consumption throughout

During

this

and other much needed

and other foods for personal

the year.

time period the Rose Hall Working Group

working with a number of other communities

in St.

(RHWG)

also

began

Vincent and the Caribbean

to assist

those communities with the organization and implementation of local development

efforts.

A

number of

the

women

leaders traveled outside the Caribbean attending and

contributing to conferences and meetings.

India, Tanzania,

Among

places they visited were Mali, Kenya,

Holland England, Canada, and the United
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States.

4,2,3

E hase Three

(Since 1990):
Sustainability
In

November

Community

Conso

l

idation of Gains. Reassessment a nd

1991, ten years after the original project was
initiated, the Rose Hall

celebrated the opening of the biggest community
building on the Leeward

side of the island.

The Working Group has sustained operations of

all

the projects

with the exception of the sewing project, and continues
to send

women

mentioned above,
leaders

throughout the rest of the island to work with other community
groups. In addition, they

have opened a bakery and operated

much energy

to strengthening

it

successfully for the last two years.

and preserving the

cultural

and social

life

They

also put

of the

community.

In 1991

,

after

months of research

that involved talking with older citizens

throughout the Leeward side of the island, Rose Hall organized a “traditional” tea
party
the

new community

telling

building.

from the past and also

The Group

The

party involved performances of dance, song, and story-

the present.

camping

also organized a

community. They were able

to obtain special

and spent a week on a camp

site in

first

time they had

activities,

in

left St. Vincent

trip to

Barbados open

members

group fares from the local Caribbean

Barbados. For

many

to other agricultural

successfully organized.
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of the

airline

of the participants, this was the

or seen another Caribbean island.

and many education tours

to all

and

Beach

historic sites

parties, sports

were also

In

February 1992, the Group undertook an intensive internal
evaluation

to assess

the project s accomplishments, reflect on the organization’s
strengths and weaknesses,

and plan for

its

continued operation. As a

result, they

record keeping and management procedures for

all

were concerned with upgrading

the

of their project activities. Future

projects under discussion were a Library Project and a Parent Education

Program

focusing on the nutritional needs of children.

4 -2-4

Monetary Inputs, Equipment and In-kind Contributions
In addition to the educational

project received a

•

and training, workshops and consultations, the

number of monetary and

in-kind contributions.

Salaries, Organizational and Administrative Support

The Ford Foundation

Funds
for the

years,

for financing the salary of the

community
was

facilitator.

The

a stipend

grant, originally intended for three

stretched over a four year period, primarily because a

significant portion of the funds

activities

Program Coordinator and

were intended for income generation

which did not materialize

until late in the project’s history.

The Carnegie Foundation

Funds used

•

for the stipend provided to the

community

facilitator.

Formal Training Programs

CANSAVE and VINSAVE (Canadian

and
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St.

Vincent Save the Children).

Scholarship to Early Childhood Education Program.

Association of

Workshop

in

Community Colleges of Canada

Grenada and study tour of Canada on women and non-

traditional skills.

UNICEF

(United Nations International Children’s Education Fund)

Social

•

Work

Training

at the

University of the

West

Indies.

Grants

CIDA

(Canadian International Development Agency)

Funding

UN

for the

Food Preservation

(United Nations) Voluntary Fund,

Financial support to

Project

OXFAM and UNIFEM

WAND for the project

1985-1989. Travel expenses

connection with Advisory and consultant services.

Miscellaneous Agencies

An oven

and mixer for the bakery.

Equipment

A

for the Fruit Preservation Project.

needs assessment for the Chemical Shop.

Training of an Operator for the Chemical Shop.

Equipment and supplies

for

workshops and record-keeping.
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in

The Government of

St.

labor for the building of the

4.3

Vincent provided building materials and some
skilled

Community

Center.

Participatory Training

The methodology which was used
participatory process

in the first training

which has continued throughout

workshop

started a

the life of project. Training by

WAND and other local and external persons has continued in a variety of forms.
Sometimes
three day

the

working group or project committees have requested formal one, two,
or

workshop or seminars. More

meetings and discussion groups, and

have been covered

often training has taken place in the informal

in the

in the training sessions.

community

at large.

A

These have included:

Personal development and interpersonal relationships

look critically

women

at

A

large

relate to others in the family

number of women have reported

confidence and greater self-esteem from participating
4.7.1 for detailed evidence).

public before are

now

Many

of these

more

Members
exposed

The

to

which individuals

and

in the

wider

a greater degree of selfin these sessions (see

women who had

never spoken

in

expressing their views quite openly and confidently

in

community and group meetings, and
are

in

themselves, their strengths and weaknesses; their roles as

and men; how they

community.

wide range of topics

actively involved in

a larger

community

number of women

than before

activities.

of the working group and of the various project committees have been

on-going training as they plan and develop community projects and

effect of this training

through from the time

it

is

is

clearly seen in the planning process

conceived

to

its

completion.
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which each

activities.

activity goes

Practical Skills

—

a

number of women have been

as sewing, food preservation

and preparation;

literacy,

trained in such practical skills

managing small economic

enterprises, proposal writing, budgeting and record
keeping.

4.3.1

Adult Education Program

The resource persons
agricultural officers,

are

from within the community. They

and farmers. Training sessions by

are school teachers,

WAND were coordinated for these

resource persons. These included a series of single three hour planning
sessions as well as
an intensive three day workshop on the “Meaning of Development” and
“Use of Skills

and Techniques for Teaching Adults”. These training sessions
“Participatory Learning”.

differences

in

Some

all

focused on

areas included:

teaching adults and teaching children

attitudes of resource persons to illiterate adults and to

women.

lesson planning, content, materials and methods of presentation

development and use of materials

practical “teaching sessions”

evaluating classes and the entire program

After conducting adult classes for one term, the resource persons, especially the

school teachers, recognized that although they had experience

lacked the

skills to teach adults effectively.

workshops on “Teaching Literacy

to

They requested

in

teaching children, they

training in this area and three

Adults” were organized. In the
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first

two of these

workshops they discussed
spent a considerable

illiterate

the differences

between how children and adults

amount of time examining and discussing

women, how

these older and

their

how

to teach

them. They were

a non-formal education

program

through which the adults would acquire basic reading, writing and numerical

number of techniques and methods which

would enjoy. Some of
are

still

being used

A

word and number games,

these,

in the adult

short skits and

community seminar on “The Meaning

women,

men)

1 1

They

open-ended

stories,

education classes.

in

have discussed the meaning of “education” and “development”

persons (44

skills.

they could use and which the learners

number of community members have been involved

1981, a one-day

the classes

these and other factors affected the learning process. In the third

workshop they focused on planning and developing

learned a

They

attitudes to

more experienced women who attended

might perceive them, and the techniques which were being used
able to understand

own

learn.

at

seminars

in

which they

great length. In August

of Education”

was

held. Fifty five

participated and by the end of the day they defined

education and agreed on the following objectives for the adult education program:

improve

food preparation, preservation, and storage

1.

to

2.

to raise the literacy level of

3.

to foster personal

4.

to increase agricultural

skills in craft,

In all of the training

the individual and then

community members

and community development

knowledge

workshops

moved outward

the sequence of activities

to focus
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began by focusing on

on the wider community. Participants

first

viewed themselves as

a person, then in relation to the particular topic,
situation, or

problem which was being

dealt with.

community members and

the effects both on themselves and the wider

they went about this analysis they

They then examined

became more aware

of,

their interaction with other

community. As

understood and respected the

value of everyone’s contribution.
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Application

The
project

Of Participatory Research

rationale for using a participatory

in the

Rose Hall Project

methodology within

.

First, as a strategy for

enhancing women’s contribution and

higher degree of participation on their part

development, especially

2.

in the

decision making.

Secondly, as a strategy for influencing program design and policy

and

reflect the

women

and men

development of

in the

community

their

community,

provide them with the practical

skills

that

implemented by people

it

was necessary

to raise the

to the important role that

to build in the

women

to

pay attention

it

was important

to

women

awareness of
can and do play

the self-confidence and to

which would enable them

In order to achieve the second,

makers and planners

would begin

at the

needs and concerns of rural women.

In order to achieve the first objective,

level, but

facilitating a

process of rural

in the

national level so that national development plans

in the

implementation

was twofold.

1

both

this

to participate

more

demonstrate to the policy-

development programs and projects which originate and

in rural

communities can be successful not only

more importantly can provide them with
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fully.

insights

at the

are

community

and strategies which they can

use in national development plans. These
observations were derived mainly from
discussions and interviews with the Project
Director,

Coordinator.

4
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How

the

methodology worked

Working Groups Data
As

the

women

of the

is

WAND's

Director, and the Project

summarized below.

Collection ProrpHnrP*

Working Group became involved

in the project,

discussed and analyzed their situation, their needs and
problems.
possible solutions to

some of

As

they

they explored

these problems, they began to realize that they
needed a

great deal of information before they could plan specific
programs and projects.

own

initiative,

On

their

they set about collection the information they needed and
actually applied

the principles of participatory research, very different

approach used prior

The proposal

the externally administered

to the start of the project.

for the Pilot Project

beginning of the project, and

farm households

from

in the

in

made

provision for a Baseline Survey

at the

February 1981 a questionnaire was administered

community. The reaction of these farmers

to this
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to

was one of

resentment and frustration as they were fed up with answering questionnaires of which
they heard nothing afterwards.

not collated immediately and

To add

was not

to this frustration, the data

from

this

available for use until about eighteen

survey was

months

afterwards. This raises questions as to the appropriateness of using top-down externally

administered formal surveys

However,

at the

beginning of action projects.

as the participatory project developed, the

Working Group

realized that

they needed specific kinds of information from large sections of the community
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in

order

to

develop specific projects. Without any particular

information by using an approach which was

First,

training, they collected their

essence participatory research.

in

they identified a problem, then they

came up with an

idea for addressing the

problem, by deciding on what information they would
need to know so as
idea work, and for

minimum number

to benefit the people of the

it

make

the

community. Then they developed

the

of questions that they needed to ask

in

to

order to get that information. In

the case of the adult education program, they asked three
questions:

1

Is

.

there a need for the

program

2.

If a

3.

What should be

is

Having agreed on
zones.

One

or

They recorded

planned,

taught

all

who would

in

the group

Working Group divided

went

to

or any of the adults present

the answers and in one week, the

information from 912 adults (approximately

and 434 men)

participate?

an adult education program in Rose Hall'7

the questions, the

two members of

three questions of

program?

in the

each house

in the

to

each zone and asked the

household

at

the time of her visit.

60%

of the total population

— 478 women

to

develop a role-play on the

be able to get a job. The group then called a community

to present the results of the survey.

was

into

community.

importance of education

there

community

Working Group had collected

The information was summarized and used

meeting

in

the

a great deal of discussion

among

They used

the role play for this purpose and

the sixty or so people present at the meeting.
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Similar procedures have been used to collect and disseminate information
for

Rose Hall community

projects.

interviews and the consensus

The points of view and opinions expressed

at

community meetings determine whether

proceed with the project or revise the plan. Figure 4.4 summarizes
determine the need for an adult education program

Zones

No. of

in

Rose

.

2.

in the

the group should

details of the survey to

Hall.

Male

Female

Total

Age
Range

Houses
1

all

Interviewer

Lomelone

30

88

104

192

0-80

C. Ashton

Bathroad-Works

18

43

44

87

0-75

E.

Chambers

A. Rodney

Yard-Comer Bay

3.

17

40

47

3-85

87

S.

Samuel

D. Samuel
4.

Toproad-Cocoa

5.

13

23

44

87

1-67

K. Samuel

Bottom Road

8

26

22

48

0-72

H.

Browne

6.

Nigger House

15

53

54

107

0-70

C.

McGuire

7.

New

14

40

43

83

0-86

D. Ashton

Village

A

A. Stapleton
8.

New

Village

B

17

28

29

57

0-75

D. Ashton

9.

New

Village

C

13

25

29

54

0-75

V. Burke

10.

Housing Scheme

18

40

43

83

0-62

B. Williams
J.

1

1.

Cattle

Pen Level

TOTALS
Figure 4.4

11

28

19

47

174

434

478

912

1-72

Richards

R. Lockhart

Details of survey to determine the need for an Adult Education

Program
In addition to

in

Rose Hall,

May

21

—

27,

1982

community surveys and community meetings,

the working group

has used other methods of collecting more detailed information from special interest
groups, e.g. farmers, pre-school parents. These have included in-depth individual

interviews

— sometimes

taped, role-play, group interviews with small group discussions
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with a particular group; and recently they have used
a more “formal” typed interview
questionnaire.

January 1983, the Working Group decided that

In

it

evaluation to assess the impact of project activities over
the
that they

wanted

to use the data

the following year.

The

from the evaluation

project coordinator

develop a short questionnaire for

who were

persons

involved

this

worked with

purpose.

sewing

in the

to plan

Members

was time
last

two

to

do an in-depth

programs and

three

They decided

years.

members

activities for

of the group to

of the group administered

project, the farmers’ group,

weekly meetings, and

worked with them

Members
“data

rural

Working Group have

is

a

much broader concept

usually recognized or accepted

science circles. Their locally initiated

to

some of

at

and interpret the data which they had collected.

in the

of research and of

narrow “scientific” sense

community diagnoses make

it

clear that

people have the ability and are capable of understanding and using research

answers

4.4.2

of the

it

an evaluation workshop in early March. The coordinator

to collate, analyze

than that which

in social

at

to

and the adult

education program. As they collected information on each project they
discussed
their

it

to find

their problems.

Participatory Evaluation
Evaluation has continued to be an important part of the project.

for planning

and

to assess

It

has been used

and monitor the programs as well as the impact of

activities at all levels -individual,

community, and
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the project

national. There has been and continues

to

be

maximum

involvement of community members

which has allowed both the Working Group and the

in

evaluating project activities

entire

assess the impact of project activities on their

community

own

lives

to:

on the entire

community

monitor and assess each project

activity to

determine

its

effectiveness in

meeting goals and objectives

gather information and opinions on which to formulate plans,
decisions, and

community

actions

control and direct the ongoing development process in the

4.4.3

community

Feedback Mechanism

A

number of feedback mechanisms have been used

of the community.

Some

to get

feedback from members

of these are:

Opinion polls are conducted monthly by the community
of

women, men, and

been recorded by
the effects

on the

usually done

members

at

facilitator,

The views

children about project activities and their impact have

this

method. These opinions have mainly been

in relation to

and on the wider community. They

lives of individuals

community meetings,

are

as well as talking with individual

of the community. Interestingly, a variety of methods are used, such

as role plays, drawings, skits, and other popular culture and theater activities.

Group discussion and community meetings. Minutes and

reports of meetings

of the Working Group are given so that the community can assess various
aspects of the project. These meetings are open to the entire community and
are also used

by the Working Group
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to get suggestions, ideas, criticisms

on

project ideas, plans, and activities. Ideas are
generated, and resources are

pooled.

Reports from co-ordinators of each project

Facilitator’s

Group’s

4.4.4

monthly reports on

activity.

the overall Project. This

is

the

Working

report.

Documentation

Some

of the processes, progresses and experiences of the projects have
been

documented by

report writing, writing of mini case studies, pictorial presentations,
and by

the use of audio tapes. This has been and continues to be a very important
aspect of the
Pilot Project.

It

not only serves for purposes of evaluation but also for sharing, analyzing

and disseminating the experience of the

Project.

It

has taken

many forms

including:

Report writing: the process, progress and experience of the project are

documented with

reports from the facilitator, minutes of each

Working Group

meeting, each project committee meeting, and each community meeting.

There are also reports of special events, workshops,
officials, seminars,

and other

visits to

government

activities.

Case Studies: mini-case studies have been written on the Adult Education

Program and
life

the

Sewing

Project.

Some

individuals have written about their

experiences and the effect that being involved

in the project

has had and

continues to have on their community.

Audio Tapes: Working Group members have conducted taped interviews with

some of

the oldest

history of

Rose

members of

Hall.

Many

the

community

as the first step in writing the

group meetings, discussions and workshop

sessions have also been taped and used by the
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Working Group.

4.4.5

Evaluation Workshops

Between January and February 1983,
their

own

the

Working Group decided

to carry out

evaluation of project activities. The questionnaire
which was administered to

persons directly involved

in the

various projects was developed by three

members of the

group with the help of the Project coordinator. Results
were informally discussed

at their

weekly meetings.

In

March of 1983,

a three day

with the help of the Project Director
interpret the data.

It

also provided

acquire additional skills

in

workshop was organized by

(WAND)

in

the

Working Group

order to collate, organize, analyze, and

members with an opportunity

to further experience

and

evaluation techniques. Persons at the workshop did a complete

review of the multiple methods which had been used

to evaluate project activities during

1981-1982. Discussions focused not only on methods but also on the tools
and indicators

which had been used

Examples of these

to

measure and assess progress, change, impact, and problems.

are:

Methods
Questioning

Tools Used
(oral

and written)

Questionnaires

Observation

Attendance registers

Surveys

Drama, role-play

Interviews

Tape recordings

Group discussions
Comparisons

Objectives and Outcomes

Criticisms

History

Oral history review

Documentation

Reports and minutes of meetings

Fund

raising events
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Workshops

Drawings, group pictures

Community meetings

Group dialogue

Indicators

Number

of persons involved in activity

Punctuality and regularity of attendance
Increase in type and

Changes

in

number of

activities in the

community

behaviors, attitude and situations over time

Improved

relationships, cooperation and togetherness

Response

to

Improved

skills

and amount of funds raised

in

fund-raising events

Feelings of accomplishment and achievement

Improved self-confidence evidenced mainly
speaking out more freely

4.5

in

in the

public

Conclusion

The people of Rose

Hall have every reason to feel a sense of pride

accomplishments. Their active participation

in

shaping their

aware of the potential for change within themselves and
research and training conceptualized and implemented

of collecting and analyzing data or learning

which knowledge

is

generated and

of power and control. Most of

issues,

number of persons

and

to better

Research of

all

understand

this nature

or development process.

It

it

how
is

how

own

their

in this

destiny has

made them

community. Participatory

way

new knowledge and

skills are acquired.

in their

It is

is

not simply a matter

skills,

it is

the process by

about learning and the use

about enabling people to become aware of these

they affect their lives.

could be seen as a natural part of the educational planning

could be an accepted method of raising interest and increasing
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motivation rather than as a by-product
of a research project which might
not be picked
up, depending on the circumstances
surrounding the project.

The

objectives, the methodology, the
process and the outcomes of
participatory

research and training are really about
helping people to understand power,
distributed and used, the implications of
this, and

4-6

Original

Taxonomy

is

the balance might be changed.

my

research process, which included

my

first visit to

Vincent, the criteria (outcomes and impacts) by
which the project’s success would be

measured was established

Working Group

in

Rose

consultation with the

in

WAND staff and members of the

Hall. This has been discussed in Chapter
3, Research Design and

Methodology. The following taxonomy outlines three primary
areas
a

it

of Indicators

During the second phase of
St.

how

how

list

of potential indicators associated with each impact:
(1)

Improvement

in the

idea behind the

Status of

Women’ and

taxonomy was not

(3)

Improvement

that the project

had

to

identified along with

Empowerment,
in the

(2)

Quality of Life. The

meet each and every indicator

in

order to be successful, but rather that finding a number of them would indicate
success of
the project.

In developing the

and interviews with

staff

taxonomy,

qualities or traits

were used. However, the

from the

literature.

WAND reports,

specific indicators under each of these

impacts emerged primarily, but not exclusively, from interviews with community
residents and

WAND staff.
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4.6.1

Empowerment
Categories

Individual

Collective

(at

community

level, at

systems level)

Indicators

Improved self-confidence and self-esteem
Acquisition of
skills,

new

academic

skills

(market

skills, i.e. skills

skills,

leadership and interpersonal

which increased the individual’s

ability to

acquire and use knowledge)

Voice (willingness

to express oneself verbally in public, in the family)

Participation (willingness to contribute to

community

activities

and

programs)
Ability to deal with authority

Ability to meet challenges and solve problems on a daily basis

Pride in their accomplishments, cultural and

community

Orientation toward the future

Cooperation, solidarity and inclusiveness

Knowledge about and access

to resources, control

(i.e.

ability to self-

determine goals), self-reliance
Ability of the

Working Group

(1) identify

to:

problems/needs, assess conditions, and plan and carry out

appropriate solutions;

(2)

make group consensus

(3) deal with conflict

decisions;

and diversity of opinions among members;
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(4)

broaden the groups

(5) share leadership

Knowledge

to include others;

and other responsibilities.

about, support for project participation
from

members and “key”

citizens

(

community

teachers preachers, policemen, town

officials)

Ability of the

Working Group and

the

community

(1) acquire funds through grants, loans,

(2) raise

money through income

(3) contact

and

at large to:

and proposals;

generating projects;

interact with outside agencies

and government

officials;

(4) gain recognition for their achievements;

(5)

problem-solve and overcome adversity;

(6) prevent

(7)

4.6.2

Improvement

unwanted interventions

lobby for needed changes and interventions

in the Status of

Women

Categories

Roles
Relationships

Indicators

Increase in respect for the roles that

women

play in the

community and

family:

(1)

number and kinds of

(2) regard given to the

leadership roles held by

women

(3) variety of occupations in
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women;

leaders;

which

women

are found;

the

(4)

ownership of land and

(5) access to/control of

/

or access to land for

women

farmers;

income

Improved relationships between men and women, women
and
(1) degree of input

women

have

in the

the family

family decision-making

process;

(2) quality of

(3)

communication between spouses and

degree and kinds of support
their

women

community development

partners;

are giving in the

activities,

i.e.

home

for

assistance with or

sharing of house-hold responsibilities.

4.6.3

Improvement

in the

Quality of Life

Categories

Health

Education

Income
Distribution of Benefits

Indicators

Improved

nutritional level

Increased literacy, numeracy, and other fundamental and basic learning
skills

More income, more

access to basic needs

Benefits for the project reach the majority

community on an

if

not

all

members of the

equitable base; effort undertaken to assess and help the

economically disadvantaged members of the community.
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Project Impacts and Benefits

4.7

The impacts of development

projects have traditionally been

‘tangible inputs and outputs”, and their success

economic

activity

is

measured by

usually equated with increased

and income for project beneficiaries, improved delivery of community

services, for example, schools, clinics,

participants and the

improved and increased

number of persons involved

skills,

among

in project activity. It is

project

being gradually

accepted, however, that such “measurable” outputs do not necessarily benefit the majority

of people

in

poor

rural

communities.

This section presents the research findings from

its

all

the collected data in terms of

tangible benefits and impacts. Benefits as presented are defined here as the “tangible”

advantages, help, and aid derived directly from the project activities or operations.

Impacts refer to those positive changes
conditions derived in part or

These

in

whole

are of the utmost importance

are to survive.

It

women,

and operations.

such participatory community development projects

in

empowerment”

to self-determine their

The cumulative impacts of

behaviors, opportunities or

as a result of project activities

has already been discussed

confidence, self-esteem, and

especially

if

in attitudes, feelings,

Chapter 2

are

how

key factors

in

“self-worth, self-

helping the rural poor, and

development process.

these activities

is

presented with evidence

in the

form

of stories, quotes, case studies, and other information gathered through observations and

analysis.
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Projects Impacts

4.7.1

Much

of the evidence

presented

is

in the

form of quotes and descriptive passages

gathered from interviews and small group discussions.
These were results from onsite
data collection conducted during phase three of the
research process.

marks

(“ ”) are

used with quotes or

stories, they indicate the actual

When

words of an individual

or represent as closely as possible the actual words of that
individual.
stories

When

quotes or

appear without quotation marks (but indented), a composite description
from a

number of

•

quotation

individuals

is

given. Unless otherwise indicated, the speakers are

Category:

Empowerment

Indicator:

Voice

There

is

especially those

empowered

abundant and compelling evidence

who have been

in their

own

individual and collective level.

predominant theme

to

women

that individuals,

and men,

involved with the Working Group have become

There are many indicators of

lives.

women.

Among

emerge from

these

the data

is

this

empowerment

at

both the

the concept of “voice”. Perhaps the

was “shyness

Some

stories”.

most

of these are

shared.

“Before

I

was always very

But somehow

I

got involved in this

heart there were things
to that first

I

wanted

community group.

to say; things

workshop people were asked

small groups because
afraid people

would

and such wrong”.

community

shy, thinking only of myself and

I

I

learned

how

I

to

I

speak

in

always

I

wanted

my own

felt in

to share.

my

When I wen

small groups.

could express myself. Before

say, “she’s not saying this right, she

troubles.

love

I

I

was

pronounced such

learned to speak, to care and love others, to be a

leader. In

my

heart,

I

knew
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I

had something

to say,

something

to

give others. Other people saw
didn’t.

I

knew

shamed. But

learned a

I

my

in

in

lot

my

heart

in

was

heart but

me, but

could not see. They knew but

I

afraid to let

out, afraid to

it

I

be criticized or

always knew”.

I

from the Working Group.

how

learned to talk properly,

no longer

it

to talk

learned to deal with people and

I

and when

to talk.

I

learned boldness. I’m

I

afraid to speak up”.

“In the group you learn that even you got something worth saying”.

used to be very shy, but when you go

I

and you meet people on the

street

when

to

little. Still,

I

came back

wouldn’t say things.

me

they would ask
I

can say what

“I

I

wanted

I

to the States

and have

Rose

to get things

sometimes

Hall,

to say things, but

questions and bring

me

I

Working Group,

I

in the

came

I

group

I

out a

I

Then

just listened instead.
I

Many

have ideas and

times you want to ask questions or to

speak your mind but you’re not brave. But since

and what

keep time

done, so

Now know

out.

to

want, like with you”.

used to be a very shy lady.

or President

you have

you

I tell

Bush were

have

to

we

come

And

to say.

“In the workshops

that today

I

I

am

brave.

here, I’d stand

wouldn’t be one

I

got involved with the

Even

up and

And we

learn

the

tell

bit afraid or

get into small groups and even

but each one of us has to speak.

if

we

Prime Minister

them what

I

think

ashamed”.

don't want to speak,

we can speak and

that

we have

things to say”.

[From a man], “Two years ago,

someone pushed me.
benefits

me

am now

in

I

I

was

never will turn back. The knowledge

personally.

I

was

a dropout

Adult Education classes.

any community and

invited to join the group.

talk

I

from school and

go

to
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felt shy,

I

but

have gained,

its

was mischievous.

many workshops and

about Rose Hall and myself.

talk for myself’.

I

I

I

I

I

can go to

have confidence.

I

can

“The women from Rose Hall
assertive.

are different.

They

are self-developed

They say what they want. They demand

the rest for themselves. This

is

quite different

the help they

and

need and do

from the other groups we

are

working with. Rose Hall has done much more
by themselves, working from

Many

volunteers.

government.

When you

have acquired a
others too.

of the other groups have seconded
workers from the

lot

watch the

women from Rose

of skills from somewhere. Not just Ms.

They have

other groups

C

self-confidence, they have self-esteem.

afraid to speak out in a group. This
in the

Hall you

we work

is

something we are

most importantly, have become aware of

“A woman came
All she

to us.

knew was

to

and Ms. A, the

They

are not

trying to develop

still

New

Skills,

Awareness of Competencies

Individuals have also gained a sense of self-worth, have
acquired

The women who learned

that they

with”.

Indicators. Self-Esteem, Acquisition of

possessed.

know

the

many

new

skills and.

and competencies they already

skills

to write:

She was an older woman and she could not

make

strokes on the page.

We

writ at

all.

worked and worked with

her and she progressed. Then one day she went away to Kingstown and

something happened there and she needed
but

it

was a

communicate with her family

to

private matter and she did not want to

lady went and bought

tell

it

some paper and an envelope and

to

anyone. So, that

got herself a pencil,

and she went where no one could see her or know what she was doing. She
could not write

we had done

all

the

words she needed,

in the literacy class.

just

all

that she

“Different folks have different hopes. For me,

my

like

She was so proud, her family understood

everything and were able to send her

people and to overcome

some. But she used pictures

fear that people
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I

needed".

learned to

would laugh

know and

at

me”.

to

meet

“I learned a lot of things

remember

at a

over the

workshop we had

last

10 years.

can reflect on myself.

I

to say the best

I

and worst about us and

1

learned to value me”.

[From a man],

“I

me

advance

will

bring what

my

I

ve gained

I

lots

of

skills, that

learned from the group and the Adult
Education classes into
in

people and to keep check on the people

to

know how

I

determine what

[From

I

to

make

I

farming.

decisions about what

I

encouraged

me

to relate

can afford and

I

how

“There were many things

I

adult classes, like math.

I

improved

how

if

Now

could not do
in

I

was

afraid to speak out.

Ms.

work with them. They worked me

to

saw people place confidence

to lay a table.

man day and

earned”.

C

R, Ms. S, and Ms.

learned to supervise

I

hire, to figure

a man], “I used to have low self-esteem.

the system.

can use outside the group that

a lot”.

home. For example, record keeping

that to time.

I

in

in

into

me”.

school that

I

learned

reading comprehension.

anyone passes by me,

I

I

could do
didn’t

I

in

know

can entertain them with a

proper table”.

“All the things that

quick

in the adult

just try, try a

little

I

couldn't do

in

school, even the hard math,

education classes and

now

I

know

more of what we can grow

“Now
help

I

in

can

tell

learned

can learn anything

if

I

harder”.

The group helps us save money cause we know how
eat

I

I

how much

to preserve fruit

and

to

ourselves.

I’ve spent out and

farming”.
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how much

I’ve earned. It’s a big

We

learned

make

salad or

can pass

I

cook

many

it

on

things about

a cake.
to

my

better food for

the

learned

many

I

family and

them

situations.

“I

I

to the

great help to those

how

I

can do

“I

easily

I

can

I

now,

I

Rose

in

And

I

Hall'’.

I

bake cakes and pastry dishes.

now

own

little

have leadership qualities”.

make

make

cakes.

I

take control of certain

I

completed school myself
the classes have been a

encourage any of them

they learn to eat better and

in the are in ’79
tell

to

go and

better use of their

It

saves them

their lives better.

I

own

money

can see

it

I

see the results
fruits

too.

and

I

and

They

learn

encourage

when

the volcano erupted.

At the time you could

the difference between the educated leaders and the other

of the community.

Development

When

division,

I

went back

you could

in

’84 with the

really see the

members

Community

change

in

self-esteem of

all

women”.

The simple awareness
for those

time saving way.

in a

to go”.

was

the

it

Adult Education classes.

women.

other things that

them

up a

have had success and we

work with my husband. But

to

vegetables; bake their

many

to slice

first”.

couldn’t. But

I

and came back here

in

home, how

learned you just can’t do things, you have to

to deal with people.

Before

have not gone

We

things.

“I’ve got training as a pre-school teacher.

have confidence

a better

can grow and find right here

Working Group

think and plan

make

to

our children.

use more of what

“From

We

how

women

that they

possessed some “skills” was of major significance

of Rose Hall. This simple but meaningful “naming of the world” came
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about, in the

instance, as a result of

first

workshops

for the

community conducted by

the

Project coordinator.

“Before
not

I

know

use for

went

to the

that all the things

my

to

first

know

that

I

I

I

never knew

workshop

that

had

I

learned

“Many

did not

I

know

had

I

skills.

I

did not know.

did as a wife and a farmer were skills

I

I

did

could

community”.

“Until that day

“That

group

I

had

that Pat did, that

“When

skills”.

in the adult

I

was

moving up

the first

went out

education class

people before they came

thinking about

skills”.

my

life that

[into the world], the

meet

I

day of

[to the adult

I

came

same things

there”.

education classes] were not

or about self-employment. But they gained enough

self-confidence to go out of the community and find jobs or work for

themselves”.

Indicators: Sense of Pride in Accomplishments,

The
and

their

residents of

Community and Culture

Rose Hall have a sense of pride

in their

community,

their culture,

accomplishments.

“We

have gained pride and

lost

“This Rose Hall Working Group has done things.
get the children involved.

We

to

keep

“Rose Hall used
illiterate

it

to

We

again.

do”.

must keep

must keep the Rose Hall

“Sometimes we go down but we come up

we have

we can

our shame about what

fires

Rose Hall

it

going and

burning”.

is

on the map and

there”.

have a bad reputation.

We

mountain folk who did nothing but

as coarse and rough.

The

first

school
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came

were known

as aggressive,

agricultural work. Others

to

Rose Hall only

in

saw us

1960. Before

that

anyone had

villages

come

to

to

go

to another village to get an education.

Rose Hall and ask

for help in getting their

Even though they

activities started.

are often jealous of us

Now

other

development

and ask how we

could have done such things and made so much more progress,
they

still

see

us as a model'’.

“We

raised

Rose Hall up and we

molding our small ones
the

name

“In

Rose Hall

to

walk

built this

in

community

our footsteps.

center.

When we do

We

are

they will keep

of Rose Hall high”.

there

is

a special

community

been handed down from our ancestors,
has revived

it

but

it

We

spirit.

are together; this

this spirit of togetherness.

something you can’t

just learn.

It is

had

The group

a part of our special

heritage”.

“Cooperation and togetherness
folks.

ours.

They grew up

We

learning

weren’t educated

it

is

a tradition that

from

in this

,

comes down from

their parents

it

is

part of us.

and we learned
I

benefit

from

it

the old

from

their

good

name”.

Indicators; Ability to

The women of Rose

Meet Challenges and Solve Problems on

Hall and the

and solve problems on a daily basis

,

members

their activities.

These

Working Group meet challenges

very often achieving the unachievable. Simple

quotes and narratives does not begin to do justice

outcomes of

of the

a Daily Basis

illustrations

qualities.
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to their

achievements and the potential

can only highlight some aspects of these

Keeping

Bakery going:

the

The bakery employs
assisting the baker

Group committee
and while

a baker and pays Mrs.

and carrying out other maintenance

in

tasks.

a small

Mrs.

it

enough

to

for

heads the Working

has broken even and supplied Rose Hall and the

surrounding communities with wholesome fresh bread. Their aim
loan,

Y

amount

charge of the bakery. The bakery has operated for
almost two years

has yet to yield a profit,

it

E and Mr. R

buy a delivery van, pay a

provide some training

in

business

driver, hire a part-time

is

to secure a small

manager and even

management and book-keeping.

Indicators. Ability to Deal with Authority, Ability to Control Planning
and

Decision-Making Process.

At both an individual and community

level the people of

they negotiate with government officials and authority. They

Rose Hall learned

managed

to acquire

that

some

degree of control over the resources they needed to develop their community.

A

pre-school program, but no classroom:

The community building was underway

but

would not have been ready

for

immediate use. Since plans for the pre-school were complete, with a teacher trained and
parents ready to send their children to school, the group requested temporary use of a

vacant

room

at

the elementary school. Representatives from the

number of meetings with
group then called a

the principal

series of

About seventy

and

staff,

Working Group held

a

but their request was not granted. The

community meetings

to discuss the situation.

eight people attended the meetings and after discussing the

issue at great length their consensus was:
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“We

need a pre-school for our

children; the primary school

space available

in the school,

get the space".

They

they would

sign

all

was not necessary,

we need

the space, the space

there,

is

is

we must

agreed that a petition should be drawn up and that

all

it,

our village to serve our children. There

is in

and send

it

to the Ministry of Education.

However,

for shortly afterwards, faced with this kind of

pressure, the principal agreed to

let

the vacant

room be used

this

community

(Ellis, April

1983 ).

The Government

halts the

work on

community

the

building:

“The government said people should be
challenge.

We

the quarry at

got

all

Hill

Rose Hall by hand. Then

certain jobs.

supporters,

the

sent a

we

said

who we had no

we would

word

was stopped

letter-writing

back

to

it

and said we had

to

not

The government would pay him,

someone

man and

the

community had

chose.

he [the Prime Minister] said that

government would stop the

project.

And,

in fact

community under

a plan of action.

the leadership of the

They organized

a

Working

community wide

campaign, then demanded an audience with the nation’s Prime Minister.

They elected and prepared delegates

to represent

them

at

present government honored the promises that had been

their plans for use of the building,

if

for a full year”.

In response to this challenge, the

Group organized and implemented

to

outside the community, one of their

man and

the

in

down

election promises an favors to give people

part in choosing.

not accept this

didn’t accept his

the project

new government came

man from

but he was the government’s

We

took up the

and digging out the stone and bringing

They had made

So they

we

the supplies and materials for ourselves, going

Richmond

aide by their rules.

self-sufficient so

and reiterated
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their

the meeting asking that the

made

to them.

commitment

to

They

outlined

donate their

own

time and labor. The delegation’s conditions
were met, and work re-commenced
on the

community

building.

The Investigators who came

The

Rose Hall

residents of

with authority.

One

to look into the

“rumors” of community development:

are proud of their self-reliance and their
ability to deal

of the stories they are fond of telling

evaluators from an international development agency.
Hall

felt

It

is

how

they dealt with the

wasn’t that the residents of Rose

threatened or uneasy about outside evaluations. They

felt that

they were not

consulted or informed that these evaluations were being
undertaken or the reasons for the
evaluations.

They

felt that

since the evaluators just

showed

up, they were under no

obligation to participate in the evaluations.

The community

facilitator called the

WAND office for information and since

WAND knew nothing about the evaluators, then they were suspect. Within minutes,
every resident of Rose Hall was informed as
given to the investigators. Everyone
standard answer to the

Money and

first

in the

to the standard

answer which was

to be

community repeated almost verbatim

a

question asked.

support for the Farmer’s Group:

“The government wanted us
incorporate us. But
all

it

the decisions and

to start a

meant we would have
it

would have

what these people thought was
forward, but

Farmer’s Cooperative and

we wanted

to

have some director who made

to be free of the

best.

We

to recognize the

did.

What can one

We

to

wanted

do

to

go

whole, not one person. The

individual do?”
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Working Group

didn’t have that.

government didn’t give us what we have, we had

do what we

to

to unite the

community

to

On

an individual level

ever present “authority”

In the first

But

I

said,

I

me

women

of the

^

husband even

I

was bringing

to the

to stop

I

me from

going to the meetings.

meeting”? Later when he saw

home because

into his

never married, but one of

keep

tried to

with the house work so

know how

of Rose Hall learned lo deal
with the

in their lives.

“What! Not go back

good things
helps

many

all

the

of the Working Group, he

have time for the meetings”.

my men

never treated

him being mean. After

I

me

right,

and

learned to speak up

I

I

didn’t

got rid of

him. In the group you exchange ideas with
each other and you get courage to

speak your mind and do what you have

knowledge was learned

to deal with

talking. Talking different things.

to do.

As

the

men by women

community improved,
getting together and

Someone would come with

a problem,

we

helped them solve the problem and deal with the man”.

In the late

the

70

s, I

women were

see those

women

used

to

work

total illiterates

in that

and

area with a nutrition program.

totally

dependent on

their

men.

Most of

Now

I

with self-worth and dignity”.

Indicators: Creating and Using One’s

Own

Knowledge,

Participation, Solidarity,

Inclusiveness

There
within

all

the

is

undoubtedly much evidence of participation,

development

activities that the

most impressive aspect of these undertakings
use their

solidarity,

and inclusiveness

Working Group has undertaken. But
is

the

way

the

they have learned to create and

own knowledge.

For over ten years the people of Rose Hall, with the leadership of the Working

Group, have self-determined

their

needs and problems, assessed their strengths and
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weaknesses, and decided what course of action
they wish
quality of life in their

of those actions, and
learned.

community. They have engaged

made judgements about

They have not done

The

first

project and the

In the early

future actions on the basis of

have engaged

Some

process.

their produce, as a

and

illustrations:

main concern. Subsequently they decided

group floundered. People were reluctant

leadership or take responsibilities. The

members of

analyze this turn of events and decided that

much

the

level of the

fail in their

that an

They organized

themselves canvassed every

home

divided into a zone system that

is

assume
to

The

basic literacy and

individuals were afraid

duties or “be found out” as uneducated.

The Working Group thought
solution to their problem.

to

of the problem was due to people

more established farmers was very low and

would wither

to

Working Group met together

feeling inadequate to handle the affairs of a farmer’s organization.

that they

their friends

community survey

a farmer’s organization, but that

numeracy

what they have

phase of the project the Working Group identified the
lack of

marketing resources for

form

first

in the

improve the

systematic reflection an analysis

in

this in isolation, but rather

neighbors repeatedly and deliberately

to take in order to

in the

used

Adult Basic Education program might be a

a survey of the

community.

to this

day

to

community and among

In order to

do

this the village

was

conduct surveys, announce important

meetings or spread the word about any important news or occurrence.

After determining that the community was

program and identifying
they called a

in

support of an Adult Education

the kinds of classes people felt were of

community meeting. Community meetings
165

most

interest to them,

are used to present the

dilemmas

of the

to the

community and

whole community

theater.

the

the pressing decisions that need to
be

By

the

for their input.

They

are usually

end of the community meeting

community

to begin an

made by

the

conducted by using popular

Working group had

the

Working Group

the endorsement of

Adult education program. They also had
input about which

courses of study should be offered and what would
be a

fair

and equitable way

to

choose

the first participants to enter the program.

This process of community survey, collection of
data from outside sources (often
seeking expert opinion) and then bringing the issues to a
series of community meetings
for a decision

on a plan of action

Group. This information

is

is

the standard organizational

always supplemented by an evaluation of

have learned from previous experiences.

Working Group

model by

Many

the

Working

the lessons they

individuals outside the leadership of the

contribute labor, time, advice and other resources to these
efforts.

The use of Popular Theater:

The community

facilitator

mentioned

they would put together a drama and take

it

that often

to a

when

a

problem or concern arose

community meeting

or up to the “works”.

There they would present the drama and hold discussions.

“How many

of these activities have you carried out?”

I

inquired,

still

hoping

to bolster the report with statistics.

“Oh
“But

“On

it

is

just a part of the

how many? A
lots

way we do

things,” she replied.

dozen, a hundred?

On what

subjects?”

of subjects. Health care and nutrition of children. Wife beating. All

kinds of things; whatever

we need

“So you’ve done dozens of

this

to do.”

kind of presentation?”
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Dozens. Hundreds. You don't count something

that

is

just a part of

how you

do your work.”

The community

building:

“The community building was a

project everyone got involved

in.

We

started

out with self help and got the whole village
to assist by bringing stones up

from Richmond Bay.

when

I

couldn't help with the stones but

donated money

I

could.”

When we

were building

we went down
some

I

little

community center everyone

Richmond Bay

to

money

the cooking.

the

to

buy food.

When we

contributed.

When

who

couldn’t carry stones would send

Women who

could not carry stones would do

those

were building the buildings, those who couldn’t

lay

stones would carry water and sand.”

At the ten year service
together and everyone

one church.

In the

it

felt

was

The whole community came

like a holiday.

together.

Working Group

And

all

pride.

It

was

the churches

like

come

we

all

belonged

together and

it

to

has

helped the churches work together.”

Other evidence:

“Some
there
is in

is

a funeral

I

we have

see because of the
a holiday

Working Group. Togetherness.

and nobody goes

it is.

still

If there is

be glad for you. In other villages

speaking to

happens

a wedding, every one comes;

to

me
me,

and
I

I

we

if

they can't

don’t see

get an accident you won’t

come

this. If

to

If

someone

to the farms. If

an accident everyone feels sad and comforts you and talks about

awful
will

of the difference

come

how
they

you’re not

me. Here

can’t get out of the house for everyone being at

if

my

anything
house.”

“At Christmas time the Working Group helps out the poor people. They share
gifts

and get the whole village together.”

“The Working Group

is

always helping folks
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out.

With me,

if I

don’t have the

money
go

’till

Indicator:

for the pre-school

up

front they always give

Awareness of

Evaluating the ten year

pm

or later.

week

at all.

me

thinks about and plans for the future
of the group and in the

the

Working Group met

own knowledge.

started

first

when

it

from 5:00 or 6:00

nightly

was judged

that there

meeting they had promised

choice between coming to the meeting after getting

coming

let

effort:

The meeting

present to begin. At the

not

time or

little

the Future, Ability to Think and
Plan for the Future

process continues the tradition of creating and
using their

full

a

the next month.”

The Working Group

For a

me

So we would

wait.

in

to

pm

until

were enough people

“keep time”, but often

from

10:00

the fields

it

was

a

and washing-up or

The make-up of the group would vary from evening

to evening.

The attendance ranged from seven
youth coming

in

and out of the meeting,

then leave, and later return.

listened or climb on a lap

to

twenty

sitting in chairs

They would join

and draw while the adults

what was going on. One of

attention to

things

when

how
I

the

new

Always

talked.

came

These were not

that’s

how

I

got interested
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just the

from everywhere,

Working Group drew

involved the children seemed to be and said,

was younger;

group where they

in off the streets,

officers in the

were children and

there

around the group to observe,

the small discussion

children of people attending the meeting. They

to see

five.

in the

“I

used

Group.”

to

my

do the same

During the week, under

the leadership of Pat Ellis, the
group systematically

reviewed each and every project or

What

research was done before

community

it

activity

had undertaken.

was undertaken? What

as a result of the project?

lessons had they learned?

it

What were

What could

its

How

had

benefits had

it

been

come

initiated?

to the

shortcomings or failures? What

they be proud of and what did they
need to change

and improve?

By

the

end of the week, two major things had happened. The
new

Working Group had been

initiated into the history of the

officers of the

group and had a new

understanding of both the triumphs and shortcomings of the
Working Group’s
experiences.

A

plan for tackling what they saw as one of their major
weaknesses,

in this

case the lack of adequate record keeping and systematic management
procedures, was
place.

The group

health levels of

also had plans for a library and a survey to assess the nutritional
and

community

Development of new

The
cultivated

children.

leadership:

leaders of the original

new

leadership

in the

group represented both men and

ways
their

to serve their

Working Group have

beyond

to

systematically sought out and

Working Group. They have taken

women

community. While

major roles appear

part extends

in

and

that

promising young people see meaningful

the original leaders are

be those of wise

the parameters of the

women

still

very

much

present,

behind the scenes. This effort on their

Working Group.
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care to see that the

[From

a

man] “At

asked myself, what

first I

children doing working with

brought

me

all

am

women.

these

I,

a married

man

with

me

But, they picked

out and

along with love and respect.”

Working with youth:

At the community meeting where the Working Group presented the

week-long evaluation and discussed

the

dilemmas of

contingency of young boys and a few young
fifteen.

After the meeting, Mrs.

“A

R

told

group.”

I

told

them

to

that

worked with them and

I

away

elected treasurer.

told

they would send

I

me

when

on.

So

they told

you got men

in the

I

that night. Later they
I

already had too

started holding

said,

“What!

me? They

group, so

me

I

said,

said,

we

“we want

meting of the Working Group’s

community meeting. To my

to start a

don’t want any girls

to elect the officers, so

came

to

me and

much money

happy

to

said,

I

I

said they had

to hold, but if

games and organizing other
after their

in the

work with him.

meeting and

thought you did not want

activities.

telling

“You know we

what

got girls in

girls.”

You

“Well we watch the Working Group and

we thought we could have

girls.”

self evaluation efforts

surprise

from the community meeting appeared outside
literally

to

couldn’t be the President. So

few weeks ago they came and

now.” And

know what

night after the

a

I

were ready

they have a habit of coming to

the group

final

would help but

the vice treasurer I’d be

So they agreed and they

Now

me and

be the President, but

them

a large

this story.

finally they

deliberately stayed

was

between the ages of about twelve

girls

while back those young boys came to

group and we want you

The

me

the bakery, there

results of the

many

was held

the

of the young boys and girls

the meeting room. In fact, they

were

hanging over the Dutch doors and the windows. The meeting was stopped and
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they were asked to

come

in

and take

had introduced him or herself
and stories of

Indicator:

their

to the

seats.

the end of the meeting each

group and they had shared with the

young person

adults, pictures

concerns and hopes for the community of Rose Hall.

Knowledge About and Access

With

By

to

Resources

the exception of the initial funding, the

RHWG has acquired

grants or in-kind donations for project activities through
their

own

all

initiative.

often facilitates this process, but the initiative and most
of the efforts have

monetary

WAND

come from

the

Working Group.

•

Category: Improvement

in the Status

Indicator: Diversity in the Roles

of

Women

Women

Play and the Recognition and Respect

they Receive; Positive Changes in Relationships

One

of the most famous stories to

the “Role of

Men

When

in

come

is

about

Development” workshop.

the group just started there

Women

out of the Rose Hall experience

would leave

for the meetings

and quarrel with them. “You
them." The

women knew

women were

a real, real

development of the community

(Ellis

over

to rule

men and

to hold a

July 9-11, 1982.

to recognize

say bad things to them

men and

be on top of

they had a problem. Their assessment was that “the

developing faster than the

The workshop was held

problem with the men.

men would

and

women want

development.” So we asked Pat

which would allow men

was

Its

“Men

in

was not good

for

Development” workshop.

purpose was

and understand the

to create a situation

role of both sexes in the

and Egbert, July 1983).
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this

It

focused on self-understanding, relationships, and participation.
The workshop

was conducted by one male
attended the workshop.

the

On

facilitator

and one female

There

minds about

is

last

day

no way

their

first

thirty

on the

first

day

men

day, only

the second day, couples attended; the third day

whole community. The attendance ranged from

and twenty on the

The

facilitator.

it

was open

to

one hundred

to

(Ellis, July 1983).

to say conclusively

womenfolk and

the

why

the

men

of Rose Hall changed their

Working Group. Many of the people of Rose

believe that change started with this workshop and has been sustained because
the

Hall

women

of Rose Hall have proven themselves to be true leaders.

The following quotes
perceptions of

women’s

“Men

are

roles

backward and

in their

results in the

community about

doing was befitting them

home from

the things the

it

is

women who

“The way

“Women

I

see

have developed

it,

the

women

this

and

Men

benefit

to

to see that

ways. They saw the

doing.

The

women cooked

development. The

ideas of

and washed.

men know

that

community.”

of Rose Hall are more advanced than the men.”

could not be doing these things

support them.
did

bosses;

were not capable of contributing

Men came

in real

women were

women's worth has changed. Men were

Women

their feelings

understanding of women. Rose Hall was a very

violent place. Literacy rates were low.

women were

what the

in the

and their relationships with the women.

improving

are

from men

if

the

men

did not cooperate and

from the chemical shop and they know the women

it.”

“The women leaders of

women

and young

the group are not only role

ladies, they are also role
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models

models
for the

for the other

men

as well.

Men

women

see these

as people with leadership skills,
integrity and

understanding.”

Women

are

more progressive and give more love

about starting their

talk

own group and doing

to the

community.

Men

things, but they just talk, they

don’t do.”

From

a letter written

newspaper on February

want

“I

by a man now

Canada

in

women

t0 congratulate the

overcome

the

are strong

women

government who

government of

recommend

appeared

in the

Vincentian

1992:

7,

of the

had on building the community building.

the

that

and

I

am

proud

choose

In order to

to

do so they had

them. The

tried to stop

St. Vincent is

that they

RHWG for the great success they
women

of Rose Hall

have known and worked with them.

serious about development

fifteen

to

good women and

I

would

them run

let

If

the

government.”

Another person

told of the

from Rose Hall who had come

to

remarks she overheard from a group of young men

Kingstown

to pick

up a mixer given

to the

bakery by

USAID.

“The young boys came

to help load

and carry the mixer.

saying,

“The women have worked too hard

have

show them

The forgiveness

It

to

we can do

We

heard them talking

can’t mess-up.

We

our part”.

story:

was

the

that

for this.

I

the

Monday

community

He was

a

after the ten year celebration

center. This

young man from

and the

young man showed up

the

official

at the

community who she knew,

opening of

door of classroom.
not very well, but

they often spoke and she considered herself having a good relationship with
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He

him.

stood

at the

door and she asked, “Yes, what can

I

do

for you?’'

“Miss R, I’ve come

to

ask your forgiveness.” She looked

knowing what he meant,

or

why

said,

in a public

He

said.

Miss R,
the

you

I

all this

time

women were

at all.

say that

Some evidence

But now

she did not

doing.

that

was wrong and

to

know what

to

make

I

Still,

she only

of his words.

really did not like you.

I

I

was

And

can see

all

that has taken place,

ask your forgiveness.”

He

then he

against the things

thought that they were bad and

I

I

I

did not

have come

turned and

left,

to

and

to say.

of sharing of household duties was found

“He doesn’t love cleaning and he

my

woman.

man. She did not know what

at the

you and

still

place asking forgiveness of a

man, not

at the

himself would be standing

like

said again, “Miss R, I’ve to ask that
you forgive me.”

looked

like

young man

a

He

sons do their

[From

own washing and

man] “When

a

come because

I

was

much improvement
in the

my

the one
in the

my

who had

home,
that

to

both he and

I

did not want her to

keep the children. But soon

in things

I

now

ironing.”

wife started coming to classes

home and community

and do

doesn’t love to cook, but

decided

I

saw so

she was learning to do better both
I

was happy

to

keep the children

part.”

Plenty of the menfolks do their

own washing and

ironing, almost

all

the

younger men and boys.”

[From

a

classes.

man] “Now

The

The evidence
But when

this

objections and

I

stay

home

with the children so

adult classes have a big

that

men were

improvement

in

my

wife can go to

my home.”

sharing household responsibilities seemed minimal.

conclusion was presented to the Working Group, they raised strong

felt that

we had simply

not been able to “find these things out.” Pat Ellis

had included a number of remarks by both men and
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women

in

regard to changing

responsibilities

included below

men were

me

“I will

make supper on Thursdays

am

few of these comments

wife has changed; before she used to bring

telling

I

A

are

August 1983).

(Ellis,

“My

taking on within the household.

to

come

for

able to resolve

me my

meals,

now

she

is

it.”

more

so that Joan can go to the classes.”

situations

now when

talk things

I

over with

my

wife.”

A

very significant result that was not expected emerged
under this category.

a reduction in wife beating and violence toward

I

used

to see

women

fights in the houses.

was

women.

with black and blue eyes.

knew women who were

I

It

would hear quarrels and

I

put out of their homes.

I

don’t

see that as often anymore.”

“If
it

someone has been mistreating

will be

known

in the

Rose Hall men don’t

“Before

I

the children

feel

I

a different way.
treating

“We

my

wife

You

Going

women

used to go

my

The Working Group had
there.

Then

word

the other

gets around. Eventually

men

help him to see that

like that.”

to the fields

and work hard and come

would be crying and things would not be going

bad and take

when you go

shop.

treat their

was very poor.

home and
would

rum

his wife, the

hand and

hit

a part in that.

hear

new

my

You

wife. But,

get

ideas; they

there, hearing things

I

exposed

make you

made me

right.

I

don’t do that again.
to so

many

things

think about things in

think about

how

I

was

in a different light.”

have done some studies of violence against

police records and other measures

Rose Hall area than

in

we used

other districts
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we

women

said there

studied.”

is

on the island and the

less violence in the

Category: Quality of Life

Indicators:

Improved

The improvement
indicators

—

that

is

not directly equated

nutrition, education

in quality

of

life

and home

must be considered

to say, tangible indicators that

to,

of such a relationship

project activities.

in the areas

life

Many

terms of “proxy”

in

can be assumed

to correlate with, but

of the quotas and stories provide evidence

of nutrition, better

home

life

and more access

to

schooling for children and adults.

“I

know

the food preservation project

don’t see fruit rotting
little

Indicator:

home

away on

the

is

helping people eat better because you

ground

like before

and you see

lots

gardens.”

Income Saving

The most important connection between

quality of life and project activities

be found

in the

Group

credited with saving either income or time that could be put toward the

is

more

is

to

concept of “income saving”. Every activity undertaken by the Working

production of more income. The concept of income saving

is

not an insignificant or

inconsequential one for the community of Rose Hall. Without basic changes

economic super-structure, which

in this

case would

mean

either

in the

expanded

industrialization or an increase in service jobs through tourism, agricultural production

will

—

remain the primary source of

all

for example, that does not have to

education of children,

—

is

income

petty income. Therefore, any

income

go toward necessities of food,

that

that

is

“saved”,

shelter, clothing or

can be used toward improving the household’s

standard of living. Chaney (1987) and others have persuasively argued that
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in rural.

agricultural

communities

on quality of

life

than

Rose

like

income saving can have

Hall,

many income producing

activities typically

a

more

positive effort

WID

encouraged by

and/or other types of rural development projects.

In such instances,

national

it

can also be argued

economy through purchases

durable goods. Improvement

economy

is

that

income savings

directly affects the

or savings toward future purchases of luxury and

in the quality

of

life as

well as input into the national

evident in Rose Hall in a wide variety of activities which range from
the

purchase of televisions and video-cassette recorders, to the construction of new
or

improved housing and new and improved water systems,

to increases in the

purchase of

seeds, fertilizers, and other supplies which go toward expanded and improved
agricultural

outputs.

An Unexpected

Indicator:

The

member

more love

first

time a

into her life,

I

More Love

of the Working Group said that the project had brought

thought, what a nice expression and wondered what she really

meant. The third, fourth and

fifth

time

I

heard

it

used,

I

decided that perhaps

I

should be

considering incorporating these descriptions into the concepts of solidarity and
inclusiveness.

When

that did not

seem

to

work,

I

considered that love had

development, even alternative development, and while
people to express themselves,

Then

it

had no relevance

a series of incidents caused

(1987) “Regenerating People’s Space”,

me

in

to

this

was

little

to

a very appealing

do with

way

for

to this report.

remember an

article

by Gustavo Esteva

which he discusses the concepts of love and

friendship, as well as the search for values that people hold in
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common

as the foundation

— but

not for an alternative development

alternative to development, he

means

as an alternative to development.

one where the guiding principle

is

to the

length later in this report,

it

in the

seems appropriate

Rose

“It [the project]

has brought more love into

closer together.

We

“Here we have

love,

“What

I

mean by

share things now.

sitting in

has brought the world to
people. And,
to feed their

“It is the

I

my home. My

husband and

I

are

respect, not like before.”

my

my home
home.

I

all

the

way from

and discussing with me. The project

have shared

to share with

my

my

life

with so

are developing the

many

children. Things about

children to be healthier and other things that

women who

yet

community.

could not accept that you,

I

have more things

own

Flail

is

be

love and respect one another more.”

love. Before

America would be

We

Flail project will

to suggest that love

another indicator of the impact this project has had on the Rose

we

development

concept of true participation.

Since the success of the process of participation
at

alternative to

hospitality rather than domination. For Esteva, the

concepts of love and hospitality are integral

discussed

an

the establishment of a different kind of relationship

between man and nature and between people and people. This
is

By

community, who

I

how

can share.”

are bringing

more

love to the community.”

[For a man] “But, they picked

me

out and brought

me

along with love and

respect.”

“I learned to speak, to care,

and

to love others, to
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be a community leaders.”

4.7.2

Project Benefits;

The evidence

Benefits of the project are defined as tangible
advantages, help or aid derived
directly

from project

that the research

activities or operations.

concluded and

that the

The following

is

a delineation of benefits

Rose Hall residents believe resulted from

the

various project activities.

As

a result of the

Sewing

Project:

new

Individuals gained

skills in

sewing and

regardless of income level, received a

new

tailoring.

Every school

child,

school uniform that year.

Families saved income.

Both the Working Group and the community gained

a sense of pride

and

self-

confidence.

As

a result of the Pre-School Project:

Four individuals received training and education which prepared them
the

community and

also provided

them with marketable

to serve

skills outside the

community.

These four individuals received cash income from the project

for varying

periods of time.

About

40%

of the children

in the village

between the ages of two and half

to

five years receive a pre-school education.

With child care made

work

in their

own

available during pre-school hours, mothers were able to

fields or with others. This resulted in an increase in the

number of productive

labor hours available to both the household and the

community.
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Older children were able

to attend school

not have to do the child care

in their

Both parents and teachers believe

much more

regularly since they did

mothers’ absence.

that the pre-school has contributed

significantly to children’s positive adjustment to school and to their academic

advancement once

As

a result of the

in school.

Food Preservation

Project:

Individuals have received skills training

in the

operation and maintenance of

equipment.

A number of individuals

A

number of

have developed managerial and supervisory

skills.

individuals receive cash income periodically for working in the

Food Preservation shop.

The whole community saves income, because

less

income goes

to the

purchase of food from outside sources.

Some

individuals receive cash income from the sale of preserved fruits and

other foods in Rose Hall and surrounding villages.

As

a result of the Chemical Shop:

Chemicals needed

more

for farming are

more

readily available and therefore used

effectively.

Quality of crops produced increased.

Both income and productive labor time
have

to

make one

or

two

trips to the
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are saved because individuals

main town

in

do not

order to purchase supplies.

Plants and animals are sometimes saved because of the
immediate availability

of needed remedies.

The volunteers who run

the shop have received skills training in

management

as well as in the handling of chemicals and other such
products.

Because

fertilizer

shop, there

is

and other chemicals can be bought

more equitable access

buy only what they need

at

in

to these supplies,

small quantities

i.e.

at the

poorer farmers can

a given time, thereby having access that they

otherwise could not afford.

Children are encouraged to do farming. They are able to buy their
with their allowances, and cultivate their

As

own home

own

seeds

plots.

a result of the Bakery:

Cheaper and

Time and

better bread

labor

is

is

available.

saved since most of the community residents support

this

venture.

Children choose the bread as a snack after school.

This project provided employment and training for some community residents.

As

a result of the Adult Education Project:

There has been an increase

in the level

Record-keeping and business

skills

of basic education and literacy.

among both male and female

improved.

Women

have gained new and improved home-making
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skills.

farmers

New

opportunities were created in terms of

national, regional

employment and exposure

to the

and global experience.

For the young adult

tutors, these classes

have sometimes provided them with

form of income. They have also been provided with

training,

opportunity to serve and stay connected to their community

and an

in a

meaningful

way.

As

a result of the

Community

Building:

In very concrete terms, the

community building provides

a place or the Pre-

school, a place for the Bakery, and a place for recreation and

community

gatherings such as weddings or other celebrations.

While

all

of the projects have provided the Working Group with organization

and planning
for

many

skills,

work on

the

community building provided

opportunities

other residents to acquire other kinds of skills including socializing

and building networks.

The community building has become

much

the center

and focal point around which

of the solidarity and cooperation exhibited by community residents was

developed.

It is

As

a source of a great deal of pride, accomplishment and

community

spirit.

a result of travel, workshops and other educational experience:

Many

of the

women

of the

Working Group have gained

skills in

community

organizing, proposal writing, participatory research, designing and conducting

workshops, and project management.

They have

also had the opportunity to travel widely. This has broadened their

understanding of the world and their
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own

work.

It

has also given them an

opportunity to share

skills

and understanding with others engaged

in the

same

struggle.

4.8

Conclusion

My

final

thoughts

in this

chapter

is

to briefly discuss the

people being studied. Reinharz (1992) opinions that

in projects

involvement of the
involving interaction with

people, feminist researchers frequently express a sense of
connection to the actual people
studied (as distinct from the subject matter being studied). In
other forms of research,

such as content analysis and experiments, interaction between “subjects” and
“researcher”
is

not part of the data collection process and

I

need

studied. This

to stress

how much

I

form of participatory,

with a broad range of

women and

thus irrelevant.

is

“learned from” not just “learned about” the

action, observation research allowed

to see

them

exploited, and

and tensions

I

—

woman. There was an understanding

wanted
there

to investigate “everything”

was no reason

to

to

—

all

me

that they

Being

as a scholar, a

were not being

inputs and outcomes, impacts

camouflage conflicts and advance information

only about the successes of the project.

I

am

not advocating that this should be the norm, or that there should be lasting

bonds of relationships. This

is

contextual and not

all

“subjects” have the time and

inclination to incorporate a researcher into their lives.
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I

empathize

as national actors in their contexts.

Caribbean myself, helped to establish a rapport which validated
researcher, and as a

me

women

Also,

it

seems dangerous

to require rapport in all research.

Research projects,

researchers, and “research subjects" are varied,
each deserving to be analyzed as to the

most beneficial

relation that could be developed.

developed from shared identity as well

I

do believe however,

as shared interests.
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that

my

rapport

CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS
5.1

The Search
As

I

New Models

for

have established

in earlier chapters,

conventional theories of development

based merely on accelerating economic growth have not
achieved

The conventional planning and administrative methods used by
agencies and governments

analysis, inconsistency

in

activities to external technical experts.

elusive

—

difficult to track, to

document,

to monitor,

how

in

in costly

and ineffective

involved, and the delegation of important

all

The development process

focuses upon the process and method used

demonstrate

international assistance

developing countries often resulted

and uncertainty for

their intended goals.

and

itself

to sustain.

continues to be

The discussion here

implementing the Rose Hall project

to

a development program and project can be formulated and implemented

effectively, allowing for an alternative implementation

The success of

the

Rose Hall project

is

paradigm

important to analyze

in

order to determine

what alternatives planners, administrators, and funding agencies (both external and

local)

have for managing projects more effectively. The question of the importance or degree of

women’s

participation should also be assessed in relation to the countervailing

development theory

that

and be rooted

needs of the beneficiary community.

in the

As noted

in the

any development intervention, large or small, should originate

preceding chapter, the tangible and intangible benefits of

project are numerous. There

is

the

immeasurable benefit of success leading
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to

this

more

The self-confidence exuding from

success.

remarkable. Local participants,

own

of their

of

all

of the

the

women

women and men, They

of the

Working Group

is

have developed a clear perception

capacity to transform their lives. They
decided on the nature, pace and form

their activities.

However, considerable energy, understanding, and
vision on

the part

WAND Project Coordinator, were also required to achieve this level of

participation and success of the project.

The

practical

outcome of

this analysis is to

determine that Eastern Caribbean

nation states no longer have to adhere rigidly to a
traditional, external imposed paradigm
to

guide their development path, as

many

of them seem to have done

in the past

with

negative and disastrous consequences. Rather, the alternative
paradigm described here
offers policy

country

s

makers

particular practical

moment, within
paradigm

in these

is

nation states another option for theoretical guidance for
their

problem

(itself

the current political and

complex and dynamic)

at that

economic order/disorder. This

particular

alternative

a “process paradigm” the characteristics of which are described in
chapter

four.

The current debate about women and gender

in

development, sustainable

development, and the particular impact of the international system has motivated the
discussion of two paradigms for this study.

1

.

Many

(perhaps most) of the development programs implemented by

governments, and assisted and advised by the

bilateral

have damaged the position of the poorest people
been most acute

in the

case of rural
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in the rural areas.

women. This may

intention behind the development programs but

and multilateral donors,

it

This has

not have been the

has been the result, achieved

by sustaining, reinforcing and encouraging existing

patriarchal and

hierarchical social and political structures that exploit
the poor including

women, with no mechanisms
The non-government

2.

NGOs

for democratic

sector (people

s

empowerment.

movements,

religious organizations,

and universities) has devised an “alternative” development
paradigm

whose programs

are specifically intended to

selectively involve

programs are

often,

women

empower

the powerless and

as central agents in these paradigms.

however, of very limited scope compared

Such

to those

implemented by national governments.

5.1.1

Established Government Development: Paradigm

I

The established government development paradigm (Holloway, 1989)
increase production and create growth.

directed towards those on

whose

Government

efforts to achieve

loyalty they can count, and

is

to

growth have been

whose resources can be

mobilized. Thus, government policies have been intended to develop those with land,
collateral

and resources

benefit the

whole

to invest,

society.

and with the assumption

Many government programs

that their greater wealth will

have been successful

and the richer peasants and middle-classes have indeed grown wealthier, but
expense of those

elites

who

are already poor.

The

rural surpluses

and townspeople while the objections of the poor

in these

at the

have been extracted by

to this process

aims

rural

have been

contained or controlled.

Those who

start off

by being “resource poor” have had very

development planning and planned growth. Not
and programs have not impinged on

involvement

in

surprisingly, the growth-oriented policies

their lives very
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little

much.

Within the

official

paradigm of production, growth, and security there have
been

some programs which have had

the express (though generalized) intention
of helping the

poor. Such programs have been based (either overtly
or implicitly) on the following

assumptions:

1

The

.

rural

poor are a homogeneous group,

respond equally well

and

of

all

whom

the

to the opportunities offered

members of which can
by development programs,

have the same economic and social constraints.

Planning for rural development programs

2.

all

is

best done by urban-based experts,

usually male.

The most

3.

suitable

development programs

are those

which involve agro-

businesses (and cash crops for export) and will include the introduction of
technologies, ideas and structures from more developed countries.

The

4.

participation of rural poor in the development plans

is

necessary, but

limited to their collaboration in the plans produced by outside experts.

The governments (and

5.

and the

makes

The
others,

rural

rural

their advisers)

poor are best advised

know

best about

development programs

to participate in the plans their

government

for them.

poor thus become the “objects” of development programs devised by

and are not given the opportunity

to contribute their

knowledge and

skills to the

process. Indeed, their knowledge and skills are rarely recognized.. Not surprisingly

therefore,

programs with these assumptions have

the rural poor in the long term.
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rarely

managed

to

empower

or enrich

I

have assumed

the first place.

A

that

“development programs” actually intend

more cynical view would

point out that the

political

is

many

cases, the

and social situation of the

final aim.

programs devised simply do not
rural poor,

even

if

poor

in

empowerment and

enrichment of the poor and specifically women, was never the
surprising that, in

to help the

fit

It is

not

the economic,

they were intended to do so. There

a tacit acceptance that benefits will not “trickle down”, but will
be “filtered out”.

Substantial evidence also suggests that translating plans into action was,
and

continues to be, one of the most difficult tasks facing development administrators.
For

more than

three decades analysts have pointed out that there has been “a scarcity
of well

prepared projects ready to go and

the lack of projects reduces the

productive investment opportunities”. (Waterston, 1971,

The development

assistance policies that

p.

240).

emerged during

poverty, increasing agricultural productivity, expanding

number of

the 1970s for alleviating

employment opportunities and

providing greater access to social services for larger numbers of people made project
design more complex and the success of projects more uncertain.

Many

evaluations

indicated, as did an assessment of small-scale agricultural projects in Africa and Latin

America,

that success requires flexibility in planning

and design, opportunity

to adjust

plans as projects progress, and continuous redesign during implementation.

Few

projects can survive a rigid blue print which fixes at the time of

implementation the development approaches,

priorities,

and mechanisms

achieving success. Most projects scoring high on success experienced

one major revision

after the project

plan was not working (Morss, et

managers determined

al.,
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1975,

p.

329).

for

at least

that the original

They
technology

is

further argued that a large degree of flexibility

uncertain or

if

is critical,

particularly

if

the

the local constraints facing small farmers are not well

known.

5.1.2

The Non-Government Organizations: Paradigm

II

Groups outside government have

initiatives

tried a

number of

specifically to help the poor and the powerless change their lives.

realistically with their situation than

intended

These deal more

government programs. An analysis of

the experience

and achievements of such groups gives us the following “alternative” assumptions about

programs for the

1

.

rural poor,

based on a different development paradigm:

The poor and powerless
which dominate

are kept that

rural society.

Any

way by

assistance

social

and economic structures

which does not

specifically

address the conditions which keep people poor and powerless will end up by

being filtered out by the

rural elites. Similarly, assistance

specifically address the particular problems of

women

is

which does not
likely to be filtered

out by men.

2.

The poor know what

structures dominate their

are only willing to talk about
will not

them

that they can initiate

they are convinced that such openness

and organize

participate in decisions about their

Most

social lives, but

prove harmful and punitive. Special efforts are needed to persuade

poor people

3.

if

economic and

rural

own

poor are subsistence farmers

their

own development, and

livelihood.

who

sell

any surplus. Their access

to

the cash and capital necessary for participating in technological advances only

comes by

the

means of exploitative

their ability to benefit in the long

structures (usually money-lenders), and so

term from the introduction of technology

limited.
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is

It is

of

much more

use to the poor to ensure that their

own

resouices are employed and to use this capacity to use
for their

important part of

knowledge,

this

to collect

process

is

The idea put forward

own

knowledge and

survival.

An

for outsiders to recognize the value of this
indigenous

systematically, and to incorporate

it

skills,

in this analysis

it

into

development programs.

of the Rose Hall experience are the most

pertinent to changing the lives of the poor and the power-less
for the better.

Non-Governmental Organizations,

like

The work of

WAND for example, should be recognized as

pioneering implementation efforts which warrant further study and wider
replication

These are valuable experiences which we would be

would be

to appreciate that

ill-advised to ignore.

A realistic

view

approaches to “development” should not be unilateral or

unidimensional, but should be multidimensional and multifocal. The argument for greater
flexibility

and innovation

that traditional

in

development administration

development policies

are

rests in part

on the observation

complex, uncertain, and require flexible and

experimental methods of implementation.

One element which
flexibility of its funder,

contributed to the success of the Rose Hall project was the

The Ford Foundation,

whom

WAND was able to influence to

allow the project to evolve as the community wished. Because there were no timelines
to indicate quantitative levels of

“a people to people” process.

succeeded

in

If

economic development,

timelines had been

this project

set, the

project

was

able to involve

may have

initially

achieving the externally determined objectives, but the continued

commitment required

to sustain results

traditional practices of

over time would not have been forthcoming. In

development, projects are eventually abandoned and
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set

activities

considered failures when they do not measure up

to externally established criteria

on specific outcomes pre-established by the outside funding
agency. The sense of

based

local

ownership, pride, and vision would have been lacking.

Pilot projects, such as this case study demonstrates,
can be used to argue for an

alternative

paradigm under a greater variety of conditions and

local conditions

effective.

These

appropriate

already

test

and needs the methods, technologies, and process

the

known about

new methods and
and

problem or objective of a policy

fit

relative

The

must be given

local needs

to

that

to

is

be

most

when much

paradigm

is

intended to

results or of delivering

have been done of

and conditions, collecting baseline
to

data,

and especially

determine conditions that influence success or

projects must be evaluated in such a

way

that preconditions for replication

Pilot projects

organized to shelter their managers and coordinators from undue

results, since

pilot projects suggest

choosing appropriate locations, structuring

and successful demonstration can also be determined.

show quick

have proven

well defined or

ways of disseminating

few studies

monitoring and evaluating the project

failure.

to

technology, to determine their relevance, transferability and

to explore alternative

that careful attention

is

the effects of small-scale experiments. This

goods and services. The

activities to

that

and modify

projects, specifically elements of the implementation process,
are

when

adaptability,

to adapt

implementation

is still

creative and flexible administration.
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primarily by

must also be

political pressures to

trial

and

error, requiring

5 2

Overview of the Rose Hall Project: Elements of the Process Model
Paradigm II
Participatory research

production.

It is

is

the

methodology

for the alternative

not merely a set of tools, techniques and methods.

system of knowledge

Embodying

and philosophy of alternative and popular systems of knowledge production,
on the belief

that ordinary people are capable of understanding

reality. Its articles

society;

and

the values

based

it is

and transforming

their

of faith include a commitment to collective participation, and

empowerment of the

new

for

in

ordinary people

in

having and knowing their world;

playing their collective roles

this faith in the participation

for participatory research

in that

in

envisioning a

process of transformation.

It is

of ordinary people that also acts as the philosophical basis

methodology. The determinants of

this participation in

participatory research are three-fold:

1

.

People’s role

in setting the

agenda of inquiry

2.

People’s participation

3.

People’s control over the use of outcome and the whole process.

The

in

data collection and analysis, and

links of participatory research with

contemporary social movements are

theoretically inevitable yet practically very difficult.

links

when

It

can be difficult to establish these

professionally trained researchers are involved

alternative systems of

knowledge production. But

in trying to

support the

the links are necessary.

The

future

practice of participatory research needs to focus on these links in order to realize

historical potential as a contribution to

contemporary
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its

efforts at social transformation.

Again, there

in

is

no one process model

for participatory research.

each case be adapted to the specific conditions

The process must

(e.g. resources, constraints, socio-

political context, objectives, etc.) applying in a
concrete situation.

The method must

naturally be tailored to each individual project, but there
are basically four stages to which
strict attention

should be paid.

First stage: Setting

up the

institutional

and methodological framework for the

participatory research.

Second

stage: Preliminary, provisional study of the area

and population

involves identifying the social structure of the population, getting to

know

the

points of view of individuals or groups from the areas involved, and the main

events in their history, collecting socio-economic and technological data by

use of the appropriate means. This stage

is

essentially undertaken by the

project implementing agency. At the end of this stage, the results of the

diagnosis should be fed back to and discussed with the community or

population concerned.

Third stage: Critical analysis of the problems considered as
population, which

its

members (organized

and solve. Feedback of the

in

priorities

by the

study circles) would like to study

results of each study group’s

work

to the other

study groups and the population as a whole would equally be organized

end of

at

the

this stage.

Fourth stage: Planning and implementing a plan of action (integrated with
educational activities) for the continued solution of the problems encountered.

The aim here
level, in the

is

for the

same way

community population
as

it

was involved

to participate at this decision

in the

preceding stages of diagnosis

and problem analysis. Since international lending and funding
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institutions

provide

much

of the funding for development projects, they
must be willing to

be more flexible on their procedures and controls.

The

participatory research process does not end with
this fourth stage. Critical

analysis of the reality and the implementation of projects
planned will lead to the

discovery of other problems, other needs, and other aspects
of the situation

in

an ongoing

development agenda. The project should be a source of knowledge and
new hypotheses.

The diagnosis,

the critical analysis and the project represent three steps
in an ongoing

process of study, reflection and transformation of the situation, which
interact with one
another. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 attempt to demonstrate elements of the
Process

proposed for the alternative development process paradigm.

Figure 5.1

How

the participatory methodology
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worked

Model

as

Figure 5.2

5.3

Process:

From

The

Participatory methodology in process

Critical Input

the very conception of this project

emphasize educational interventions over

The process and methodology
training and workshops.

WAND deliberately decided to

the infusion of

money and

for this project, however, involved

much more

While interventions were often educational

beyond structured approaches

to education

Process and methodology were

vital part

technical resources.

in nature,

such as workshops and specific

of this project’s success and

discuss them in depth.
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it

is

than

they went

skills training.

important to

This process was shaped by four elements:

1

5.3.1

.

WAND’s

philosophical and ideological perspective.

2.

The Project Coordinator’s philosophy and

3.

The

4.

The operational

practice and visions of the

Rose

leaders of

Hall.

definition given to participation.

WAND’s

Philosophical Perspective

WAND’s

primary concern was with the empowerment of women, and

subsequent participation
culture,

women

intentions

and

in

an alternative development of their communities, their

their nation. Their

methodologies. This,

empowerment must

their

work toward

this goal is

was predicated on

in turn,

take place with a

based

in

participatory

the conviction that

community of people,

development and

as well as on a personal

level.

WAND operated on the principle that both individuals and communities would
change when they were allowed
to

govern themselves and

community understand,
community

at

to

to self-determine the

name

is

own

realities. Facilitators

that action of this nature

any given moment

problems; that action

their

processes which would allow them

is

to recognize the

limited by the resources of the

wider underpinnings of

also limited by the degree to which the

community process can contend with

commonly owned, embodied

in the

the constraints

community
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outside of the

upon

it.

its

particular

knowledge of

that

Such knowledge

will to survive. Participatory

is

methods

establish a place for the “facilitators” to enter, temporarily, the

assist a

community process and

to

conscious realization of that process.

WAND operated from an ideological base that was concerned with the dialectic
between human consciousness and
agents of

social/historical context. Their intervention as active

empowerment and development took

its

form and function from both feminist

and Freirian pedagogies. Theories are therefore derived from praxis (action

—

—

reflection

action), rather than structural or functional explanations (Antrobus, 1990).

5.3.2

The Project Coordinators Philosophy and
The

Project Coordinator from
,

WAND,

Intentions

believed

in

and was committed

principles and methodologies of experiential education. This meant

there

were two overriding principles

to

which she adhered. The

first

many

to the

things, but

was her

belief in

people’s ability to draw from their experience and understanding to solve their problems.

Also integral
that individual

work together

to the theory

and practice of the experiential model, was her belief

growth and self-understanding are necessary
for the

good of

the whole. Self-development

to the collective’s ability to

was

the focal and generative

part of her educational interventions. Personal growth of the individual participants had to

be interwoven into the process of community development. She did not assume that

participation in activities

meant

to

improve

social

and economic conditions would bring

with
about self-development as a by -product. She deliberately and explicitly worked
participants to build self-esteem and self-confidence.
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Conversations and discussions with the Project Coordinator
revealed that she also
intended, consciously and unconsciously, that the project
be self-directed and self-paced.

She knew

that the project should focus

on what the community wanted when they

thought they were ready. She steadfastly kept

this principle.

Within the experiential model the function and

role of the intervenor

is

clear in

regard to the principles of self-awareness and interpersonal growth. Process
and

methodology then
is

is

key

to the success of experiential learning.

to facilitate that process

.

In the

outcome quite successfully by

Rose Hall experience,

intentionally guiding the

The

role of the intervenor

the intervenor facilitated this

Working Group through

participatory research and evaluation processes.

WAND's

philosophical premise, and the philosophy and theoretical base of the

intervenor resulted

in the

use of the following appropriate methodologies:

Training workshops that focused on self-esteem, self awareness and the
interpersonal skills needed to engage in collective action.

Consultations that resulted

in

periodic internal evaluations and the use of

participatory research methods. This resulted in the

community

creating and using their

own knowledge

Working Group and

the

consciously and

systematically.

Skills training related directly to current project activities.

The

infusion of external resources, monetary and others, as aid rather than as

an answer. These resources supported rather than directed the process.

Primary participation of women.
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Collective, participatory action to influence: (a)

women’s

roles; (b) their contributions to

quality of

5.3.3

development; and

attitudes towards

enhance the

(c)

life.

The Practice

of the

Women

The women who provided
two

community

essential elements of vision

Leaders of Rose Hall

the primary leadership to this project contributed the

and grassroots practice

that

enabled implementation of

project activities. Their vision of self transcended the definition of poor, incapable,

uneducated and only women. These are the words of the community

“In

my

heart

people saw
heart but
heart

The
them

I

I

it

was

knew
in

I

had something

me, but

I

afraid to let

could not
it

to say,

see.

something

to give others.

They knew but

out, afraid to

facilitator.

I

didn’t.

I

Other

knew

be criticized or shamed. But,

in

in

my

my

always knew.”

special experiences of the

to envision a “better”

women

community and

as

women

with skills to contribute, allowed

the need to maintain that “better”

community.

Their concept of “development” changed.

“Development

we must
if

is

something

continue to follow

you bring others along.

belonging together, what

“Of course
like the

government

and keep
the

the bakery

it

in

we can never

that
it

to the grave.

stop.

is

your development?

better off

said, but the

if

it’ll

Group has

got to consider the greater good
profit; they

be on people”.
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keep moving;

they raised the price of the bread

mind. They can’t just think of the

community and how hard

to

community and your sense of

you

would be

have

But the rewards are only satisfying

If

lose your

We

have

to consider

The

As one

practice that

emerged from

this vision

was rooted

behind the scenes accounts” of

listened to the

how

in

context and connection.

each activity was successfully

implemented, there was always a sense of how much thought was put
into what
connections has to be made

They knew

that project

other such constraints.

if

the

community was

to participate in the

implementation involved dealing with

How

new

endeavor.

attitudes, personalities,

and

ownership, commitment, responsibility, and participation

could be brought about was always as important as the achievement of material,

economic, or quantitative outcomes.

Most of
Latin

the theorists

and practitioners of the Popular Education movement

America and other developing nations

have argued

one found

in

that this contextual

many

(Freire, 1972;

industrialized countries.

It is

Gran, 1983; Tandon, 1981),

and connected way of knowing and acting

peasant societies, especially those

in

in

in the

world

is

developing and less

about valuing people’s knowledge and strengthening the

forces of relegitimizing people’s knowledge. Counter forces must be established to

demonstrate that popular knowledge and alternative systems of knowledge production
continue to be practiced by the poor

In the traditional

either

in

support of their daily struggle and survival.

development paradigm, “ordinary” people are not considered

knowledgeable or capable of knowing. Decisions affecting “ordinary” people

often based on “expert”

knowledge and any attempts by ordinary people

to

are

counter these

decisions are labeled as “uninformed” or “pedestrian”.

One
power

possible

way

out of this bind

is

to redefine the

to ordinary people. This implies democratization of
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purpose of knowledge as
knowledge-generation and

reduction in monopolistic control over the commodity of
knowledge. This further implies

power may

that the balance of

shift

from the

fists

of few to the hands of many.

If the

ordinary people, the have-nots, begin to have influence over
the processes of knowledgegeneration, utilization and dissemination, they can use the
trends of oppression against them.

authentic information.

reality correctly.

The

It

It

It

may

can definitely help to generate valid knowledge which represents

provides so

centrality of the

and implementation

efforts.

deliberately include

men

many

opportunities and possibilities.

“ways of knowing"

The most

to the

development

other

that this

is

vivid example of this

in the project process, to share

their realization that their relationships

and

to counter

also provide the researcher an opportunity to get

vision throughout the stages of the Rose Hall experience,

project,

power of knowledge

were

implied

is

the

in

which

and the

in all the

planning

women’s

decision to

ownership with them based on

just as important as other aspects of the

"development" was a community process. This

modes of development

activities

women

are “integrated” into

is

a far cry

from

development

projects,

but not really seen as “part of’ the decision-making and knowledge production process.

The

practice of

doing development

that has

emerged from

Hall also relates to the standpoint of feminist theory, that

the

women

women, given

of Rose

the opportunity,

will act

on the social world differently than men. The domains of the public and private

lives of

women

is political.

in the

Much

Caribbean and many other developing nations merge. The personal

of the critique of

Women

In

Development programs and be

directly

related to the failure of funders and implementing agencies to either understand or

consider these issues.

WID

programs have been
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criticized for

moving women

into the

economic sector without thought or consideration

how

to

this will affect

women’s

private

lives.

Furthermore, the

women

in the

Working Group

understanding of personal and political issues. This

is

kinds of projects that were chosen. For example, the
skills that

women

increased the standing of the

school not only took care of child care needs,

participate in the

activities

improved

economic

activities of the

had three underlying principles

home and

their status in both the

They made more

in

created fabric

first

we examine

if

closely the

educational efforts focused on

homes and

increased

the fields.

The

women’s opportunity

pre-

to

community. Each of the other project

common. With each
the

effort, the

women

community.

as

opposed

They served recognized community

activities

evident

in their

it

Rose Hall showed remarkably

effective use of existing resources.

They saved time and money

The

in

were not simply

to focusing

needs.

linear developments.

They were interwoven and

on growth and expansion.

They formed

a carefully

integrated activities, micro-activities, each

contributing to the larger macro community.

One example
community

of an integrated community activity would be the decision to build a

center. This activity

was

initiated at the very

beginning of the project. Not

only was a large cross section of the community actively involved

the successful completion of this

celebration. This

marked

for

community

them

center, there

was

in this project, but at

a large

community

a culmination of 10 years of work. This center serves
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the needs of practically every person in the

bakery,

is

used for adult education classes,

curricular activities, and social functions.

participatory

community.
all

It is

It

houses the pre-school, the

kinds of community meetings, extra-

a visible, tangible

outcome of “doing”

community development.

Being involved

in the actual

process of this project has been instrumental

recapturing and refining the capacities of these ‘ordinary’ people to conduct their

research.

It

has enhanced their self-confidence

in their

capacities in order for

analyze their situation and to develop solutions. In doing

facilities

so, the analytical

in

own

them

and

to

critical

of ordinary people which have been undermined and undervalued can be

reinstated. This process contributed have helped the people of

Working Group,
perspectives.

to reflect

on

Know

your people and

that

you

in

are going to

people;

let

them work

learn as

you

go. Learn

from

the answers.

at their

Be determined.

self-aware; look within yourself

Have

start.

make mistakes and

mistakes too.

Be

own

their history.

what you do; don’t think you have

Believe

their

the following simple guidelines:

Listen to them; start where they want to

Know

Hall, specifically the

uncover pertinent questions from

their situation,

They have offered

Rose

a vision.
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own pace and

learn

from

their

Go

step by step, but keep the whole thing in
mind.

Community Readiness

5.4

The

Project Coordinator identified one other element
which she considered to be

important to an understanding of the Rose Hall experience.
She called
Ellis thinking

readiness.

was

that

Rose Hall

s

physical and cultural isolation

The community had already been

meet many of

its

needs.

to

some

Community members were

was

extent, reliant

on

it

“readiness”. Pat

significant to this

its

own

efforts to

forced by their isolation to form a

sense of community.

The key

community

is

to the success of

any community development

is

the degree to

ready for the particular type of project. The degree of readiness

large extent, determine whether the project

community, what direction

is

which the
will, to a

relevant and/or acceptable to the

the project will take, the lack of participation and involvement

of community members, the eventual outcomes and benefits that the individuals and the

community

will derive

from the

project.

By

assessing the level of readiness of a

community, agencies and individuals who implement development

projects will be better

able to decide on the most appropriate project as well as the best starting point for the

project.

One

of the most important factors responsible for the positive outcomes of the

Pilot Project in

made

this

Rose

Hall,

was

community ready?

the ‘readiness’ of the

It is

community

for such a project.

important to examine a number of factors

in

What

order to

understand the relationships between these variables and the extent to which they can
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indicate whether or not a

community

is

ready. This analysis

was done within

of the Rose Hall Project experience and will therefore be of
significance
integrated rural

community development

projects.

It

may be

the context

in relation to

necessary to look

at

other

variables in relation to other types of projects, for example,
income-generating projects.

The following

community

1

•

.

aspects are of critical importance to assess the readiness of rural

for the implementation of an integrated

community development

project.

Size and proximity to the urban center

2.

The socio-economic

3.

The

level of

4.

The

level of organization within the

5.

The

distribution of power, authority, and leadership within the

6.

The

role of

situation

community cohesion

women

in

community

community

leadership and decision-making

Size and Proximity to an Urban Center

The distance of

a

community from an urban

center has important implications for

the direction as well as the pace of the development process within that

community which

is

far

from the urban center

advanced communication and technology
changes taking place

in that

is

is in

one sense cut

off.

community.

Any

A

access to

limited. This inadvertently impacts the

community.

Rural communities which are a long distance away from the urban centers and

which experience some

difficulty in inadequate transportation service,
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and lack of

economic

financial resources

may

of necessity have to develop, use and rely on
their

resources and use their initiative in order to survive. They
creating

new

may have

to

experiment

own

in

ideas and skills in an attempt to find solutions to their
problems. This not

only promotes and increases their self-reliance, but builds up
certain values and increases
a wealth of indigenous knowledge.

in the retention

of

many

traditional

The absence of modem forms of entertainment
forms of cultural practices such as

results

story-telling, folk

dance, and cultural theater.

Also, rural communities

in the

Eastern Caribbean tend to be small villages with

well-defined physical boundaries and comparatively small homogenous populations,
the
majority of which have direct access to or contact with the town only on special occasions

and for specific reasons.

Since most of the important resources, both material and human, but especially
the former, are available mainly in the town, the key to successful

reliance in these communities lies in

community

itself.

development lay
in

making use of the human resources within

The people of Rose Hall have analyzed

and have understood and accepted

this,

to

some

extent in their

that the

own

The Socio-Economic

In

will

power and

self-

the

the situation and have realized

the

means

to direct their

own

hands. They had to maximize their resources

order to promote and encourage self-reliance

•

development and

among community members.

Situation

any community, the socio-economic situation

will be

one of many factors

that

determine the level of readiness for a community project. The sources of income, as
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well as the income levels of

to

meet the basic needs of

community members, and whether

their families,

project or the aspect of a project which

is

of

critical

importance

how

two groups

they perceive each other

members

is

in

deciding the kind of

desirable, appropriate or necessary.

is

distribution of wealth and the class structure within
the

relationship between the

or not these are sufficient

‘the local elite’

important

if

community

The

as well as the

and the ‘more disadvantaged', and

the project to be

implemented

is

to benefit all

of the community.

The

quality of

be considered.

Is

life

and the standard of living within

the housing adequate, are there

enough

rural

communities must also

institutions or agencies to

provide necessary community services, and basic needs. Where these services
exist

people tend to have more time to attend other

•

activities outside of the

home.

Community Cohesion
The existence of

community promotes

a large

number of

In such an

is

in turn creates

communication

an atmosphere and climate

in

which

possible.

atmosphere

attitudes of openness, sharing

it is

much

easier for

and caring,

to

community members

be willing

well-being and belonging and community pride.

potential

networks and support systems within a

a high level of social interaction and informal

between community members. This

community cohesion

social

problems and conflict are more easily

cause serious or lasting adverse effects.
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to cooperate, to

Community

identified

spirit is

to

develop

develop a sense of

strengthened, and

and dealt with before they can

Rose Hall

is

a fairly

homogenous community

in

which there

a very wide and

is

extensive kinship network. There are four or five large families
whose
relatives

and whose family

ties are strong.

members

are

all

There are also a number of organized groups

and as one individual may be a member of two or more of these
groups, the opportunities
for frequent social interaction, both in formal and in informal
settings, are

This community

Rose

spirit,

the cohesion and

common

sense of purpose which exists

Hall, has been demonstrated time and time again during the

mobilization of the community to address

common

life

community

in

of the project. The

concerns and problems, and to take

collective action, has resulted in significant benefits for individual

for the

many.

members,

as a whole. Figure 5.3 illustrates the intersections of

as well as

community

organization, cohesion and mobilization.

Figure 5.3

Organizational structure

— community mobilization Rose

Hall,

St.Vincent

•

The Level of Organization within

The number of organized groups

members

are

accustomed

to organizing

a

Community

in a

community

themselves
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in

is

an indication that community

groups around

common

interests

and goals. Members of these groups over time gain some
rudimentary
experience

in

planning, organization and decision-making.

introduce or implement a

community

By

skills

and

using such groups to

project, the project will be operating within an

organizational framework from the beginning and the organizational
base can be

strengthened, refined, and expanded.

When

the Pilot Project

was introduced

organized groups were involved

in the

in

Rose

and the

result has

in

from

community has broadened

organizational development and

management have increased

been an on-going process of community participation. All these groups

function simultaneously in the community.

Members

participate actively in decision-

making through mass dialogue during organized community meetings which
feature and at

In

which community consensus on important issues

Rose

Hall,

lead, the initiative,

From

women

have been

at the

and have been involved

at

the “natural leader of the

community”.

is

every level

in the

was

They have taken

identified

were

and accepted as

in

positions, for example, a pastor in one of the largest congregations in the

able to influence, encourage and support other

self-esteem and to accept greater responsibility
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women were
women

leadership

community

is

a

respected, had status, were

to build

in the affairs

the

decision-making process.

A number of other women

strong leadership qualities. These

are a regular

reached.

center of these groups.

the very beginning of the project, a female teacher

woman, with

their

planning and the implementation of the project. As

the project progressed, the organizational base in the

considerably, the skills

Hall, representatives

up

their confidence

of the community.

and

•

Power, Authority and Leadership within the Community

The

power and type and nature of

distribution of

the leadership in a

can determine whether a community project will be successful.
figures and leaders?

leaders?

and
a

What

rigid, or is

are the authority

Are they self-appointed or did the community accept them

as

are their areas of responsibility? Is their style of leadership
authoritarian,

it

flexible

and open, and

is it

effective and acceptable to the

whole? Where does the power and authority

shared leadership?

leader(s),

Who

community

If there is,

how

is it

lie,

with one leader

What

shared?

do they have the confidence and respect of

represent the community’s views outside of the

leaders or did they

emerge

as “natural” leaders?

provide valuable insights into where and with

is

in a

community

group or

there

is

the status and reputation of the

the people?

How

well do they

community? Have they been

The answers

whom

as

the

elected as

to these questions will

power

in a

community

lies.

This

provides an understanding of the existing decision-making process which will influence
the kind of training necessary to initiate the project.

During her

initial visit to

suggestions from the

women

their choice in identifying

Rose

with

Hall, the Project Coordinator

whom

someone

knew and accepted
certain

that

to represent

them on

functioning

in

Rose

woman,

the

Hall.

Advisory Committee. More

woman. When

the project

she readily accepted the responsibility. She

community members saw her

amount of power and

asked for

she spoke individually about the project, for

than seventy five per cent of them suggested one particular

coordinator spoke to the identified

(WAND)

authority in her.

The coordinators of

as a leader

and had invested a

However, shared leadership

is

real

and

the various project committees and
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all

the

members of

the

Working Group,

are

viewed by the community members

as ‘leaders’.

There have really been no serious conflicts between the many leaders. There

is

quite a

clear definition and delineation of roles and responsibilities and an understanding of

shared leadership which has helped both the leaders and the people to see
leaders

is

the

•

complement and support each other

development of

their

in

order to achieve their

how

common

the various

goals which

community.

The Number of Women

in

Leadership Roles

Traditionally in the Caribbean,

women

in the

Community

have been involved

in

community

activity.

Their involvement has been both on an informal basis as part of support networks and
informal social groupings, as well as organized church groups. The involvement has been

voluntary and usually seen as

promoting

in

some way

the

women’s

make

decisions (even

successful.

On

their skills

can be used

a whole,

Both men and

to gain

if it’s

However,

development of many

The women’s involvement
them with opportunities

roles.

in

some

in other

women

has been a factor

communities

in

in the region.

such community groups and activities has provided

practical skills.

on a very small scale)

women

rural

this

have accepted

in

They

plan, organize,

order for the activity to be

their supportive role

spheres of decision-making

have been socialized

in the

and do not realize

Women

dominance,

are therefore often

deliberately excluded or prevented or voluntarily absent themselves from

meetings and gatherings where men take the dominant leadership

that

community.

to accept as natural that

power, and authority, are predominantly male characteristics.
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manage and

role.

community

Women

appear to

be more willing and anxious to experiment and

to

be more flexible; and they are more

inclined to listen, to empathize and sympathize with others.
These qualities, along with
their

experience

potential

.

to

know

of

women

It is

in social

and community

important therefore,

in assessing the level

number of women involved

the

in

activities, represent to a large extent, leadership

in

community

leadership positions in comparison to the

and the extent

to

which women have a voice and

of readiness

in

and groups, the percentage

activity

number of men

participate in

any community,

in similar positions

community

decision-

making.

In

women

in

Rose Hall even before

the advent of the Pilot Project, there were at least

positions of authority and status, and

community. One

is

in the Project,

is

directly

they both exert considerable influence in the

community. At another

level, there are

community groups and

activities.

many women

involved

in all

of the organized

extent to which the above factors are present will to a large extent determine

the possibility for the success of the project in that

larger the

accepted as such by the

a teacher, and the other, a female pastor. Although only one

and actively involved

The

who were

two

number and

success. This

is

It

would appear

that the

the higher the degree of incidence, the better the chances for

not to suggest however that this type of project should never be tried

these conditions do not

implemented

community.

in the

all exist,

but

it

is

to

same way and achieve

if

be aware that no one project can be

the

same

community.
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results, positive or negative, in

every

Within
the

this Pilot Project

many

of the issues which affect

women’s

participation in

development process have been highlighted. The people of
Rose Hall have examined

these issues and have gained a better understanding
of
the entire

community,

are affected

when such

how and why women,

issues are not addressed.

As

have planned and implemented a number of action projects and
programs

change

this situation, to

remove some of

women’s

skill transfer

exposure

new

a

in

order to

community. The project had

a

lives in the following areas:

and an increasing sense of confidence

to outside

development agents

status within the family

proud of

a result they

the constraints, and to facilitate greater

participation of everyone in the development of the

positive impact on the

as well as

national and international

and the community. Spouses were supportive and

their wives’ or partners’

growing sense of

-

accomplishments

solidarity within the groups

which transcended

the age

barriers

a consciousness-raising process throughout the life of the project.

Over

the life of the project, certain characteristics have

of critical importance

participation of

in projects

women

and programs which seek

(and indeed of

all

members

emerged which seem

to facilitate greater

of rural communities)

of rural development. These are:

1

.

2.

Involvement

in

research activities.

Provision of broad based non-formal education and training.
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to be

in the

process

5.5

3.

Development of

4.

The involvement and support of men and

5.

Community

action programs and projects to meet specific.

children.

mobilization and collective action.

Implications of the Rose Hall Experience

For each of

their projects in the

project committees involved as

Rose Hall community,

many community members

and decision-making process for each project

activity.

the

Working Group and

as possible in the planning

They did

this

by conducting

community surveys and organizing frequent community meetings. Between September
1982 and February 1983
project.

five

community meetings were

The average attendance

discussions between

members

at

members of

these meetings were about 75 persons. Informal

the

working group, project committees and community

take place continuously, and within the village there

satisfactory

is

an atmosphere of

communication.

The Participatory Planning Process

5.5.1

It is

clear that the people of

Rose Hall understand

they want their projects to succeed. Those

need

called to discuss the pre-school

to

understand

by building into

this

and

to

show

their proposals

their

money

to

who

the importance of planning

if

fund and support development projects

commitment, not just by paying
fund the time

it

lip service,

but

takes for project participants to

plan and implement community projects.

The people of Rose Hall

also realize that

government

can provide and make available resources which they need
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in

officials

and policy-makers

order to design and

implement community development programs and

begun

to

view themselves

as planners,

own community. Based on

and

to see

how

At the same time they have

collective action

is

benefiting their

these realizations, they have devised strategies for getting

government departments and persons linked

much needed

projects.

to other

government agencies,

to

channel

resources to them.

Their strategy

is

a relatively simple one.

The working group

or project committee

develops a plan of action which identifies the resources that they need and which
agency
has or controls these. Next, the secretary or project coordinator writes a

letter to the

appropriate official stating the problem, laying out their plan and requesting either
specific resources or a meeting to discuss the plan. This

the official to the

community

may

be followed by a

visit

from

or by a visit to the official’s office by a delegation from the

community. The purpose, agenda and outcomes of these meetings

community meeting during which
participatory process used in the

the

community’s position

Rose Hall project
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is

is

are discussed at a

planned.

A

model of

outlined in Figure 5.4 below.

the

2 weeks

Problem

to

Solutions explored

»

6 months
2

working

Project ideas discussed

wee ks

to

2

identified

Project ideas presented to wider

community through informal
discussions and in community

>

months

group

meetings
Project ideas accepted or other ideas

responsible

explored
2 weeks
to

2

Project committee selected

»

Project coordinator chosen

months

Discussion of project idea by Working

Group and
3

wee ks

to

project committee

Data collection through community
surveys and individual interviews

>

6 months

project

Identification of resources within and

external to the

community
committee

Contact with relevant national
agencies government and

weeks

3
to

2

NGOs

Collection and analysis of data

»

Presentation of findings to

months

in a

community

community meeting

responsible

Selection of project participants

Development of Plan of Action and
implementation phases of the project

4 weeks

Setting up of procedures for record-

to

keeping, reporting, monitoring and

3

>

months

evaluation
Finalizing plans for implementation

Implement project according
on-going

Keep

the

to Plan

community informed on

progress of project (including

problems) through organized meetings

and informal discussions

Figure 5.4

Figure model of participatory planning process used by the

Working Group

to develop

and implement community development
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projects

joint

Linkages and Efferts

5.5.2

The above mentioned

strategies has

had positive

project has had and continues to
have an impact far
rural

effects.

beyond

The outcomes of this

the boundaries of this small

community. Linkages have been formed,
strengthened and reinforced between

people

at

the

community

national, regional

•

At the

As

level

and groups, agencies and organizations

and international

at the local,

levels.

local level

a result of the

development of the adult education program

in

similar classes were started last year in two
neighboring villages (Rose

Bordel).

A

few young male teachers from these

in these

two other

villages

It

Hall,

Bank and

villages attended training

resource persons in the Rose Hall Adult Education
Program.

because the program

Rose

Petit

workshops

for

should be noted that

were not a community

effort, they

have

not been sustained as the one in Rose Hall.

Members

Women’s groups

of the community Working Group have responded to
requests from
in

neighboring villages to

visit

and hold discussions about the Rose Hall

project.

•

At the national

level

Linkages have been made with both government and non-governmental
organizations.

Government Agencies.

The Department of Agriculture has responded
Groups by providing resources and personnel

to requests

from the Farmer’s

for the agricultural

component

of the adult education program. The Marketing Board has responded
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to

invitations

from

the farmers to

meet and discuss marketing and use of surplus

produce.

The Department of Education. This department has
various delegations from the community,

it

entertained and listened to

has provided resources for use

the adult education program, and has
supported the

program

in

in

numerous

ways.

The Department of Community Development. The Working
Group has been
in

contact with this department and has been able to obtain
a sewing machine

for

its

sewing

project.

construction of a

The Community

community

continue to participate

in

building.

also received assistance for the

Members

panel discussions and

of the

make

Working Group

presentations about the

process of community development. Field officers have participated
initial

three-week training program

in participatory

in the

approaches to community

needs assessment, and the department has recognized the need for such

ongoing

training.

Non-Governmental Organizations

CANSAVE

(Canadian Save The Children)

CANSAVE’s

,

St.Vincent.

staff participated in the initial training

has held numerous training workshop for the

Two members

workshop, and

of

WAND

staff.

National Pre-School Committee and

Red Cross Committee. The Pre-School

Committee

links with these

worked

in

Rose Hall established

closely with them.
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two committees and has

At the regional

The impact of

WAND

s

level

the pilot Project at the regional level has resulted
mainly through

contact with groups, agencies and other national
government programs

in the

region.

University of the

West

Indies (UWI).

Two

departments of

responsible for training Field Extension Officers from
islands.

all

UWI

the Caribbean

These are the Faculty of Agriculture Extension and

trainees.

the

same

Through these

the Extra

Mural

WAND conducts training sessions in this

Social Welfare Training Center.

program and uses

are directly

participatory training

sessions,

WAND

is

methodology with

the

able to share not only the

experience of the Pilot Project, but specific information and data on the lives
of

women

in rural

communities.

Regional Media. Information about the Pilot Project has been provided

media workers throughout

to

the region. This has included press releases, radio

interviews and Radio presentations which focus on agricultural and rural

development programs and projects

in the

Eastern Caribbean.

Regional Workshops, Seminars, Conferences. The experience of the Pilot
Project has also been shared with participants

meetings over the

life

at

a

WAND unit

is

Eastern Caribbean. There are

in the

Rose Hall

a regional program. Its staff

government and non-governmental organizations

Rose Hall within

regional

of the project. There have been requests for more

information on the process and methodology used

Furthermore, the

number of

many

in all

work with

of the islands of the

opportunities to share the experience of

the region. St. Lucia,

Grenada and Barbados have been

experimenting with some of the methodologies used
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project.

in

Rose

Hall.

•

At the international

Linkages

level

at this level

have been created through

WAND contacts and

international networks at conferences, during visits,
and by

means of documentation and

audio-visual materials (slides and photographs). In addition,
visitors to Rose Hall have

included representatives of three funding agencies: Ford
Foundation of
initial

funding agency, Carnegie Corporation of

from the

Institute of

New

York, and

USAID. Three

the

visitors

Adult Education, Arusha Tanzania, were very impressed with
the

high level of community organization and participation of the people

Rose

New York

in the project in

Hall.

Influencing Policy at National levels

5.5.3

To what

extent planners will use the experience of Rose Hall as an integral part of

the strategy of national

development planning

still

of their doing so

long term

The Technical

Agriculture and

in the

is

a real one.

Community Development have

remains to be seen, but the possibility
Officers in the Ministries of

already indicated that they would like to

expose

their field officers to training in the participatory

used

in

Rose

rural

communities, and use the people of Rose Hall as key resource persons

Hall. Hopefully, they will begin to

methodology which

promote and support

is

being

initiatives in other

to share their

experiences with their counterparts.

Policy-makers could draw the following outcomes from

1

.

this project:

Pre-planning with project participants has a direct and positive bearing on

outcome.
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Training inputs that go beyond the technical area, and include
relationships,

2.

process monitoring, power sharing, and management training can
lead

to

qualitatively richer results.

3.

A community

building focus and goal can lead to

even for those not directly involved

more permanent change,

in the project,

project focus, which can further complicate

than obtains with a narrow

community tensions and

jealousies.

However,

there are

many

other factors to be considered

in

order to assess the

extent of the national influence of the Rose Hall project.

1

.

Insufficient formal contact

The

Project Coordinator

government

between

(WAND)

officials at all levels

WAND and government officials.

has had

many

informal contacts with

between September 1980 and September

1982. However, a questionnaire administered to the

an official

visit in

latter in

October 1982 and

February 1983 revealed that there was a general feeling

there should have been

that

more formal meetings and discussions between

WAND and government officials. In addition, many officials said that
although they had received written reports, they were not often able to read
these because of their busy schedules. Others said that although they were

generally aware of the project, they had no direct contact or detailed

knowledge of

Two

project activities.

possible reasons for this situation

may have been

the use of ineffective or

inappropriate communication strategies. This brings into sharp focus not only
the role of intermediary organizations in initiating and implementing

community development
officials

2.

projects, but their relationship with both

government

and community members.

The

Project Advisory Committee.

The

rationale for establishing this committee has already been discussed. This
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is

another area

planning

in

which

activities.

At

the

its

Rose Hall project can influence other
National

inaugural meeting in

December 1980,

the suggested

and functions were discussed and agreed
upon. As the project progressed
however, it appeared that members either
had not clearly understood and/or
roles

accepted these

Project Coordinator
their

own

During the early stages, meetings were called
by the

roles.

who

finally suggested that

meet when and

initiative to

if

members should and could

necessary. This took

some time

use

to

happen.

Another factor which influenced the functioning of
representatives of different agencies

who

fact that

Rose Hall community representatives)

some

difficulty in journeying to

Rose

Hall,

meant

comprised and what

3.

criteria

should

it

members

that

that contact

between the

useful. Is such a

serve?

(except

near the town and find

In selecting Project

Committees, the following questions might be

What purposes can and

of the

all

live in or

committee and the community was minimal.

necessary?

committee was

attended meetings initially were not

always the same persons. Furthermore, the
the

the

How

should be used to select

its

Advisory

committee

should

it

be

members?

Publicizing the Project

Because of

WAND's connections

networks, the Pilot Project
these levels.

The

project

Rose Hall has had a

fair

was not however publicized

much

later in 1983.

initial

stages the necessary

It

in

and linkages with regional and international

has been suggested that

mechanisms

amount of
in St.

publicity at

Vincent

itself until

WAND did not build into the

to ensure that the local

media were

kept abreast of project activities as they evolved. In addition, the Project

Coordinator believed that such publicity and exposure too early

in the life

the project might have had an adverse effect on the p rocess. At the
the fact that the

time,

emphasis within the Project was on process rather than on

outputs meant that there was nothing tangible to show or publicize
the project

same

of

had been

in

existence for
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some

time.

until after

On

another level, the responsibility for local
publicity might have been more

appropriately handled by persons in

St. Vincent

such as members of the

Advisory Committee or even by the community
members or members of

Working Group

the

itself.

In the case of the latter, the reasons for
their lack of attention to publicity

might have been due

to a

number of

factors such as, a shortage of

human

resources, difficulty in contacting the media in
Kingstown, and lack of time to

prepare releases. At the same time, activities and
programs were emerging

quick succession, and

some

in

cases simultaneously.

Working Group viewed

these

concentrated on them

the expense of publicity.

Given

at

community

the important role that an informed

It

would appear

activities as priority

media can play

in

in

that the

and

influencing

policy, both positively and negatively, persons and
agencies implementing

development projects should take
planning

in

order to decide

how

this into consideration early in their

best to relate to the media, both local and

external.

5.5.4

Links to Social Movements

What
alternative

are the links

between participatory community development

development paradigm, and contemporary

social

movements.

as an

Historically,

alternative systems have been related to and based on the ordinary people’s need to

survive which has meant maintaining close links with the struggle of people. In

contemporary manifestation,

this alternative

development strategy must discover,

as build such links to the people’s struggles and social

It

seems

its

as well

movements.

that voluntary organizations, grassroots practitioners,

development

workers and other catalysts of social change have been providing the major momentum
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to

the practice

movements

and conceptualization of participatory research
around
in particular

to preserve natural resources provides

different parts of the world,

the poor and ordinary people.
strategy

one such

movements have emerged

and control over natural resources

to,

Four

social

have links with the participatory approach
movement.

The movement

access

the world.

The

in

link. In

response to lack of

water and forests, by

like land,

centralized, elite-controlled,

development

leading to dispossession of the poor and displacement
from their

is

traditional access to

and ownership of natural resources. Degradation of

natural resources has been another major consequence
of the current

development strategy being followed worldwide. The Participatory
approach
has contributed by helping ordinary people to generate

new knowledge, and

to

appropriate knowledge produced by the dominant system.

The

participatory approach paradigm has developed links with the
workers’

m ovement, particularly workers in
the

economy. The struggles of

women

the unorganized

and the informal sectors of

rural laborers, informal sector

workers on issues of wages,

rights,

workers and

workplace health and

safety,

and

living conditions in slums and housing colonies, have been the areas where

participatory practice has played an active role.
their

own

It

has also served to highlight

experiences as workers to provide them with a legitimate basis for

the representation of their rights in society. In

takeover of economic enterprises

them has been

in

some

contexts, workers’

order to collectively

manage and

control

the focus of participatory efforts. Workers’ cooperatives in

different parts of the world have also provided links with participatory

practices in several countries. Workers’ inquiry as an ongoing theme of the

struggles of the working class as an integral
to be the basis for the links to this social

The

component of

links.

The

special experiences of
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seems

movement.

participatory approach paradigm and the

grounded

that struggle

women’s movement have

women

as

women,

well-

the recognition

of unique modes of inquiry have been the
basis for establishing these links
specifically with participatory practices.

two have included

The

the struggle to overthrow

treated as persons in their

own

right; the

points of interaction between the

women’s double oppression

formation of

women’s

to

be

organizations;

the efforts to expose domestic violence; and
the struggle to gain equal and just
status for

women

The human

rights

in society.

and peace movements have been arenas for links with

participatory research paradigms. In
the daily violation of

movements.

The

I

am

human

these links in order to realize

rights has

not too definite

future practice of any

its

many

form of

how

societies with military dictatorships

been the basis for organizing

social

strong these links are.

the participatory

paradigm needs

historical potential as a contribution to

to focus

on

contemporary

efforts at social transformation.

5.6

Significance of the Rose Hall Experience

The concept, approach, and methodology of

community development process

in

Rose

the participatory approach used in the

Hall, evolved with several significant

characteristics.

This was a process of knowing and acting. People engaged

in the

process

simultaneously enhanced their understanding and knowledge of a particular
situation as well as take action to

participation attempts to

remove

change

it

to their benefit.

the established

That kind of

dichotomy of knowing and

using that knowledge. Knowledge for the sake of knowing alone

emphasized; knowing

The process

is

is

is

de-

linked to a concrete action.

initiated in the context of the actual reality

which

the poor and

ordinary people intend to change. Therefore, an existing problem provides the
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motivation for engaging

initial

where people

may

they

are already

initiate the

in the participatory

aware of a problem and

process themselves. They

paradigm. In situations

articulate

may

may

or

enough about
not use the

resources of external experts. In other situations,
some outsiders
activists or educators, or researchers

— may provide

However,

from

it

the involvement of people

begins with an external push,

is

it.

the initial

be they

problem focus.

that situation in the process,

even

if

a necessary element of the participatory

process of development.

The

beneficiaries of the project must have control over the
process of

and acting.

It is

easier to obtain control

themselves. In case of external

of and
party

in the situation

may

initiative,

it

is

is

a slow process by which people

knowledge

if this

an expert. Experts have a tendency to control others; ordinary

imperative that the processes

to an expert’s control. In either event,

shift control

it is

over the process of knowing and

to the people in that situation.

The methodology of

the participatory process attempts to reduce or eliminate

the limitations of classical research.

which are prevalent

It

employs methods of data collection

in classical research.

However,

and phenomenological methods which

“unscientific" in the classical model.
inter-personal

it

also emphasizes

are generally considered

The methodology, however,

communication among

different parties

clarification of the motives of the external party

if

which requires groups of people
context

is

to

stresses

and demands

any.

important characteristic of the participatory process

in this

the people

begin to control the participatory process. The external

people tend to voluntarily submit

An

comes from

initiative

not relinquish control so easily. This gets further complicated

external party

qualitative

when

knowing

is its

collective nature

engage together. The most important step

collective analysis of a given situation.
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It is

this significant

distinction

from the

traditional

paradigm

effort. It is a collective enterprise

The

and

that

makes research an

individual

this is reflected in its different
steps.

collective nature of the participatory process
has been the creation of

organizations

among

the poor and ordinary people.

The process bring

these

persons together, collective sharing, analyze and
action generate strong

connections between them. Over a period of time, these
connections grow and
are sustained.

Finally, the participatory process
in

it.

The people

in the situation

is

an educative experience for those engaged

become aware and more knowledgeable

through their engagement. They become more knowledgeable
about methods
of knowing and analysis; they become aware of their situation
and possible

way

to

change

that situation.

the participatory process

development process

Examined

make valuable

in the light

It is

this

paradigm a

that is a

component of learning

distinctive alternative

for

that

all

makes

model of a

people to people process.

of the above characteristics, this alternative approach can

contributions not only in the English Speaking Caribbean Nations but also

throughout the Less Developed Nations such as Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
highlight possible approaches to development.

It

can be used effectively to engage

adult literacy, primary health care, agricultural practice,

used as a tool for local confrontation.

It

It

can contribute

economic

enterprise.

It

can

in

can be

to people’s organizations,

conscientization and liberation.

The importance of community and

rural

saliency of the issues in managing development.

challenging.

Community and

rural

development
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development

The

task

is

illustrates the scale

as important as

illustrates the linkages

it

is

between

and

administrative incapacity and underdevelopment.

It

organizational dilemmas and behavioral issues.

will not

It

requires thinking through

program and project design and implementation. The
need
approaches are also necessary ingredients.

Among

happen without
for simplicity

skillful

and empirical

the recurring themes, there are three

that are particularly critical:

1
.

participatory learning organizations

2.

the danger in relying solely on technocratic

3.

and listening

to the specific

competence

needs of people within their

own

diverse and

culturally distinctive situations.

Participatory learning represents one of the main

doubt

to

cope with errors and

highly uncertain environment of development. Learning from
those errors

in the

should be a must for

examine error
prerequisite

ways

in

organizations that work on rural development.

An openness

to

order to better understand what happened needs to be an absolute

— from

international

all

the small farmer organizations and cooperatives to the large

donor assistance organizations, however remote from the scene.

There are no technocratic “quick

fixes”.

The key

is

to focus

on organizations and

processes. For example, small farmers and peasant producers have an innate

understanding of the dimensions of their environment. The cultural complexity of

environment

is

that

an important part of their story. Anyone working with rural or community

development must constantly be
diversity occurs and differs

listening for the variations within that diversity.

from area

to area within single regions of
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And

any one country.

this

Managing

rural

development, therefore, requires constant attention

to these very specific

differences.

Withdrawal and band-aid approaches

are usually tempting.

Pessimistic withdrawal will consign millions living

degradation.

The opposite course

is

to try

in rural

the

to build the kinds of organizations

same time

and institutions

is

to the

development process

with predictable results,

it

is

not neat,

is all

does for those of us

alternative

own

view

problems

way

is

it

in the

in practice, is

what

a participatory

not a set of ideas that can be applied at

cannot be rounded

off,

and

it is

difficult to chart.

political implications of one’s

business of education and development

of thinking about research which

random

may

suit the

is

work.

to offer an

needs of our work and our

values more closely.

This

initiated

efforts

is

at

about.

does not eliminate the need to constantly evaluate

it

to strive for a longer

an innovative, creative, responsive process where

Finally, participatory research

What

is

that deal with specific

learning and adaptation will always be occurring. That,

approach

poverty to further

that they build a self-sustaining capacity for the future.

Managing development

It

and scope of

anything that appears to work and that appears

have a visible payoff. The creative and important course

and

scale

development problems can be very overwhelming and pessimism abounds.

rural

to

The

quite possibly an increasing trend to successful development efforts

and organized by ordinary,

by poor,

“illiterate”

and

common

rural people,

people across the world. Such successful

underscore the “correctness” of their
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knowledge and paradigms
their efforts

5.6.1

for

development and change;

after all, they

must have based

on “correct” assumptions since they did succeed.

Dissemination and Strengths of Model

The dissemination of
and application

is

tested methods, techniques, or

crucial to sustaining their benefits. In this stage, as in

of development projects, the participation of beneficiaries
sustainability.

projects to

Undoubtedly, the most

difficult

problem

and scale of other locales and areas

other phases

at this

stage

is

transferring

areas, other nations,

and other

are significant to the dissemination

transfer of this process paradigm. Careful attention

pilot projects to building political

all

a primary factor affecting

is

government agencies, other organizations, other

locales. Size

programs through replication

must be given

in the earliest

commitment and support among those who

and

stages of

will decide

about their expansion and replication. The base support must be broadened quickly when
positive results

first

attracted to them.

appear and the interest of other government agencies must be

Because

Pilot Projects

support could be very important

it

do not receive much

comes time

to discuss the

attention, this

added

scheme’s long term

Aggressive public relations efforts during the project are a necessary part of the
project’s life

The

if

eventual adoption

greatest

is

is

all

pilot projects into larger scale

the assumption that they can be transferred elsewhere without

further testing or adaptation, and that they can be

But

pilot

an objective.

problem of transforming experimental,

production or service

future.

managed by conventional procedures.

development projects are somewhat experimental, and even seemingly routine

replications of process, or methodology, often meet unanticipated difficulties
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when

transferred

from one

cultural setting to another,

government operating agencies, or from

Pilot projects can

from specialized project

units to

the initial stage to full scale production.

perform a number of important functions. They
can

applicability of innovations in places with
conditions similar to those under

experiments were performed and they can
innovations

in

In the

test the feasibility

test the

which

the

and acceptability of

new environments.

Rose Hall Experience,

the following are

some valuable concepts

that

could

be useful for replication and dissemination.

•

The Role of Funders

One
is

in

Development Projects

of the realities faced by both development agencies and by rural
communities

the need for financial resources to

implement development

projects.

funders are beginning to accept the fact that community participation
projects to be successful,

of

community

it

is still

debatable

participation, especially

when

how many

Although many

is

necessary for

of them are committed to the idea

tangible or

economic benefits take long

to

happen. Funder are very anxious to see tangible outputs, and quantitative measures of
success

in

too short a space of time.

Successful development projects, like the Rose Hall Pilot Project

is

a long an

often slow process which takes considerable time, effort, motivation, energy, and money.

In this particular project, tangible benefits, such as, the pre-school project

emerge

after

two

years.

However,

the ‘intangible’ benefits

began

were evident even

to

after six

months. Such ‘intangible’ benefits as self-esteem, and self-confidence are necessary
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before rural

women

can handle an income-generating project.

that the first tangible

program and

If

this

outcome of

the Pilot Project

has been the base from which

a non-formal adult education

the other tangible projects have grown.

communities, they also need

.

2.

in

projects, they not only need to channel their funds to local,
indigenous

agencies and development workers

1

also significant to note

funders are serious about and committed to community
participation

development

their

all

was

It is

who

are closer to

to consider

and have a better understanding of

and adopt the following:

More

flexible

and open approaches and conditions of funding

More

realistic

time-frames

in

which

to expect

development

to yield tangible

results

3.

Simpler and

4.

More

less

creative

complicated accounting and reporting procedures

ways of measuring and assessing

the success of projects and

programs

A

5.

genuine and sympathetic, though not patronizing, attitude towards the

beneficiaries of the project.

The

role of the external funder, in this case, did serve to

open spaces and

opportunities. This decision was, at least in part, a function of a historical stage in the

funding of

WID programs. When

the

Rose Hall project was

initially

and other potential funders did not as yet have solid models for

Approaches
theories.

like

Once

funded, foundations

WID programs.

income generation or micro enterprises were not so much models but

the application of this theory

drive has been to transport

it,

was given

structure in a given context, the

as a model, into other contexts.
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When

this

happens,

regardless of ones original philosophical stance,
methodology and process

technique driven.

When

become

these techniques succeed, implementing
organizations and

funding agencies are given

credit.

When

they

fail,

people, methodologies and whole value

systems are blamed.

•

The Role of

The

role of

WAND and the Project Coordinator served to facilitate the decision

making and actions
While

the

the Intervenor or Project Coordinator

that

community

were taken within the spaces and opportunities

that

were opened.

controlled the decision making and actions, the facilitation process

assured that the process was methodical, systematic, and empirical. The decision by

WAND to implement the project in this way, however, was not based on a model, in the
sense described above. The decision was based on a philosophical perspective that was
clearly defined and articulated.

criteria

had not yet forced

What

is

important

in

an historical context,

is

that funding

WAND to comply with an externalized definition of success or

process.

In almost every instance

agencies (that

However, a

is,

large

like or expect.

external to the

number of

development projects

community

in

which

are initiated

by external persons or

the projects are being implemented).

these projects do not succeed as well as their initiators would

To understand

the reason for this failure several issues need to be

considered.

1

.

2.

The nature and purpose of

the intervention

The timing and duration of

the initial and each subsequent intervention
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The personal

3.

The nature of

characteristics and institutional base of the intervenor.

the relationship

since to a large extent

it

between the intervenor and

determines the outcome of any project.

a

community

is

crucial

A development worker

needs to approach community members with respect and not with condescension,
sensitive to the unique features and characteristics of the

own

be open and honest about her

from the community

to learn

not to intervene as well as

When

capabilities

Most

as well.

when and

the Pilot Project

for

community and

and limitations and

its

members,

long to do

was conceived

it

was

know when

so.

anticipated that the Project

Coordinator, a

WAND field officer, would need to spend approximately ten days per

month

Hall, at least during the

in

Rose

first

to

to display a willingness

importantly, the coordinator must

how

to be

year of the project. However, the longest

period spent in the community has been the three weeks of the

initial

training

workshop

(March-April 1981).

During the
realized that the

She realized too

some of
needed

members

of the

workshop (May 1981)

Working Group had

the Project Coordinator

ideas and experiences, practical

planning and organizing, and that they were enthusiastic and willing to take some

skills in

action.

first visit after this

the

to

new

that they

needed time and space

to try out

and experiment with

ideas and skills to which they had been recently exposed, that they

make mistakes and

to learn

from those mistakes, and

that her presence too

often and for too long might lead to building dependency rather than self-sufficiency and

self-reliance.
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Once

when

the group realized that support and assistance

they needed

ability to

it,

they

implement the

was developed during
to

welcomed

project.

who

visited

own

adequate feedback, recording and monitoring system

workshop and

the group

the

project progressed both the

that, the

term

is

able to use this

performance. Finally, the appointment of a local liaison

group and the Coordinator

number of

visits

at

WAND in Barbados. As the

and duration of each

most part the community has been organizing and managing

What does

was

once every two or three weeks, ensured quick and easy

communication between

the

readily available

the challenge and gained self-confidence in their

the initial three-week

analyze and assess their

officer

An

would be

the discussion

visit

its

decreased and for

own

affairs.

above say about the issues of replicability?

It

suggests

not an appropriate one. Rather than represent a definite and fixed model,

the principles of the

Rose Hall

project instead provide a guide to the character of the

changes which would be required

in a

similar project.

The

specific contours of the

transformation would vary from area to area, country to country, nation to nation.
Nevertheless, the aims, objectives and process broadly defined throughout

this

case study,

are applicable across the Caribbean region.

This discussion, therefore, suggests that a concept

relevant.

Under

like transferability is

the concepts of transferability, and for purposes of the

more

Rose Hall process,

philosophies and intentions can be transferred from one context to another.

Methodologies, practices and impacts, while remaining similar from project

would change

to

accommodate

to project,

special characteristics of the area.. Specific activities, the

outcomes and the benefits of a given

project,

however, would change from
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site to site

and

would always be contextual.

knowing would have

Women

to

also

mean,

that contextual

and connected ways of

would mean

in turn

that

where

and Development projects are concerned the focus should not be on
on economic outcomes, but on

naming and defining development

Neither

The lessons

to

terms of

be derived are from

human

Development

women

their role as leaders

and

their

for themselves.

WAND or Rose Hall are unique to the issue of community development.

their effort; the implications

in

would

be operational factors. This

integration, nor specifically

role in

It

this

documentation of the implementation process of

and significance of

this inquiry, is that

development,

at least

betterment, can be achieved through participation and empowerment.

can, and in fact should, be achieved without funders and implementing

agencies pre-establishing outcomes and

implementing agencies committed

to

activities.

Furthermore, funders and

empowerment and

development should carefully re-think defining agenda’s
funding process, and more carefully consider

and provide opportunities. The Rose

hall

how and

in

a

human

in too

centered, sustainable

narrow a way through the

what ways they can open spaces

experience offers us an approach based on the

analysis of success not failure and a theory derived from praxis.

5.7.

Characteristics of

An

The Alternative Paradigm

explanation of the main conceptual components of

this

proposed alternative

thought to have broader and more flexible power, has been defined

key

to this alternative process

development. The

paradigm

initial stage, the

lies in

in

chapter four. The

the project implementation and

process of implementation of programs are essential to
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sustaining the entire project.

The Rose Hall

phases which are described and elaborated

project

in

was summarized

in three critical

chapter four.

1.

Phase One (1981-1984): Education, Training and Participatory
Research.

2.

Phase

Two

(1984-1989)Consolidating Activities, Developing Leadership and

Management

3.

Skills.

Phase Three (Since 1990): Consolidation of Gains, Reassessment and
Sustainability.

However,

a

word of caution

is in

order.

The

alternative theorizing should not be

seen as a theoretical breakthrough ready to remedy the theoretical deficiency inherent
the former

methods of development.

to fall into the

same

region. There

in

is,

NGOs

themselves point out, there

is

as yet

no consensus

in the

any one nation about the details of a new development model for the

however, widespread agreement about the essential elements of a

developmental alternative.

Cooperation.
its

should reject such authoritative claims so as not

essentialist trap as other theories already criticized.

As Caribbean
Caribbean or

We

in

Among

No

the

most important

are:

one Caribbean nation can achieve genuine development on

own. Planning and coordination within the Caribbean and among

Caribbean countries and
important
exists,

is

their Latin

American neighbors

is

crucial. Equally

cooperation and exchange, on a basis of greater equality than

between Caribbean countries and

now

their industrialized neighbors to the

North.

Equality. Real progress requires greater equality
wealth and power

in

in the distribution

of land,

Caribbean countries. Also essential are secure access
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to

the physical necessities of

life,

relevant education, and time necessary for

nurturing and for creative, social and spiritual
full

life.

Only

in this

context can the

productive and creative capabilities of Caribbean nations and individuals

be realized.

Sustainability. Development success cannot be measured
Realistic criteria

must take

in the short term.

into account the needs of future as well as present

generations, and the long-term health and life-sustaining capacity of lands,

waters and the whole of the natural environment.

Democracy.
people”,

If

democracy

image and

its

Only through such
elites

and foreign

is

to reflect

institutions

its

definition as

“government by

must be reconstructed from

the

the

bottom up.

a process can the majority of people, and not just local

interests, participate effectively

decisions that affect their lives and

in

and constructively

in the

shaping the destinies of their nations.

This alternative theorizing proceeds without “privileging” any aspects of the
processes of development.

It

advocates a different entry point, a different method of

explanation, and a correspondingly different conception of the development process.

one process

is

among

the various “overdetermined” processes.

The goal has been

Any

to

simply identify and suggest different directions than those currently dominant for
analyzing the problems of political and economic development of Less Industrialized or

Developing Countries.

There
are admirable

is

a danger, however, in suggesting that

and worth

replicating.

It

may

all

NGO or participatory

be ill-advised to glamorize

achievements. There are always some weakness.
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Some

of which are.

NGOs

activities

and

their

Limited

replicability.

Many NGO-sponsored

activities are too small

localized to have important regional or national impact.

depend on a highly motivated and
intensity

Some

such activities

culturally sensitive staff, and

and motivation cannot be replicated, the

activities

and

where

staff

themselves cannot

be replicated.

Limited self-Sustainability.

Many

such sponsored projects are not designed so

that in the future they can sustain themselves with

beneficiary communities; this

is

particularly true

little

when

or no outside aid to the
it

comes

to the long-

term maintenance requirements especially of small-scale local infrastructure
projects such as waste and sanitation systems.

Limited technical analysis.

Initiation of local

limited technical feasibility analysis and

NGO projects often

weak data

occurs with

bases. This often the result

of a lack of sufficient technical, managerial or economic

staff/skills,

understandable given the circumstances of

yet affects overall

many NGOs,

which

is

results.

Lack of broad based programming
sector,

NGO projects often

are

context. Although

it

may

vary by region or

implemented individually, not

broader programming strategy. Often

NGOs

as part of a

carry out their initiatives and

projects individually and relatively or completely unconnected with other

NGOs

or programs, a tendency that hinders the establishment of nation-wide

or region-wide programs.

It is

important, not belittling, to analyze the weakness of projects, like the Rose

Hall project initiated by

NGOs. Sometimes

the strengths for

which they

are acclaimed can

also be serious weaknesses: for instance in the face of pervasive poverty, “small-scale”

can merely mean “insignificant”; “politically independent” can mean “powerless” or
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“disconnected”; “low cost” can

can

5.8

mean simply “temporary”

mean “under-financed”

or “poor quality”; “innovative”

or “unsustainable”.

Conclusion

The

essential conclusion, in

my

view,

is

that the recognition of the key, growing,

contribution that a case study such as this can and does

by the mistake of idealizing
the ultimate

panacea

development.

An

it.

make should

not be accompanied

This alternative paradigm has a great capacity, but

to the contradictions

and

difficulties of

is

not

planned change and induced

objective approach to the limitations and weaknesses of

is

required for

strengthening the structures and performance, as well as for making activities technically

and economically sounder, and more transferable

to other areas both nationally

and

internationally.

Given

1

.

this situation, realistic options

from the Rose Hall experience

The strengthening of community organizations
be paid to the active participation of
of an analysis which considers

produced

to

women

how gender

requires that special attention

in their leadership

It

and

roles are constructed

to the use

and are

determine needs and priorities for action. Specific attention has

be given to the differential impact of policies on

2.

are:

must be recognized

that these

to

men and women.

community groups and organizations need

training in nonformal and popular education techniques for increasing popular
participation.

3.

To look

for political space

interests,

where

the poor can organize, look after their

own

claim their rights from governments, and challenge the control of the

community

elites

and the government functionaries over
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their lives;

and do

all

this

without being smashed. The purpose must be to build
people’s

organizations, not to have scattered and activities with no
meaningful gains.

To

4.

look for alternatives to the existing government systems for
delivering

resources to the rural poor.

When

and refined, (and they are seen

those alternatives have been implemented

work), they must be introduced to

to

government policy-makers with

them integrated with

the intention of having

reformed government programs which

will

make

their

demonstrated benefits

more widespread.

To persuade governments

5.

to

modify programs by pointing out inconsistencies,

doing research into alternative ways of implementing programs, and
encouraging pressure groups.

To

6.

help governments think differently, act differently,

political space

in fact to

help create

by introducing ideas, building coalitions of friends and

sympathizers, and looking for points of

common

interest

between

governments and NGOs.

Always waiting

in the

wings

will be

people ready to accuse those working on

behalf of the poor of being “subversive”, “destabilizing elements”, “communists”. While

it

is

true that the future of poor people centered

development programs has

approached through a fusion of government and
bring this about

officials.

a

If,

when

finally,

to

do so

governments and

bottom-up manner, there

of

will

command and some new

arbiters of

will erode the

need

NGOs

to

NGO practices,

to be

will

be far from easy

power and income of

the

government

do decide sincerely

work

it

to

together, and in

be strong directives down the government chain

systems put into place that make the poor people the

whether or not a program

is

working, or of whether a project
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to

is

final

to their

advantage.

from the

A

"sine

qua non” of people-centered development

is

that they are

and they work out whether the proposed program

start,

way

them. Given the

however, even

in

which government

officials practice

to get to that stage will require a

mighty

involved

will be beneficial to

development

at the present,

shift in attitudes.

Therefore, bringing together the experiences of those organizations and people

who have

accepted and refined the ideas implicit

community development,
experiences of those

NGO

in

in the a participatory

process of

the experiences of lobbying and advocacy groups, the

government and

the international bodies

who

are sympathetic to

approaches, and the experiences of political movements and research organizations,

we can begin
and yet allow

to define a

it

way forward which

to be extrapolated

to the lives of the

will maintain the high quality of such work,

on a national scale so

poor and disadvantaged.

A way

that

it

really

makes

a difference

forward might consist of the following

elements:

1.

To improve
they can
their

2.

the capabilities of

work

at the

work important

To develop

community organizations and

NGOs

macro-level, without losing the qualities which
at the

so that

made

micro-level.

a climate of opinion in government, and the nation at large, in

which ideas can be well received.

3.

To

gather and demonstrate impressive information on and analysis of the real

situation of the poor

4.

To

and powerless.

research alternative policy models within which ideas would work (and,

possible, graft

them onto

fertile initiatives).
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if

5.

To

identify those

possibility of

6.

To persuade
validity

and

new

whose

interests will be threatened

and

who

will attack the

policies and “run interference” of fen then off.

those in the donor
possibilities of

community who have

new

policies,

leverage, about the

and persuade them

to use that

leverage.

This will not be an easy task

—

there

would be much soul-searching and

agonizing about compromising of ideas and ideals, and

governments as

their integrity

for only then can

and

that

good work be done on

The degree of

dissatisfaction

and commitment are questioned. However,

that such collaboration takes place,

—

much

from

it is

important

each becomes more familiar with the other

a large scale.

challenge, or initiative, depends not only on the socio-cultural

context but on the ideology of the catalysts, or “intermediaries”, or as in this case study,

the “project coordinator”. Intermediaries

these

if this

women know what

must humbly concede from the beginning

they want and should be free to

involves making mistakes.

It is

make

their

own

that

decisions, even

the intermediary’s role to provide information and

access to resources and services and generally to give support. This

is

an important role,

but should not be a dominant role.

Finding

new ways

of establishing conditions that allow development

administrators to recognize and cope effectively with the inevitable complexity and
uncertainty of development problems will be the strongest challenge for developing
countries and international assistance agencies in the future.

the success of micro

development

pilot projects
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such as

They would do

well to heed

this case study details.

In

my

view, the value of this research

and struggles documented, the inspiration
other

women’s groups seeking

that the

these case studies of

need

document such cases

to

women from Rose

some of

the lessons to a

organizational efforts and to other developing countries.

more of

Only then can we

of the experiences

Hall can offer to

not only to earn income but to meet other basic

needs, and the immediate operative value of

women’s

lies in the authenticity

women’s courage,

wide variety of

The world needs

capacity, and collective strength.

as they surface and feed the information

refine our skills

and get much better
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human

at

back

to

all

“doing” development.

far

We

will

sides.
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APPENDIX A

NOTES FROM PRE-EVALUATION INTERVIEWS
Jeannette

(WAND)

Document what

Document

11/11/91

the communities experience has been since 1983.

the increased

involvement of young people as

community has involved new and younger

How

The

people.

successfully has the integration of the

What

initial leaders.

new

leadership been?

has the process been?

Assess the “social dynamics” around income generating versus
social/educational development.
so,

Do

the personal/social

dynamics change?

If

how?

The bakery.

It is

the first

income generating project

Original projects were educational and social

thought of as income and

skill

in nature.

the

Even

community has

tried.

the school uniforms were

building, not income generating.

WAND tried to get the community into income generating projects in the
beginning, but the

first

program coordinator who worked with Rose Hall

community was not ready
this

for this kind of project.

Had

to persuade

kind of project on the community.

Elicit their visions.

What

How

are the

community’s long range

do they want

to get there?
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visions.

insisted that the

WAND not to push

What

are their personal/individual visions?

What

difference has the project

Document

How

made

the obstacles and barriers they have met.

How?

did they overcome them?

Which ones have

who

they been unable to overcome?

Look

at

How

do periphery people

How

do teachers, nurses, preachers,

system.

One

is

involved and

area

is

Is the class structure

Look

at the role

fit

who

Why?

really participates.

in?

etc. fit in?

Rose Hall has a

more impoverished than other

Are they addressing

this

sort of class

areas.

group’s needs?

remaining intact or changing?

WAND and the Program Coordinator have played. What was

the impact of her/their interventions?

Has

in their lives?

What

role those interventions played?

WAND met their expectations?

Examine

the relationships between

Have

relationships changed?

How

do they support each other?

men and

children support the

Document

men and women.

In the

home?

In the

community work of

the

community?

How

women?

the process and strategies they have used that have enabled

succeed.
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do

them

to

Get

at their

visions for themselves, for their children (socially and

educationally).

How
What
Pat Ellis

do they deal with and understand

politics?

motivates them?

—

Initial Project

What purpose do you

Coordinator 11/15/91

think this evaluation could serve?

Systematic documentation of what has happened

in the

community.

Stories about what the project has meant to individuals and to the community.

What kind

of “personal” growth have individuals experienced?

“personal” growth related to what has happened

Their history

The change

is

in the

How

is

that

community?

an indicator.

in relationship is

Look

at participation

Look

at the

of

an indicator.

women

and

girls in vocational activities.

number of people who have

“better lives" and/or have gotten

“better” jobs as a result of the adult learning classes.

Document what

it

takes to

make something

like this

work. People have been

meeting every week for 7 or 8 years. They have only recently begin

to

meet on

a monthly or bi-monthly basis.

The sense one “we-ness”

Look

at their stories.

as an indicator of success.

Stories of forgiveness. Stories of love and understanding

between husband and wife/partners.
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The

workshop was very important.

first

There was another community

that

was not “ready”. Look

at

documentation

on Dickson community.

Examine how leadership
“shared” than

Peggy Antrobus

it

How

works

in the

community.

It is

much more

might appear on the surface.

— WAND Director 11/16/91

Document how

What

really

WAND’s process

has worked.

unique about the community?

is

did the “interventions” help. Analyze the relationship between the “kind

of community” and the “interventions”

Look

at the role

WAND used.

of training.

Indicators

Sense of community or

collectivity.

Endurance.

The

activities

Number

and projects.

of people

who have gone on

to higher education.

Theory

Growth

Center

is

important but

is

not necessarily dependent on economic infusion.

— periphery.
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Macro-Micro =

relationships to center

than integration

may be

Size (small

What

How

is

is

is

important, but independence rather

the key to success.

beautiful); Small

is

their relationship with

do they handle/deal with

Need

to talk with

Look

at ‘‘productivity’' figures.

government

effective and workable.

government?

political issues?

officials.

Peggy may be able

to get

them from

government.

Notes from telephone conversation prior

What was

How

to visit:

the process used?

does the methodology

relate to the

outcome?

Were people empowered? How do we know?

What

are the implications for

What were

development theory or practice?

the shortcomings?
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APPENDIX B

ROSE HALL COMMUNITY BASED PARTICIPATORY TRAINING PROGRAM
CONTENT
Topics
1

.

Areas Covered

Leamings/Outcomes

Personal

• Self-image, self-concept

•

Improved self-image

Development

• Individual strengths

•

Greater self-confidence and

and

weaknesses
•

sense of worth

Exploration of self-attitudes,

Understanding of

•

self

personality traits etc.
•

Change and growth

in the

individual
2.

Interpersonal

• Self in relation to others

Relationships

•

The

role of

women

•

The

role of

men

•

Male/Female relationships and

• Better

understanding of

male/female relationships
•

the changing roles of

Improved family

• Increased

men and

relationships

community

cooperation

women

3.

Needs

•

Working

•

Community

in

groups
profile

— know

•

your community

Assessment
•

history of

Assessment of community

the oral

Rose Hall

• Identification

and prioritizing

of problems

needs
• Identification of

The beginning of

community

•

Recognition of human
resources/skills

resources
•

How

to use these to achieve

common
problems
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goals and solve

Topics
4.

Areas Covered

Problem

• Identification

Solving

•

Leamings/Outcomes
of problems

• Better

Exploring underlying causes of

problems
•

understanding of the

reasons for problems
• Skill in a critical analysis

Difference and relationship

•

between individual problems

Logical systematic approach to

problem-solving

and group/community

problems
•

Problem solving techniques

—

steps to be taken
5.

Program

•

Planning

• Setting objectives

•

•

Steps

in the

planning process

Management and

•

of systematic planning
use of time

•

Involvement of wider

and resources

community

Developing programs, projects

planning and decision-making

and

activities to

meet the needs

•

and address the problems of
the individual and
•

Understanding the importance

Building

in

in participatory

Development of community
programs and

activities to

meet

community needs

community

evaluation with

programs
6.

Evaluation

•

Meaning of evaluation

•

Evaluation as an on-going

of evaluation as an important

problem

part of every activity

•

•

Understanding and acceptance

Development and use of

a

•

Evaluation as a planning tool

•

Involving the community

comprehensive evaluation

members

system with the projects by

in

evaluating a

community members

program/activity
•

Methods of evaluating

•

Use of evaluation outcomes
setting objectives

• Self-evaluation
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for

and planning

Topics
7.

Concepts

Areas Covered
•

Learnings/Outcomes

Development: What does

mean?

How

How

does

it

How

An

•

happen?

do we know when

happened?

it

does

it

development

affect

is

a process of

change and growth

has

it

understanding that

Acceptance

•

that

community

the individual and the

members should be conscious

community

of their participation in that

process and be aware of the
effects the process can have on

them
8.

Skills Training

(A) Sewing

(B)

Food preparation and
presentation

—

nutritional

•

Making of school uniforms

•

Source of income

•

More and

•

More

and economic value

better use of foods

nutritious and balanced

meals
•

Development of an incomegenerating project

— improving

(C) Literacy skills
skills in

•

reading and writing

Improved

literacy skills

—

better able to express self both

through a community

in

speaking and writing

education project, relevant to
the

community

(D) Cooperatives
operate;

— how they

Why

do they

fail?

Benefits and/or

disadvantages
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•

Exploring idea of developing a

community cooperative

Topics

Areas Covered
(E) Business

women:

Learnings/Outcomes

management

for

•Better understanding of value

Costing, pricing,

marketing and record

of time resources and labor
• Better

keeping

understanding on

pricing, costing etc.
•

Improved management of

income
(F) Project

development and

• Preparation

of two project

proposal writing including

proposals and presentation of

preparation of budget

these to Funding Agencies

(G) Teaching literacy to adults:

how

•

adults learn, creative

Creative ways of teaching
adults and up-grading their

techniques for teaching

literacy skills

literacy

(H) Training

in

Pre-school

education

•

Opening of
for
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a nursery school

30 children, 3-5 years old

APPENDIX C

SUMMARY OF OPINIONS OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS ON THE IMPACT
OF THE PILOT PROJECT
(A).

Impact on Individuals

(self perception)

Female

Male

I

have an increased feeling of well-being.

I

feel a sense of pride.

I

have gained self-confidence and

I

realize that the project

work
I

to

make

love the group;

do

I

will support

you how good

I

am

I

have learned a

can’t

It is

to

tell

there

I

one person who

is

I

are speaking out.

am.

We have

it,

feel.

is

proud of the

let’s

keep

I

want

not a

to get

member

of the group, but

want

I

am

evening classes to gain

more information/knowledge.

I

feel a sense of

my community.

to attend the

to the

I

evening classes, but

any area that

anxious to

make
lot,

I

can.

a contribution.

things which

I

could

can do now.

thought that

men, but now

more involved.

happy about the project and
pride in

I

go

to

not do,

it.

interested in the activities of the

group.

project.

could not do before.

I

project,

I

me

helping

very proud of the project.

I

am

men

a success.

want

am

I

not a threat to

I

I

am

is

have been strongly affected by the

Shy members

If

will

I

things

I

it

I

it

was women wanting

I

see that

it

is

not so.

can talk to anybody now, even

queen came

I

to rule

if

would stand up and

the

carry on a

conversation with her.
I

want

to

become more involved

activities of the
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working group.

in the

Impact on Male/Female Relations and Family Life

(B).

Female
I

am

Male

getting

more support from my

am

I

husband with the housework.

my home.

My

I

Ed

husband
is

is

helping

different,

staying at

in the

we now

home more.

house, he

sit

is

acts

down and exchange

The education

classes has changed

my way

of living into a more meaningful one.

Since the project

Things

wife

is in

in

it.

project has had a positive impact on

my home

life. I

want

my

wife to become

more involved.

ideas.

George

my

intend to join the group,

The

improvement

surely seeing signs of

is

came

helping

me

that he did not

home, he

is

to the village,

with the housework.

do

for years in the

doing them now.

am

I

willing to stay

home

so that

my

wife

can attend meetings.
I

will

make supper on Thursdays

Joan can go
resolve

to the classes.

more

situations

things over with

A man

My
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am

able to

now when

I

talk

wife.

cannot work without a woman.

wife has changed. Before she used to

bring
to

my

I

so that

me my

come

for

meals,

it.

now

she

is

telling

me

(C).

Impact on the Community

Female

Male

The whole community

will receive benefits

and opportunities are provided so

I

that

never thought that

weaker

Since the group began, things have started

The women

to

change.

The group

am

is

helping people to do things

Time

is

What

The group has

Women

laid the foundation for the

younger generation.

This

is

out of Rose Hall?

The

that

we must

worthwhile.

it is

A

cherish,

We

will

uniting in this way. Rose

Enthusiasm and

I

Rose

Hall, only one or

streets at night.

should be treated

project

better.

a big gap in this

fill

woman’s

The group

interest in the

time,

is

giving the

place

is

is in

I

notice

community.

women

the

community,

home,

in all

in the

important

progressive, for in a short

many good

Many young

community

high.

will

be

to

duties.

Hall will continue to progress.

The group

village

role.

women’s voices

on the

girls are

fields, in the

have better homes.

is

up the

opportunities to use their talents.

something

we keep on

ripe for

that they

see.

hold on to for

If

are brightening

a change in

two

and

no longer the

sex.

people are getting more friendly.

Can anything good come

could be so

heard.

so glad for the evening classes and

Come

are

and playing a bigger

which they could not do before.
I

— they

businesslike

money can be made.

women

things have happened.

girls are

holding their heads

up.
is

the lighthouse of

endeavor

to

keep

it

Rose Hall

burning.

—

There

is

a sense of togetherness in the

community.
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APPENDIX D

MAP OF THE CARIBBEAN

Caribbean

The

259

APPENDIX E

MAP OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING CARIBBEAN

Caribbean

English-speaking

The

ap
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APPENDIX F

MAP OF ST.VINCENT
ST.

VINCENT
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APPENDIX G

MAP OF ROSE HALL

LEVEL

PEN
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